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Lol.-cost Kentile@ Architectural Nlarbles Vinll Asbestos Tile comes in trt'o

thicknesses: 3lz" and%." Nine colors. Shor.n above I'ith 72" feature strips.

vinll tile that looks like marble-wears like it, too!

国回N口■口回
VINYL TILE

A Kentile exclusive. Realistic mottling extends throughout

the full thickness of Architectural Marbles for lasting beauty.

Greaseproof, stain-resistant, easy to maintain. outwears car-

pet ; co;ts less, too. Samples ? Call your Kentile Representative.ロロロロロ日
Formoletechnica|data,ci]c|e216oninformationcard>
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ABOVE:William F. Bowld Hospitaland Dobbs
Research I nstitute, Memph is, f enn. Arc h itects :

Eason Anthony McKinnie and Cox. Memphis.
General Contractor: J. A. Jones Construction
Co. Seven Dover Geared Elevators, capacities
to 4000 lbs., speeds to 350 FPM; one Oil-
draulic freight elevator, capacity 5000 lbs.;
installed by Dover Elevator Company.

RIGHT: Holy Family Hospital, Atlanta. Ga.
Architects: AeckAssociates. lnc. General Con -

tractor: Beers Construction Co. One Dover
Geared Elevator,4000 lbs. capacitv,350 FPM;
one Dover Oildraulic Elevator,4000 Ibs.
capacrty, 200 FPM; installed by Dover Ele-
vator Company.



Dover Elevatofs...
engineered fbr
busy buildings

Fast speeds, minimum cost are offered by Dover
with this geared elevator hoisting machine. lt's
available for speeds to 450 feet per minute for
moving people efficiently in hospitals as well as

offices, apartments, dormitories, and other busy
buildings. Cost is less than gearless machines in
this speed range yet riding characteristics and
dependability are outstanding. Dover also
offers gearless elevators for higher speeds and
Oildraulic' Elevators with speeds to 200 FPM
for buildings to seven stories. Write for catalogs.
Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. F-1,

P. O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tenn. 38102

For more technical data, circle 21'I on information card
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Hi Ho, Come to the Fair: And a big
one it promises to be, as the leadoff
article on Expo 67 in this AIA
JOURNAL indicates. US architects
who are planning a trip to Montreal
will be interested to learn that the
Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada is preparing to roll out the
red carpet in order to make the ex-
hibition experience as pleasurable
and as meaningful as possible.

Expo's chief architect, Edouard
Fiset, and members of his staff
have offered to meet fellow profes-
sionals from all nations and to
discuss personally the exhibition
buildings; and specially guided
tours-in English and in French-
will be arranged each week, pro-
vided sufficient interest is shown.

In addition, architects are invited
to utilize the facilities of Club Exoo
in the International Trade Cenire
(near the entrance gateJ, whose offi-
cers can also arrange introductions
to Canadian practitioners.

Any of our readers who would
like to avail themselves of this hos-
pitality are urged to drop a line well
in advance of their trip to the RAIC
at 151 Slater, Ottawa 4, or to the
Quebec Association of Architects,
at 7825 Dorchester Blvd. W., Mon-
treal 25. Dates: AWil z}-Oct"zz.

A Canadian Counterpart: It gives us
great pleasure to introduce a new
contributor to the ]OURNAL: A. f.
[JackJ Diamond, who has done the
critique on Expo 67.He wears sev-
eral hats as the head of the Gradu-

ate Design Studio, which he inaugu-
rated, at the University of Toronto;
as a private practitioner and con-
sultant in architecture and urban
design; and, finally, as associate
editor of Architecture Conodo. For-
merly known as the RAIC Journol,
the monthly has been experiencing
a growth similar to ours, with a re-
vamped format and editorial policy
to match its change in title. Mr. Dia-
mond spelled out the objectives
back in fanuary 1966 when he
wrote in part:

"What is wanted is a lively
presentation of professiondl views
which should. like the best law or
medi-cal journals, command atten-
tion outside the profession as well
as within. Our job is not that of a
commercial glossy. It is to examine
our subject matter in as great a
breadth and depth as our contribu-
tors and readership will allow. In-
stead of pictorialism, we would

General Articles
Completelisting .... 47

Departments

Newslines I
Unfinished Business ....... 32
Books . .. .. 88
Calendar .... 96
Letters ....... 98
Information Card . . . . . . . . . .101

Cover
Habitat, symbol of Expo 67
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stress content; instead of novelty,
profundity; instead of commercial-
ism, economy; instead of isolated
virtuosity, building in context. We
wish to assist the establishment of
high standards of architecture; we
wish to seek out those principles
that are a part of our environment
and time, that lead to an architec-
ture of service to the national com-
munity and, by example, contribute
to universal architectural stand-
ards."

Architecture Canada

As a result, Architecture Conodo
Iast year won the first award for
the greatest improvement for edi-
torial excellence for professional
publications on the continent. Its
policy, by the way, includes regu-
lar criticism, about which we will
have something to say in a later
issue.

More Than fust Words: It is appro-
priate to mention here that critic
Diamond also has designed a proj-
ect for Expo-Activity Area F fsee
cut above) for the official client,
the Canadian Corporation for the
World's Exposition.

The design "attempts to struc-
ture the space and movement of
people between pavilions, and to
make a place of arrival for people
arriving on the Expo Express." It
consists of snack bars. restaurants.
boutiques and a performance area.
|ohn H. Andrews is associate archi-
tect. ROBERT E.KOEHLER
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Moduf Floors.
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Wallace Harrison Selected
For Gold Medal; Lauded
As Architect Times Require

The Institute will award its high-
est honor, the Gold Medal, to "the
kind of architect required by to-
day's American society, one who
can cooperate with and satisfy to-
day's clients; who can, through his
tact, patience and skill as an or-
ganizer and designer, work suc-
cessfully with private and public
clients as the leader of complex
design teams."

This was the way AIA President
Charles M. Nes fr., FAIA, described
the medal winner, Wallace K. Har-
rison. FAIA.

Harrison, Nes continued, has
worked "with the concept of ur-
banism, creating architecture as
part of the fabric of the city, with
great dedication and loyalty to the
best interests of his own city, New
York.

"It has been said that 'the con-
temporary architect is expected to
be an artist, a scientist, a hard-
headed businessman, a visionarY, a
shrewd psychologist, a wise philos-
opher, a skillful sociologist and,
above all, a public-spirited citizen.'
No one man can have all these tal-
ents, of course, But Wallace Har-
rison demonstrates these qualities
magnificently and, through them,
he has enriched the architecture of
this country."

Harrison is the 33rd reciPient of
the medal which was established in
1907 to honor "most distinguished
service to the profession or the
Institute." The New Yorker, who
was born in Worcester, Mass., 71
years ago, will receive the honor
during the AIA convention in New
York, May 14-18.

Among qualities for which he
will be cited are "his demonstrated
ability to lead a team in producing
significant architectural works of
high quality over a period of more
than 30 years" and for "highest
order of architectural statesman-
ship."

Harrison in 1916 went to work
for McKim, Mead * White in New
York, served in the NavY during
World War I and, following studY
abroad, joined the firm of Bertram
Goodhue, a 1925 winner of the Gold
Medal.

The firm, which later became
Corbett, Harrison & MacMurraY,

8 AIA JOURNAL/FEBRUARY 1967

was one of four chosen in 1929 to
design Rockefeller Center, which
is among Harrison's most noted
works and is still considered by
many critics as an outstanding ex-
ample of contemporary urban de-
sign.

In 1937 he formed a partnershiP
with f. Andre Fouilhoux, and six
years later Max Abramovitz, FAIA,
was made a partner. Fouilhoux died
in 1945, and the firm has continued
as Harrison & Abramovitz.

As director of planning, Harrison
headed an international team of
consulting architects for the United
Nations headquarters. Another of
his works is the new Metropolitan
Opera in New York's Lincoln Cen-
ter.

He won AIA Honor Awards for
the Corning Glass Center [1953),
the Interfaith Center at Brandeis

Frank L. Codella Is Named
Institute Administrator

Frank L. Codella, AIA, associate
partner of A. M. Kinney Associates,
Cincinnati, is the new administra-
tor of the AIA's Department of
Professional Services.

Codella, 40, was most recently
architectural project manager for
two Kinney jobs totaling more than
$20 million.

He received his Bachelor of Ar-
chitecture degree from Cornell Uni-
versity in 1949, began his career
with fohn C. Ehrlich, AIA, in Ge-
neva, N,Y., and in 1951 joined the
Clifton, N.f., firm of Arthur Rigolo,
FAIA, where he remained for 14
years as an associate and Project
manager. He joined the Kinney firm
in 1965.

Codella has been involved in the
design and supervision of all major
building types. He has been a Proj-
ect manager for complete architec-
tural services and has conducted
research in acoustics, concrete, su-
permarket design standards, archi-
tectural office practices and proce-
dures, including maximum use of
personnel and fallout shelters.

He served almost three years on
active duty with the Naval Civil
Engineer Corps Reserve. He is mar-
ried and the father of four children
and is active in civic and educa-
tional affairs.

Codella succeeds Robert f. PiPer,
AIA, who resigned to become co-
ordinator of client services for the
Perkins & Will PartnershiP in Chi-
cago, a position he has assumed.

Contract Furniture Events
Set for Chicago, New York

All of the extensive meeting fa-
cilities of Chicago's Merchandise
Mart and McCormick Place, includ-
ing the 5,000-seat Arie Crown Thea-
ter, will be necessary to contain
next month's Intercon L

Sponsored by the Mart, Intercon
I is described as the first interna-
tional exposition and congress for
the contract furniture and furnish-
ings industry.

The exposition side of the March
20-22 event will include what were
described as the newest interior
furnishings for commercial and in-
stitutional use and the greatest col-

Continued on Poge 15

University (1956) and the Univer-
sity of Illinois AssemblY Hall
(1e64).

In 1945 Harrison was honored bY
a national AIA citation for a "most
outstanding contribution through
public service to the prestige of the
profession."



Fred Bassetti projects
"Regent's Hall,"
a stately concept
in wood as an
appropriate setting
for occasions of
pomp and
circumstance.
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Weyerhaeuser Company has commissioned a number
of leading architectural firms to create design
innovations which highlight the potential of wood
in public and commercial buildings. This original
design by Fred Bassetti, A.l.A., of Seattle, Washington
is the eighth in the series.

"For Regent's Hall,
a ceremonial building-
we propose a taut design
using one of nature's
most versatile gifts-
wood."
Our egalitarian American society has grown so
bland that today its texture for most of us is
uniform; it lacks reference points. lts members can
no longer find their identity or position. This
leveling may sometimes be an advantage, but on
special occasions it inhibits the very uniqueness
of the event. This building is an attempt to
serve these special occasions.

When a University President must receive the
visiting Nobel Prize winner or other dignitary
and present him to the Deans he will now be
able to do so in an appropriate setting. When the
Board of Regents faces the faculty after their
annual meeting on tenure, the confrontation
may now take place in properly dignified
surroundings. The Learned Societies will have
a place to meet and hold their teas, the President
his reception, the University to display the
Mace, the Sceptre and the Orb between
yearly ceremonial parades.

To serve these needs we propose a taut design
using one of nature's most versatile gifts-wood.
The design's success wilI develop from taste
in selection of materials, from care in detailing,
from integrity and consistency in fashioning
the whole out of its parts. We have used thick,
specially surfaced wall construction, precisely
modeled laminated columns and beams, custom
doors, and architectural hardwood paneling
inlaid in an attempt to create spaces with quiet
strength and dignity. Wood, a remarkable
material, friendly to man, is essential to
this design.



PRES:DENT'S R00M

MA!N RECEPT10N HALL

BANQUET R00M

K:TCHEN PANTRY

COATS

VEST!BULE

PUBLIC FAC:LITIES

AMBULATORY

REGENTS R00M

LEARNED SOCIETIES R00M

D:SPLAY N!CHE

TONGUE AND GR00VE」 0:NT
EVERY TWO FEET

SECTION

"Wood, a remarkable material, friendly to man,
is essential to this design"
The friendliness of wood-and its stateliness-
could scarcely be presented in more dramatic
fashion than has been done by Mr. Bassetti and
his associate Robert Sowder. lt is a telling demon-
stration of the ways Weyerhaeuser Architectural
Wood Products can be made to serve creativity.

2X8LAM:NATED DOUGLAS F:R

INTERIOR WALL SURFACE
WEYERHAEUSER ARCHITECTURAL

HARDW00D PANEL!NG

The Weyerhaeuser Architectural Services Program
provides you with ready access to the most com-
prehensive body of technical data available from a
single source in the wood products industry.
Call a Weyerhaeuser Architectural Representative
for details.Write Box B-2533,Tacoma,Wash.98401.

For more technical data, circle 2L2 on information card.

PLAN

VERTICAL WALL SECT10N
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Through this new system
you may design for room
rearrangement at will while
maintaining environment standards

Here is a sea of space, air and light. And in this sea;
heating, cooling, ventilation and illumination are
furnished from above ceiling plane, in such disper-
sion that they do not restrict the possible arrange-
ment of rooms. Then too-the structural system is
so precise that by shifting movable partitions or
operable walls, a great many room plan arrange-
ments are feasible, present and future, while always
providing environment matching or exceeding that
with fixed partitions.

This is no pipe dream. lt is Space Grid'"-a system
of integrated structural and mechanical systems
representing the cooperative design development
of a unified structural/mechanicals system by five
national manufacturersx; each highly qualified in
their own specialties.

Now, instead of spending frustrating days inte-
grating a half-dozen mechanical systems which
were designed without relation to one another, you
start with your total structural/mechanical instru-

ment, and proceed to design for the maximum effi-
ciency of all component systems.

Space Grid is one of the successful solutions to
the much-publicized SCSD** performance specifi-
cation for California school construction. But the
range of resources represented by the collaborat-
ing manufacturers comprising Space Grid extends
its application to manufacturing, administration,
commerce, recreation, rest homes and other simi-
lar end uses. Fast construction and single responsi-
bility are bonus benefits. For further details, refer
to Sweet's File 2AlBu. Or write direct to Architec-
tural Systems Department, Butler Manufacturing
Company, 7601 East 13th Street, Kansas City,
Missouri 64126.
*Butler Manufacturing Company, E. F. Hauserman Company,
Lennox Industries lncorporated, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Cor-
poration, and other cooperating manufacturers. Space Grid is
a trademark of Butler Manufacturing Company.
'3*SCSD is the School Construction Systems Development proj-
ect of the Educational Facilities Laboratories.
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Iection of contract furnishings ever
assembled, a collection occupying
some 700,000 square feet.

The congress includes about 60
sessions over the three-day period
and are intended to provide a
means of intercommunication be-
tween what W. O. Ollman, general
manager of the Mart, termed "all
segments of this diverse industry."

"Many of the people whose con-
cepts give strongest direction to the
contract industry are unknown to
those who work in it or are served
by it," OIIman said. "Our programs
will bring them together. They will
see, hear and meet the distin-
guished architects, designers, in-
dustrialists and other leaders from
many countries whose work and
vision exert a major influence on
environmental development. "

In New York, meanwhile, prepa-
rations are underway for a contract
industry show.

Called Contract '67, it will be
held at the Coliseum, April 25-27,
and is said to have a big advance
registration of exhibitors.

In the United States alone, con-
tract sales are nearing the $5 billion
mark, according to Ollman.

Morgan of USG Receives
'Urban Pioneer'Medal

Graham f. Morgan, president of
United States Gypsum Co., is the
nation's second urban hero.

Morgan, hailed for his leadership
in pioneering the first urban reha-
bilitation effort backed by a major
corporation, was awarded the

Weaver awards Morgan medal.

Housing and Urban Development
Department's "Urban Pioneer"
Medal.

The first such medal was Dre-
sented last year to Robert S. Simon
Jr. for his efforts in creating the
new town of Reston, Va.

Morgan was cited for his "daring
and perception to channel the expe-

Continued on page 2O

One
exclusive
secret
ofthe

380
Operable
Classroorn

cald

15

(A)

(B)

The R-W 3BO has many ex-
clusive features. Each one
adds to the amazing ability
of the 380 to make team
teaching easier. For opti-
mum sound control and
easy operation, there is no
match for the R-W 380.

For all the facts, write for
Catalog F-266.

Wall

The floor seal shown here.works with tremendous efficiency
in the operation of the lncomparable R-W 380 . . . the class.
room wall that converts space quickly to suit your changing
instructional needs.

This retractable, molded-rubber seal rides friction-free
when up (photo A), without floor tracks, bolts, or guides of
any kind. But with the simple turn of a lever, the seal locks
the wall securely in place and seals out sound (photo B).
The seal works on hard surfaced or carpeted floors, regard-
less of minor irregularities.

HUpp
CDRPORATI口 N

RICHARDS口WILCOX DiV:SiON
223 THIRD STREET● AURORA,:LLINOiS 60507

For more technical data, circie 221 on information
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CREDlTS:ARCHlTECT:LASHMIT― BROWN‐ POLLOCK,A'A,Winston‐ Salem,North Caroi na CENERAL CONTRACTOR:REA CONSTRUCT10N COMPANY,Chariotte,North Caro‖ na.

TERRAZZO CONTRACTOR: CAROLINA MARBLEこ TILE CO, Winston・ Salem, North Carolina. PHOTOGRAPH COuRTESY OF MARBLE PRODuCTS CoMPANY,Atlanta,Goo,9i●

GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Oftices: Chicago, lllinois . Chattanooga, Tennessee . Dallas, Texas. Fort Worth, Texas . Houston, Texas . Fredonia, Kansas

Fort Wayne, Indiana . Jackson, Michigan . Kansas City . Tampa, Florida . Miami, Florida . Los Angeles, California

TERRAZZO。 …12:17。 …sometime in 1975

This picture of the terrazzo floors of the new Forsyth General

Hospital in Winston-Salem was taken last Spring, just before they

started admitting patients. In ten years, even twenty or more years,

the floors will look the same . . . or better. There will have been

tremendous traffic over them, bat tenazzo can not only take it . . .

it actually 'improaes with age. Continuous traffic combined with

simple basic maintenance have a mellowing effect that heightens

terrazzo's basic natural beauty.

As is so frequently the case with fine terrazzo floors, the contractor

chose Trinity White Portland Cement for the job.

16 AIA IOURNAL/FEBRUARY 1967 For more technical data, circle 222 on information card
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You get an attractive
embossed ceiling
with Robertson Long-Span
acoustical roof deck
Pictured above is true construction
economy without sacrif ice. In one unit
you get an excellent long-span struc-
tural roof deck and an attractive, ef-
fective acoustical ceiling ready for
tield paint. lts embossed surface ef-
fectively reduces glare and ref lections.
The glass fiber sound absorbing ma-
terial is protected against damage by
the perforated steel. Moreover, no fire
hazard is oresent since there are no
combustibles involved.

Robertson Acoustical Decks are
available in two styles and eleven
types for varying load and span re-
quirements. One style involves theflat
perforated ceiling shown here. The
other features a f luted ceiling with the
oerforations in the vertical webs. Trof-
fer lighting can be installed easily in
alltypes.

Write to H. H. Robertson Company
for acoustical deck literature and
specif ications.

Wherever you build you can relY on

TWO CATEWAY CENTER
PITTSBURGH,PENNSYLVANIA
Plants in Ambridge,Pa

SUBSIDIARIES,PLANTS OR SALES OFFICES IN THESE COUN‐
TRIES:AUSTRALIA AUSTRIA B[LGIUM CANADA DENMARK,
F NLAND, FRANC[ G[RMANY HOLLAND. RELAND, TALY,
NG[RA, NORWAY SINGAPOR[, SOUTH AFR CA, SWITZER‐
LAND,SPAIN,SWEll[N,UN TED KINGDOM
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We can think of six good reasons
why you'd want to specify a
Halsey Taylor water cooler.

WM SERIES WALL-MOUNTED
WATER COOLERS- Designed for
modern interiors. Contoured stain-
less steel top pievents splashing.
Hot water dispenser (coffee bar)
optional. Standard cabinet finish
is handsome, baked gray enamel.
Available also in stainless or vinyl.
clad steel with choice of attractive
colors and textures. Choose from
3 modef s. Capacities: 9.4, 16.4 or
19.9 gals. of 50' F water at 70"
room temperature. Water.cooled
condenser models also available.

RWM SERIES SEMI-RECESSED
WATER COOLERS - Provide con.
temporary complement for public
areas. Steel box frame allows flush
mounting in any wall. Standard
cabinet attractively finished in gray
baked enamel. Special interior ac.
cent cabinets also furnished in
stainless or vinyl-clad steel with
choice of textures and colors. Two
models. Capacities: 9.4 to 15.2
gals. of 50' F water at 70'room
temperature.

CP CLASSIC SERTES - Comptete
refreshment center provides cold
drinking water and hot water for
coffee and other hot beverages.
Large refrigerated compartment
for ice cubes and botfled drinks.
Modern styling combines stainless
steel with wood-grain finish. ldeal
for executive suite, conference
room, or employees' lounge. Coffee
bar, optional equipment. Capacity:
3.5 gals. 50" F water at 70. room
temperature.



A two-stream
bubbler

Is one.
●

WT FL00R MODEL SER:ES― ―Can
be installed free-standing or se-
cured tightly against the wall. All
plumbing connections are made
through cabinet back. Equipped
with both hand and foot controls
and new anti-splash stainless steel
top. Goose neck glass filler and
water dispenser (coffee bar) are
optional. Cabinet finished in stand-
ard g.ay enamel. Other attractive
colors on special order basis.
Choose from 4 models. Capacities:
9.4 to 24.6 gals. of 50" F water at
70" room temperature. Water-cooled
condenser models also available.

BL.3OI BI-LEVEL ACCESSORY
FOUNTAIN - Safe, practical way
to serve drinking water to adults
and children. Designed for side
mounting on any WM series water
cooler. Gray baked enamel, stain-
less or vinyl-clad steel cabinets to
match adjoining WM cooler. Waste
outlet and water supply are integral
with electric water cooler. Can also
be installed as separate wall
fountain.

You provide a more satisfying drink of
water with Halsey Taylor's exclusive,
two-stream, mound-building, anti-
squirt water projector. Two streams
peak at a precise point to deliver a
larger, more sanitary mouthful of cold
water. And the unique overflow ouflet
in the hood guard makes this bubbler
absolutely squirtproof. Guard and
bubbler are a one-piece, heavy,
chrome-plated forging. Consta nt
stream height is maintained by an au-
tomatic stream regulator - never too
high or too low, even though line pres-
sure may vary as much as 50 pounds.

The five attractive water coolers
shown here, with their clean, modern
styling, are additional reasons why you
should specify Halsey Taylor.

Before you buy or specify see the
most complete line of electric water
coolers and drinking fountain equip.
ment available. Write today for new
Halsey Taylor catalogs. Or look us up
in Sweets or the Yellow Pages.

重̈
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THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR COMPANY
1566Thomas Road, Warren. Ohio
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rience, insights and efficiencies of
private enterprise into the field of
residential rehabilitation."

USG is rebuilding dilapidated
structures on East 102nd Street in
New York's Harlem. On accepting
the award last month, Morgan an-
nounced that USG is broadening its
New York experience by acquiring
six more multifamily buildings to
the rear of its present operation.
The cost of buying and rehabilitat-
ing the buildings was placed at $1.6
million.

Morgan also made known that
USG early this year will buy six

multifamily buildings in the Hough
section of Cleveland, and that the
company is making preliminary
studies for pilot projects in Phila-
delphia, Chicago, Atlanta, Los An-
geles, San Francisco and Oakland.

In the New York work, results
are already claimed in the form of
new products and construction
techniques as well as better use of
existing materials and methods.

The medal was presented to Mor-
gan by HUD Secretary Robert C.
Weaver. Looking on in the Na-
tional Housing Center were home
building leaders and government
officials.

Plight of Cities Pondered
As Congress Convenes

The mood of much of the press
and the political fraternity as the
90th Congress convened last month
was one of speculation over the
mood of the new Congress.

One columnist thought the Con-
gressional mood would be one of
"Stop, Look and Listen." Senate
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield
said he hoped to see "the beginning
of a major re-examination of what
we have done in legislation during
the past few years."

Several circumstances combined
to portend a slowdown in new leg-
islation, but perhaps the single
most important factor was the
changed complexion of the Con-
gress itself.

The Republicans picked up only
three additional seats in the Senate
but came out of November's elec-
tion with a 47-seat gain in the
House, This cut the Democratic ad-
vantage to 248 vs. 787, giving the
GOP its strongest House delegation
in nearly a decade. And a survey
by Congressionol Quorterly showed
that only 177 members-elect of the
new House generally favored Great
Society programs.

The question was, then, what will
happen to measures that narrowly
squeaked through the BOth Con-
gress? Would the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
be strengthened through stepped-
up Congressional oversight or
would its efforts simply be cur-
tailed? In short, what would hap-
pen to the programs aimed at aiding
the ailing American city?

But as the newsletter Housing
ond Urbon Aff airs Doily suggested,
all the cutback speculation was
"subject to influence of the Presi-
dent's proposals and the way in
which they are presented."

So everyone looked forward to
what Mr. fohnson had to say in his
three major addresses to the Con-
gress.

PEOPLE

President Names Halprin
Arts Council Member

Landscape architect Lawrence
Halprin is one of eight new mem-
bers named by President fohnson
to the National Council on the Arts.

The San Franciscan will serve a
six-year term. The council is made
up of 26 members.

Continued on page 25

/l/- TALIS-A-PIIONE
Provides instant and direct 2-way conversation between any Apartment and Vestibule
. . . Greater Performance with Exclusive Talk-A-Phone Features:
o Ample Volume-Whispers, shouts and normal voice are heard clearly without
"boom" o Automatic Privacy-On all Apartment Units o Volume Selector-Each
Apartment selects own volume. Concealed vet easilv accessible o Built-in Buzzer-
Pleasant sound, in each Apartment Unito With one oriwo independenttalking circuits
and one or two independent door opener buttons.

Distinctively styled. Quality Engineered. Built to withstand continuous use.
a

TALK.A.PHONE . . . "Has Everything: Does Everything." The accepted standard of quality and
dependability in Intercommunication for over a lhird-of-a-century.

Intercom For The Home. Enjoy comfort,
convenience and peace of mind, From any
room you can . Listen-in on baby, children or
sick room o Answer outside doors r Talk to
anyone-upstairs or downstairs, inside and
out. Enioy radio. Distinctively styled. Beauti-
lully finished. Easily installed.

lntercom For OfIice and lndustry. Saves
thousands of man-hours, simplif ies olf ice
routine. Distinctively styled, ruggedly built to
withstand conlinuous day and night use.
From 2-station systems to elaborate installa-
tions, you can do it better and more economi-
cally with Talk-A-Phone. Pays for itself many
times over.

S蒻絆¨L屁
留鶏 ng、 ⅢnT:」TALK・ A‐ PHONE CO.,5013N.K
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DAP '1012' saves time because it doesn't require paint-

ing. Blends perfectly with the color of aluminum sash.

Specify it for glazing aluminum, steel, bonderized-gal-
vanized and bronze metal sash, outside or inside. Knifes

easily. Ready for immediate use. Will not crack, chip or
powder. Sets tight and stays semi-elastic to withstand
flexing of sash resulting from vibration and thermal ex-
pansion and contraction. Meets Interim Federal Speci-

fication TT-G-00410c.

DAP ''1231 ' Flexiglaze@ is not subject to shrinkage be-

cause it's formulated from 1007o solids-the finest syn-

thetics and inerts. Adheres to primed wood, metal, glass,

porcelain-most any construction material. Documented

in-the{ield performance proves DAP '123f is the finest

writeわr TechttcJ Daね Bdletlns Or see Our cOmplete″引 ng h Swedヽ 日た
静

DAP:NC.,DEPT.AJ, GENERAL OFFiCES:DAYTON,OH:045431 ・ SuBs:D:ARY OF― J%`

;::'tx i,jK1'"jl?j,n"1n 
o::o*":t lt fl lIwaterproof seal that i:.; ^;";;; I I I

by normar atmospneriJ':n;;: lrllft
員REHITIETURttl

SIAl員‖TS
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IS
Modern bu‖ dings require

complex communicctions
services――telephone′ dO十。′
telettypewriterr closed_

circuiヤ television. lf they're

plonned early――in,he
blueprin,s,oge――you won't
wind up mOking expensive
ollerofions ond odding

unsigh‖y wiring loter on.

AIIナhe people listed here

have talent'roining ond

experience in working with
people who bu‖ d. They
know communicotions.
They knOw cOnstrucオ ion。

Before you bu‖ d′ consul,

with them. Remembeら you
odd them,O your teomi nol
your poyro‖ 。 So――cO‖ us.

ALABAMA
J.H.B百 ghtwell

205‐ 328‐ 2624

ARIZONA
Archilec1 0nd Bu‖ der
Service
602_258‐ 3643
602‐ 791_2427

ARKANSAS
C.M.Stoul
501_376‐ 9249

CALIFORN:A
CENTRAL
C.Smith
408-293_3410

LOS ANCELES′ CENTRAL
A.F.DuFoult
213-621_1291

LOS ANCELES′ NORTH
E.W.Meons
213_621‐8899 Ex十。405

SACRAMENTO
M.」 . Pu‖z
916‐ 452_8363

SAN D!ECO
D.H.Armstrong
714_295-0061

SAN FRANCISCO
Tel.P10n Service
415‐ 399‐ 3981

SAN LEANDRO
R.Schmidt
416‐ 451-9000 Loco! 2301

COLORADO
」.Morley
303‐ 266‐ 4653

CONNECTiCUT
hA/.T.Bloke
203_771_3547

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COVERNMENT SERⅥ CE
M.K.Ross′ Jr.

202_392‐ 5551

WASHINGTON
Do Chase
202‐ 392‐ 2265

FLORIDA
A.N.BrOckmOn
904‐ 353‐ 2252

C10RC:A
C.E.Diol
404_529_8286

1DAHO
BOISE
E.Eo CofFin

208‐ 385‐ 2236

POCATELLO
F.C.Miller
208_232_0226

TVVIN FALLS
H.H.Cheney
208_733‐ 0243

lLLIN01S
W.∪ .V∨ y‖ e
312‐ 727‐ 1885

1ND:ANA
C.Zollinger
317_630_5397

10WA
CEDAR RAPIDS
R.H.SiocktOn
319_369‐ 9337

DAVENPORT
」。W LohrmOn
319-328_1200

DES MOINES
D.」 .BOotrighi
616‐ 281_6727

KANSAS
K. Ro Milche‖

913‐ FL‐ 7‐2565

KINTUCKY
V.C.Quinn
602‐ 582‐ 8242

LくD∪ ISVILLE

M.J.Eder
502‐ 451‐ 3100

LOuiSIANA
BATON ROUCE
CommerciOI′ 604_921‐ 1420
ResidentiOI′ 504_342_9011

NEA/V ORLEANS
Commercioし 604_629_9564
ResidentiOl′ 504_834_3842

SHREVEPORT
CommerciOL 318_425‐ 5224
ResidentiOl,318_425‐2311

MAINE′ NEW HAMPSH:RE′
VERMONT
」.E.Ceorin
603‐ 669‐ 9666

MARYLAND
Po W.Peters
301_393‐ 3639

S∪BURBAN
WASHINGTON
R.G.Ke‖ ey
202‐ 392‐ 3425

MASSACHUSETTS
E. B.MOrOn
617_879_9266

MICHICAN
R.R.Reimer
313‐ 357‐ 4906

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOuS
R.J.Pe,orson
612‐ 334_5803

ST. PA∪ L

R.A.KulhOnek
612‐ 221‐ 5425

MISSISSIPPl
R. D.Yorbrough
601‐ 948_1637

MISSOURI
Archilecl ond Bu‖ der
Servlce

314_CH_7_2103

MONTANA
F.」 .Hill

406‐ 443‐ 3202



NEBRASKA
C.」 .Schempp
402‐ 344‐ 3948

NEVADA
R.H.Weston
702‐ 329_6496

NEW JttRSEY
J.Cotsch
201‐ 649_2131

NEW MEXiCO
Co Furr

505‐ 765‐ 6654

NEW YORK
BUFFALO
K.」.LoTurner
ア16‐ 867‐ 7ア 16

NEW YORK
G.〇.Foss
212‐ 394_1066

NORTH CAROLINA
A.C.Lee
704_372_2420

NORTH DAKOTA
Fo R. Porks

701‐ 235_3510

0H10
CINCINNATl
C.Wir‖ e

513_397_2116

CLE∨ELAND― EAST
R.E.Fox
216‐ 622‐ 2340

CLEVELAND― VV[ST
R.J.Borber
216‐ 622‐ 7894

COLUMB∪ S

W.Ci COrpenler
614‐ 227‐ 8200

DAYTON
W.A.Ketle
613_449_6326

STEUB[NVILLE
J.A.TernOsky
614_283_8218

TOLEDO
」.F.Cilbert

419_247‐ 7555

ZANESVILLE

W. F. Loucks
614_462‐ 9166

0KLAHOMA
E. Rueb
405‐ CE_6‐7490

0RECON
A.〇 .H。 lelid

603‐ 233-4373

PENNSYLVAN:A
EASTERN AREA
clnd DELAVVARE

W.A.Wilson
215_466‐ 2618

HARRISB∪RC
E.F.Go‖ ogher
717‐ 238_3897

PHILADELPH:A
C.S,Hol10nd
215‐ 466-3325

PlTTSB∪ RCH
J.H.Dobbins
412_633_3666

RHODE ISLAND
T,C.Cormichoel
401_525-2230

SOuTH CAROLINA
」.[.Bouknight
803_254‐ 9082

50UTH DAKOTA
V.L.Roe
605‐ 338_0908

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOCA
R.J.Brodley
615‐ 267_3229

KNOXⅥ LLE

K.Coopwood
615‐ 577.2588

MEMPH!S
C.Pryon
901‐ 272_9203

NASHVILLE
C.A.Collier
615_256‐ 9956

TEXAS
DALLAS
R.E.Thomos
214_747‐ 5311 Ex十。 2772

EL PASO
Ro C.Andrews
F.S.VVood
915‐ 543‐ 4445

FORT VVORTH
E.[。 F‖ppo
817‐ ED_6‐ 6260

HO∪ STON‐
SAN ANTONIO
S. R. Long

713_CA_9_8374

UTAH
O.Coisford
801_524_6487

VIRCINIA
M.C.Fouber
703‐ 772_3581

SUB∪ RBAN
WASHINGTON
E.C.Lord
202‐ 392‐ 6475

WASHINGTON… :DAHO
H.V.Stimme:
206‐ 345‐ 4736

WEST V:RCIN:A
D.Morble
304_344_7219

WISCONSIN
MADISON
B.N.Honsen
608‐ 256‐ 4943

MILVVA∪ KEE
C.H.Moikowski
414_393_6539

WYOMINC
J. L.Tucker

307_634_2265

CANADA
MONTREAL
R.A.Plumpton
514_870-8411

TORONTO
A.E.Ainsworih
416‐ 929‐ 2237

Architect ond Bu‖ der

Consulloャ ion Service
AT&T′ 195 Broodwo"N.Y.
212‐393_453乙 ColleCt

ATaT
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LCN
for modern door control

Detail at head for LCN overhead concealed closer
shown in photograph

Main points of the LCN
5010 door closer:

1 Principal mechanism is hidden in the
head frame
2 Double lever arm provides maximum
power to overcome winds and drafts
3 Closer supplies efficient, full rack-and-
pinion, two-speed control of the door
4 Easily adjustable general speed, latch
speed, back-check and spring power (may
be increased 50fu)
5 Fully hydraulic, with. highly stable fluid
giving uniform operation over a wide range
of high and low temperatures
6 Available in regular, hold-open and fusi-
ble link release arm styles

Full description on request
or see Sweet's 1967, Sec. 16e/Lc

Cコ輝轟彙案舅楊
LCN CLOSERS, PRTNCETON, TLL|NOtS

A Oivision of Schlage Lock Company

Canada: LCN Closers of Canada, Ltd.
P. O, Box 100, port Credit, Ontario

PHOTO: School of Business, jndiana University, Bloom.
ington, lndiana; Beine, Hall, Curran and Kane. Inc..
Architects and Engineerst Eggers and Higgins,
Arch itects
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Newslines f rom page 20

> Third-generation home builder
Leon N. Weiner of Wilmington,
Del., is the 1967 president of the
National Association of Home
Builders.
) Chester O. Root, FAIA, of Los
Gatos, Calif., was elected president
of the Montalvo Association. a non-
profit corporation which conducts
the Villa Montalvo cultural center
at Saratoga, Calif.
) Los Angeles architect Craig Ell-
wood has been named program
chairman for the International De-
sign Conference in Aspen, June 18-
23.
) Mexico's Felix Candela. Hon.
FAIA, and Praeger-Kavanagh-Wa-
terbury, Enginers-Architects, of
New York, have formed an asso-
ciation that will specialize in in-
stitutional, industrial and munici-
pal projects.
) Thomas F. Faires, AIA, is the
new president of the Memphis
Area Chamber of Commerce. He is
a former president of the Memphis
Chapter AIA and served the Insti-
tute nationally as chairman of the
Committee on Public Housing Ad-
ministration,
> G. K. Vetter, AIA, of the Univer-
sity of Colorado School of Archi-
tecture, has been elected chairman
of the directors of the Architectural
and Engineering Development Cen-
ters for the US Office of Civil De-
fense.
> Robert Marquis, president of the
Northern California Chapter AIA,
plays the role of the beirded Dr.
Tugwell in the motion picture, "The
Crazy Quilt,"> The works of Morris Lapidus,
AIA, were shown in January at the
Joe and Emily Lowe Art Gallery,
University of Miami. About the
same time, his book, "Architecture

-A Profession a Business," came
9u-t, and Syracuse University estab-
lished the Morris Lapidus Manu-
script Collection "in recognition of
his outstanding past and future
achievements,"

ASLA Assumes Neutralitv
In West Front Extension

A recommendation of the Amer-
ican Society of Landscape Archi-
tects' Committee on the National
Capital to take a neutral position on
the extension of the Weit Front of
the US Capitol building has been
unanimously supported by the
ASLA Board of Trustees.

An ASLA communication said a
Continued on page 28
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The place: Thecontemporary
Chicago Civic Center,
Chicago, Illinois

The woman:
Miss Carol Uhl, designer,
Chicago Civic Center Architects,
Chicago, Illinois

The carpets:

Why do designers like Carol Uhl specify Bigelow?

Because they know that for every public building,

hotel. motel or commercial building, Bigelow has

or can custom-create the perfect carpet. We've done

it since 1825. Our carpet counselors will give you

all'the help you need in solving any kind of carpet

靱
猾

Bigdows.賄尾鮒i:聾害霜鵜∬1撚tittFLIM“

problern一 at no chargc.Silnply call your nearest

Bigclow salcs omcc.or for a colorful,freebrochure

on commercial carpets,write Dept.A,140 NIadi―

son Avenue,New York,N.ヽ110016.Find outfor

peoplLЪ hoknowbuyEligelow球

B geloW Sa es orices are located in Atlanta,BOSton,Ch cago,Cleveland′
Da las,Denver.Detroit′ Los Ange es,M nneapo s,NewYork,Phi adelph a,PittSbureh,St LouiS,San Francisco,Seattie

For more technical data, circle 227 on information card



lncrease r00m value ! . . by adding t0LD00R flexibility
When FolDoor is included in its design, one room can serve many
functions. The cafeteria shown here is quickly divided into several
separate rooms . . ' efficiently using normally idle space for smaller
dining or meeting areas. FolDoor meets all visual or sound separation
floor space requirements . . . in cafeterias, classrooms, auditoriums orgymnasiums. FolDoor offers a complete line of folding partitions andfolding walls. '.vinyl, wood ormetal...Tseries and17 m-ooets. whereverflexibility is needed for interior space, design with FolDoor. contactyour FotDoor Distributor or write HOLCOMB & HOKE

説呈
・
儀し,1陥i鳳1営 lЪ :曹a躍:誌

n ttrea,P.o.

FOLDOOR。 ‥ MAKEs yAム υABLE SPACE MoRE vAlυ A31[
For more technical data, circle 22g on information card
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position either for or against the
extension was felt improper "in
view of the fact that it has been in
preparation for years with private
and public knowledge and ap-
proval, and is in the hands of
eminently qualified prof essional
persons of high standing in their
own organizations."

The proposed Commission on
Architecture and Planning for the
Capitol. which would review and
advise on Capitol projects, has
been endorsed by ASLA, however.

The proposal is in Congress'

hands. The ASLA committee, a

representative of which inspected
plans for the extension, said it
took into consideration:

"The urgent need to overcome
serious structural deficiencies due
to design, age and material; the
proposed improvement of access
circulation and mechanical equip-
ment and services for present-daY
demands and standards; the Pro-
oosed removal of the fountain
ind relocation of the Olmstead-
designed steps; and the fact that
the plans call for no change in the
original Olmstead park design and
pedestrian approaches."

6'\l\as!R

ffin for the ultimote in

ff M hot ond coot rocks
I Iilustrated below is the OV 1000, one of a series
r'ir' oJ .""kt manufactured and designed by Vogel-

Peterson to meet the demand for a coat rack
that complements today's beautiful interiors'
These contemporary racks are not only -'^"'*
decorative but are qualitY con- *1
structed for long trouble {
free service.
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The OV 1000's standards, and hanger rail areconstructed of

;;;"t;"a;;;;; ou.. h."uv gaugJsteel' Black sculptured

aluminum brackets are walnut inlaid as are tne oases'

sh;il;;';t;;;;eJ ".,d 
pe'fo'"ted black enameled steel'

;;;i;il.;J";tella ra& and molded drip trav as w.ell as

;""ili;i""f haneers add to both the beautv and utilitv
oI this rack. Pat.Pena.

Write for comPlete information
on these racks, catalog OV-920

G 0. l 
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Weaver Names 17 Advisers
In Model Cities Program

A committee to advise him on
the Model Cities Program and re-
Iated urban approaches has been
named by Housing and Urban De-
velopment Secretary Robert C.
Weaver.

The national group is composed
of 17 members in public and private
affairs. It includes one architect,
Robert Montgomery, AIA, head of
the Urban Renewal Design Center
at Washington UniversitY in St.
Louis.

The committee chairman is Wil-
Iiam L. Slayton, former urban re-
newal commissioner and now ex-
ecutive vice president of Urban
America, Inc.

More Artists foin Guild
And Trend Is Applauded

At the start of 1966 onlY
artists belonged to the Guild
Religious Architecture. BY

year's end artist membershiP
risen to 1.3.

This, a Guild newsletter Pointed
out, "is a happy augury of growing
recognition of the need for in-
creased cooperation and communi-
cation between architects and art-
ists." The Guild asked members to
submit the names and addresses of
artists working in anY media of the
religious arts so they can be invited
to join.

College Housing Seminar's
Topic: Private Financing

A seminar exPloring the question
of "Privately Financed Housing-
Is It Right or Wrong for Your Cam-

nus?" will be held in Chicago's
balmer House Feb. 23 under the
sponsorship of the Simmons Co.

President Grant G. Simmons fr.
said the seminar "is not intended to
promote privately financed college
housing or any associated commer-
cial interest," but is to be "a plat-
form for discussion and a means of
exchanging meaningful inf orma-
tion."

Newell Smith, director of hous-
ing at the UniversitY of Wisconsin,
will serve as moderator' Among
other scheduled ParticiPants is
Trevor Thomas, director of the
College Housing Division, DePart-
ment of Housing and Urban Devel-
oDment.- 

Continued on Page 3o
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Who makes
BIG

HEAVY

SPECiAL

EXTERiOR

D00RS

D00RS

D00RS

D00RS

THAT OPEN

THAT OPEN

THAT OPEN

THAT OPEN

AS EASiLY AS

AS EAS:LY AS

AS EAS:LY AS

AS EAS:LY AS

LiTTLE D00RS

LIGHT D00RS

STANDARD D00RS

iNTER:OR D00RS

The new. Bilco. Type J design makes heavy plate floor, pit and sidewalk
ooors extremely easy to operate - even extra largg special sizes or doors
reinforced for.highway loading-. Unique, heavy du[y liiting devices provide
ease of ope.ration and, for safety, act as a Check-in retirding dorirnward
motion of the doors.

send_for catalog with details gnd specifications for the revolutionary
!9I_TVpq J and other doors by Bilco . . . Available in steel or atuminum-l
SEND FOR CATALOG.

"Leaders in design and quality since 1926,,

THE B:LCO CoMPANY A‐22  ■  NEW HAVEN,CONNECTICUT 06505
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WHYロニMBLE WITH TIME?
Since the invention of Cheney all-metal thru-wall flashings in 1928, many products
have come and gone. most of them using very thin metals covered on both sides
with paper, fabrics or asphalt compounds, They were introduced to reduce costs.
Time has taught that many asphalt fabrics and papers mould and disintegrate
when buried in masonry joints where dampness is constantly present, Further-
more, these flashings, when set in a mortar joint, act as a gasket between the
brick courses and prevent the seepage from draining to the outside of the wall
unless weep holes are installed at regular intervals. These weep holes sometimes
fill up, sometimes are never installed, and are not only a construction nuisance
but are costly to build in.
Cheney firmly believes in all-metal thru-wall flashings and makes them in copper,
stainlels steel and chinc, since they are competitively nriced with most of the
short-lived types, why gamble?

NEV√ YORK HOSPITAL‐
CORNELL

MEDICAL COLLEGE
ASSOCIATION BUIDINGS

Five miles of

Cheney Flashings

installed in 1930

G10moI I‖RU・WilL FLiSHl‖lS
These time-proved, all-metal flashings cut off and drain out seepage moisture entering

" t"ltai"g ihrough porous masonri and imperfect mortar ioints, Cheney Thru-Wall
Flashings are factory-prefabricated in

COPPER
16 oz.: 10 oz.; 6 oz.

CHINC          STAINLESS STEEL
No.16 oz; No.10 oz:60Z       .015″ ; .010″ : .006″

The original metal interlocking thru-wall flash-
ing pioneered and developed by Cheney. It
bonds in all directions in the mortar bed and
provides its own drainage weep holes at 3"
intervals. For over 35 years Cheney Dovetail
Flashing has been the standard in the building
industry.

This product bonds in all directions, has weep-
hole drainage and its performance is similar
to Cheney Dovetail Design' However, it costs
less because it is machine-produced at high
speed in 100 lb. continuous rolls.

This all-metal thru-wall flashing bonds in all
lateral directions In the lighter gauges it is
hand formable to fit job conditions. The
Spando Design is ideal for lintels, sills, cavity
walls and spandrels. It is made in 100 ft. con-
tinuous rolls and is the most inexpensive oI
all metal thru-wall flashings

SPANDO DESICN

Consu/t Section SglChe in Sweet's or write to us direct for
comprehensive new cai?,t;g which itlustrates and describes all Cheney

prefabricated products inctuding aluminum gravel stop and fascia panels in color'

隋 恣 餃凸 鯰鶉
FLttSHttNG欝 餞 ぽ PttNV EstaЫ shed 1928

623 prospect St.,Trenton,New Jersey 08605   Phone 609 394‐ 8175
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Newslines from poge 28

La Crosse Turns
Into Downtown

Hole
Asset

La Crosse, Wis., has learned to
live with a hole in its downtown,
thanks largely to Carl W. Schubert,
AIA.

Schubert conceived of a plan to
convert the hole at his city's busiest
intersection to a sunken garden.

He designed the garden and, in
fact, contacted most of the firms
who contributed time and materials
to the undertakrng. He also super-
vised the work

The Greater La Crosse Chamber
of Commerce, which adopted the
park idea as a ploJect, labor organi-
zations and even tile Boy Scouts
joined with Schubert in contribut-
ing services.

The owner of the hole-once the
basement of a building which was
destroyed by fire-leased the prop-
erty to the city at $1 a year,

Upgrade Use, Architect
Tells Redwood Industry

An architect who made a studY
of redwood's use as a building ma-
terial says the industry can realize
more profit with less logging, im-
prove its public image and at the
same time meet the needs of the
building industry.

Robert Martin Engelbrecht, AIA,
of Princeton, N. f ., believes Califor-
nia redwood, because of it unique
color and grain pattern, could be-
come the country's least expensive
exotic wood.

But the companies would have
to upgrade the product's use to
veneers, trim, casework and accent
materials, he says. Englebrecht in
the one-year study conferred with
industry leaders and toured manu-
facturing facilities and timber-
lands.

Necrology

WVILLIAM M.BOWMAN
New York,N.Y・

IOHN E.B00DON
Montoursville,Pa.

VVM.ROGER GREELEY,FAIA
Boston,Mass.

JOSEPH L.STEELE
Harrisburg,Pa.

Members Emeritus

EMERYJ.LA LIBERTE
BrOckton,Mass.

FRANK SEllVALL OllVEN
Concord,Mass.



As stain-resistant
as eeranric tile

(DuPONT'S TEDLAR★ )

鮮憔]野調F讐融Tザ;瑾:礁羅T'晴密叩
=喘 龍韻骨凱J梅鷲li発電!痺w器歩需

降超肝e瞥雪i刑 1:

New Castle Products, lnc.
New Castle, lndiana 47362

Please have your local salesman contact me right away.For evaluation purposes I need cost estimates, lpl"iit"u-tions, and detailing data on:

! teOtar-clad Acousti-Seal 51

L_l tedtar_ctad Soundmaster 490

Name

Title

Firm

Street

City State- Zio_

*TEDLAR is DuPont's registered trademark for its remark-aore new protective pVF film. Can be laminated to thetough vinyl surface of an Acousti_Seal 5l or. Sorno.u.t"r.
480 as an optional extra upon specification. UnattecteO OVall common staining agents. Simplifies cleaning ano marn_rarns vtsual freshness. The initial cost of Tedlai is reason_able and the protection rs permanent.

the 1967 edition
Write for

of the Modernfold Architectural
your registered copy.

Also available now is Products Manual.



BY VVILLIAM H.SCHEICK,FAIA
Executive I)irector

Your Dues at Work
the Council of  contribution to the lnstitute's long―

〔ecutive Commit―  board.
and JVe tt sub―
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Unffniehed Business from page 32

New projects numbering 15 were
selected for 1967 for a total of
$140,000 in allocations. Budget esti-
mates projected $116,000 in new
supplemental dues income, the bal-
ance of $24,ooo was carried for-
ward from 1966, representing sav-
ings on various completed projects
and a few cancelled out as non-
productive,

In addition, seven uncompleted
projects were carried on into 1967
with previously committed alloca-
tions of $42,500.

The following listing describes
both new and continued projects
which constitute the 1967 program.
Subheadings indicate the sectors of
activity which relate the projects
to the Institute's overall goals in
professional development.

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ARCHITECTS

In Design
. $3,000-Urbon Design Chopter
Action Guide; illustrated case
studies to be prepared bY AIA
Committee on Urban Design to heIP
chapters promote urban develoP-
ment with local civic and political
Sroups.. $1,500-Urbon Design Assistonce
Teom: a pilot project to Provide
volunteer AIA consultants to give
guidance upon chapter request dur-
ing the start of local communitY
urban design projects'

In Practice
. $86,140-Cost of Architecturol
Services: a nationwide studY bY
Case & Co., management consult-
ants, to develop authentic data on
the nature and magnitude of the
cost components which make uq
the total expenditures Paid out of
the architect's fee' A $16,000 pilot
study preceded this national study'
Expecied result: a useful manual
for architects' management of their
business and data for dealing with
fee problems with public agencies'
o $a,000-Emerging Techniques in
Prcctice-Study of Design Pto-
gromming: continuation of the re-
iearch which produced the first
popular publication on "Emerging
tethnlqrres." This study will deal
with new techniques in Program-
ming in architecture and other dis-
ciplines to define and helP solvi
problems of develoPing and Pro-
gramming clients' requirements for
building projects. Expected result:
another report in a continuing se-
ries on this subject.

['66 projects continued for '67 com-
pletionJ
. $4,ooo-Fi.ling System Revision:
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assistance to manufacturers for fil-
ing classifications in the Uniform
System of Indexing.
. $1,000-AIA Documents Revi-
sionr final revisions of all pertinent
documents to conform to the Sep-
tember 1966 revisions of A101,
A201. 8131.
. $14,000--Revision of Specifica-
tion Worksheets [K series]: updat-
ing of the series by specifications
experts to include new data and to
conform to the Uniform Index. Ex-
pected result: working documents
for architectural specification writ-
ers.

In the Education of Architects
. $2,0o0-Internship ond Continu-
ing Educotion: practical guidelines
developed by the committee on this
subject for an attainable program
and its dissemination and imple-
mentation.

['66 project for'67 completion)
. $15,600 - Architecturol Techni-
cions Troining Program: develoP-
ment and promotion of aPProved
curricula for the training of archi-
tectural technicians in junior col-
leges and trade schools. ExPected
result: order out of chaos in train-
ing greatly needed supporting per-
sonnel,

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF PUBLIC SERVICES

For the General Public
. $8.600-Visuol Aids Plonning:
study and planning of movies and
othei visual aids for chaPters for
the War on CommunitY Ugliness.
Expected result: recommendations
for productions.
o $4.zoo -Movie Escrow Fund:
funds not allocated for other proj-
ects set aside for future film-
making using these and additional
funds allocated later.
. $1.500 - Historic Architecture
Filmstrip: development for sale of
a three-part, 60-minute filmstriP
with tapes and illustrated brochure
for chapter use in Preservation of
historic architecture in contempo-
rarv settinqs.r gi6.690-Schoolchild Educotion
Prcject: a maior new frontier for
the Institute, with the goal of intro-
ducing material into PrimarY and
secondary schools that will create
an understanding of architecture in
tomorrow's citizens ($6,000 is for
the national committee on this sub-
ject to develop its program with ex-
oerts in education: $10,000 is to
complete an experimental fourth-
grade primer on environmental de-
sign developed by Dr. |une McFe-e
in consultaiion with the AIA Task
Force in 19661. Five thousand coP-

Continued on Poge 36

For more information,
write or call any of the

lnstitute members listed below:

MO.SAI INSTITUTE, INC.
& 110 Social Hall Ave.,

ffi s"rt Lake city, Utah 84t l I

ffi uemuers, Producers Council
..9..

BADGER CONCRETE COMPANY
P.O. Box 1068
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54902

BEER PRECAST CONCRETE LTD.
llO Manville Road
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

BUEHNER & COMPANY, INC.
t,.u. tJox v5b
Mesa, Arizona 85201

CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE CO.

156 Lincoln Street
Allston, Massachusetts 02134

ECONOMY CAST STONE COMPANY
P.O. Box 3.P
Richmond, Y ir ginia 23207

FORMIGLI SALES COMPANY
Suite 1208. 6 Penn Center Plaza
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

GOODSTONE MANUFACTURING, INC.

470 Hollenbeck Street
Rochester, New York 14621

GRASSI AMERICAN CORP.
I I I South Maple Avenue
South San Francisco, Cali{ornia 94080

HAMILTON CONCRETE PROOUCTS CO.

1401 East 39th Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37407

HARTER CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.

1628 West Main Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106

INTERPACE
PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS

2855 West Pomona Boulevard
Pomona. California 91766

JACKSON STONE COMPANY' INC.

330 West Mayes Street
Jackson, MississiPPi 39205

OLYMPIAN STONE COMPANY' INC.

P.O. Box 685
Redmond, Washington 98052

OOLITE INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 877, Oius Branch
Miami, Florida 33163

PLASTICRETE CORPORATION
1883 Dixwell Avenue
Hamden. Connecticut 06514

THE GEO. RACKLE & SONS CO.

Newburg Station
Cleveland. Ohio 44105

READY-TO.POUR CONCRETE CO.

Boise & ldaho Falls, ldaho

SEKIGAHARA STONE CO., LTO.

2'l 1-l Takara'Cho, Chuo-K-
Tokyo, Japan

SOUTHERN CAST STONE CO.' INC.

P.O, Box 1669
Knoxville. Tennessee 37901

SUPERCRETE, LTD.
P.O. Box 80
St. BoniJace, Manitoba, Canada

TEXAS INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 400
Arlington, Texas 76Oll

WILSON CONCRETE COMPANY
Highway 75 AverY Road
Omaha, Nebraska 68107
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A perimeter of structural Mo-Sai^

I Mo-sai paners with a graciar surface of white quartz aggregates
support the roof perimeter on the base portion of the new
Arts Library at the University of waterroo, waterroo, canada.
Prestressed concrete "T's" reach from a concrete structural
core to the Mo'sai road-bearing units. Mo-Sai curtain wails in a
matching design form the facade on the elevated tower.

I Situated on the crest of a rise, the Arts Library is the
commanding building on the Mo_Sai_coordinated campus.

Shore & Motfat and partners, Architects and Ensineers.

For more technical data, circle 234 on information card



Model HPA-4

One square foot of floor space accommodates this Haws

HPA-4watercoo|er.lt'sjustrightforsma||officesorreception
areas-wherever space is limited' Haws has higher capacity

models, too, for seivice up lo 22 gph' See Haws complete line

of electric water coolers to meet every refreshment need'

Write for details.

HAwsDRINK|NGFAUCETCoMPANY,l44lFourthStreet'
BerkeleY, Calilornia 94710.

Model HWTA

■LECTRIC WATER C00LERS

A|somanufacturersofdrinkingfountains,emergencydecontaminationequipment'
dental fountain/cuspidors and laboratory faucets'

For more technical data, circle
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For more

Model HWFA

Unfinished Business from poge 34

ies of the primer will be tested in 10
school systems in 1967. Expected
result: guidelines for curricula to
realize the long-term goal.

('66 projects for'67 completionJ
. $3.500-Brochure on How to Se-
Iect an Architect: a greatly needed
updated version of previ-ous bro-
chures on this subject. Expected re-
sult a publication for architects to
use with prospective clients.
. $2,900-Movie on Signs: film by
Lewis Crutcher, AIA, for use by
chapters in the War on Ugliness.
. $1,500-8ooklet on Community
Design for Chombers of Commerce;
Manuscript for one of the US
Chamber of Commerce's Booklet
series for local chambers. This
booklet will introduce architecture
into the series.

For the Government
. $3.600 - Federol Estoblishment
Approisol; special studies of the
new federal DePartments of Hous-
ing and Urban DeveloPment and
Transportation from the standpoint
of urban planning and design' Ex-
pected result: better preparation to
pursue the interests of the profes-
iion in legislation and Programs
orieinatins with these agencies
wh"ose act-ivities are highly signifi-
cant for architects.
. $400-Tosk Force on West Front
of the Capitol: the Performance of
an advisory function bY the Insti-
tute with resPect to the contro-
versial remodelling proposals for
the nation's most Prominent his-
toric building.

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE PROFESSIONAL
SOCIETY
o $t,000-survey of MembershiP:
development of data Pertinent to
membership growth in the Insti-
tute, with studies of statistical sam-
pline techniques useful for acquir-
ine 6thet data on the Profession.r b+,ooo-alA scholor Progrom; a
pilot proqram enabling a highly mo-
iivated siudent to work at the Octa-
gon in the interest of develoPing
suidelines for stronger rapPort
iarith architectural graduates and
their early membershiP in the Pro-
fessional societY.

SUMMARY

For the develoPment of
architects

For the develoPment of
oublic services

Foi the development of the
professional societY

$135,240

42,260

5,000

$182,500

236 on information card >technical data, circle



Do you measure architectural excellence
by the pound-price ?

coppermetals are not the cheapest material you can specify for architec-
tural accents-nor are they always the most expensive. But no other
metal offers the inherent beauty, range of colors, forms, versatility and
durability of true copper alloys. Furthermore, you can attain alt these
advantages without upsetting budgets, by using coppermetals in locations
where the eye can appreciate fine design and component quality. And
remember, the texture and colors of copper architectural metals are more
than skin-deep. copper may cost a bit more than substitutes. Don't you
think it's worth it?

蠍氣賣鰺瘍雉楊冬
AMER:CAN BRASs coMPANY

To see uhat imaginatiae d,esigners ca'n accomplish through the jud,icious use of coppermetals, turn p*e_)



Here's why leading architects use the coppermetals in modern design
Enduring and consistent color
Distinctive elegance, yet friendly and warm
Combine beauty with durability
Offer greater opportunities for creative design
Unequaled in providing the desirable accent to

other high-quality building materials.

Consider these advantages when you are selecting
metals and don't overlook the wide range of true,
natural colors available in the copper alloys-f rom the

Lehigh County Courthouse, Allentoun, Pa.

Architects: Wolf & Hahn, Allentorn, Pa.

N' abricator : Trio I ndustries, I nc.,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Windorv l,'rames and Ileversible Sash are
!lverdur.!,,, an Anaconda high-strength
engineerir-rg and architeclural copper
alloy. 'fubular componeuts are fabri-
cated from sllip by lhe ecouomical roll-
forming process.

First Notional IJank, Wilkes-Bane, Ita.

Arcltitects: ['at:11, Ath'crton & I)arts,
ll'ilkes-Barre, Pa.

I'ubr[cator: J. l\'. Fiskt' Arcltilectural

'\Ietals Inc., Polersoir, N../.

Here the lich beauty of blotlze iu sheet,

rod and trtbe proclucts ilccelltuates the

fine marble, ceramic tile atrd u-oocl r.tsecl

in this cilcttlar staii'u'at' ancl elevatot'
shaft. This is a typicrl example of at'-

chitectural beauty r'r'ith bronze'.

Bucks Countll Court House, Doglestown, Pa'

Architects: Carroll, Grisdale & Van AIen
PltiladelPhia, Pa.

Fabricator: George R' Habgootl Compana
PhiladelPhia, Pa.

Bronze, brick and glass team up to form
a striking curtain wall for this building.
N{untz Nletal sheet used for spandrels

and fascia. Windolv frames-Architec-
tural Bronze. Fot' warm appearance'
an oxidized finish was sPecified'

6s -0733A

red of copper to the warm, rich golds of the brasses
and bronzes to the soft, silvery white of the nickel
silvers. And for the most economical use of these
quality metals, consult with fabricators in the early
planning stages. They can help you apply standard
forms and sizes of sheet, rod, wire, tube, extruded
and drawn shapes to your designs. Write for publica-
tion, "Architectural Metals by Anaconda," A.l.A. File
No. 15. Anaconda American Brass Company, Water-
bury, Connecticut 06720. In Canada, Anaconda
American Brass. Ltd.. Ontario.

一
　
●

一
●

AMERiCAN

t:r'"r!. .lirr';'1r:l

:l- ;l' l, *:

BRASS COMPANY



lnspiration for new design f reedom: 義嚇鬼なる光

As a wall paneling idea, Acacia offers a creative response to the architect whose imagination takes wing to
the realms of originality. Acacia's natural luster has such depth it seems to radiate from behind itself , suspending
the exquisite grain patterns in a dimensional sheen of poetic beauty. Seen from any angle, Acacia stimulates
inspiration for new design freedom.

GHESTER日.STEM.INCOnpORATED
GRANT L!NE ROAD,N EIA/ALBANY,lND:ANA

STEM
[M‖ [NC[ N W00D



There's a lrelvurrayto dress old buildlngs in il|arble

Vertical struts are anchored to
existing facade.

Horizontal members fastened by
special clamps.

Horizontal supports lock into
grooves in edge of 7/stt marble.

WESTERN UN:ON BU:LDING,Atlanta
DANIELSON&PA:NE,Architects

||'stheZIBELLSYSttEM

of installing thin marble rreneer

The Zibell System is a special arrangement of metal struts

and fastenings that provide positive anchoring for marble

as thin as7/e". Old facades require a minimum of remedial

work, and the lightweight installation rests easy on old

footings. The Zibell System gives marble a versatility that

designers like and an economy that delights the owners.

Write for l{ew Brochure "THE ZIBEIL AilCH(|RING SYSTEM"

The Georgia Marble GomPanY
11 Pryor Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia 30303

COAST-TO.COAST CONSUITItIG SERVICE Our ensineers--stand^reigl^l?-t-'-ti'i #ffiffi
you any time any where on any subject involving ma,rble or limestone'- A ff;
phone call will put one of our men across the del

of hours. No obrigation, of course. 
tx i'ot you in a matter 

@ffi

For more technical data, circle 238 on information card
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Expo 67
A Canadian architect critiques his country's great
exposition including its hillJess hilltown

A Responsibility-and the Creative process
The leadoff article of a series reviews the whys
and ways of controlling costs in building

Theoretical Gonetruction for Early Control
The second installment of the series, to be pre-
sented during the year under the title ',Creative
Cost Contrsl," lells of one firm's methods

Seven Acres of Underground Shelter ... ... 66
An Italian carves delightful spaces in Fresno

Design Oasis in the Desert
Volunteer architects with the Peace Corps plan for
nearly 500 Tunisian projects

The Big Ground Wave
Supersonic travel and other developments in air
technology point to huge responsibilities and op-
portunities for architects and urban planners

"Let's Go Down to the fail and See Andy Vvarhol"
Resourceful communities find room for the arts

42

57

61
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?xts
By nature exhibition buildings are
fantastic and showy. This creates
the darrger oI confirming irr lhe pub-
Iic mind that hopefully erroneous
image of modern architecture as
one of outrageous construction and
wild forms. But it also has the vir-
tue of focusing on the contempo-
rary problem of ordering dir ersil;'
while not suppressing it.

The city, too, has the problem
nf nrdorino divcrqilv rr-hilc eonino
with the essential 2Oth century
problem-complexity. So it would
not be unnatural for a world's fair
to demonstrate the means to an
ordered and noble urban life.

At lcasl this rvould provide a

roison d'Otre, so lacking in the curi-
ous phenomenon of large exposi-
tions, especially since their historic
purpose of straight trade plomo-
lion becomes less and less inrpor-
tant. And, after all, the theme of
Expo 67 is "Man and His World."

At a certain level Expo has
achieved a form of planning which
structures a complex site and its
uses in a comprehensive, -lret Per-
missive, way; it has accomplished
this to a degree unmatched in anY
city.

At the operations level, too,
sophisticated systems management
methods have been used to control
the complexitY of organizing so

many projects in the short time span
available for programmir.rg, design
and construction. One hundred and
fifl y systems models were run si-
multaneously.

But at another level ExPo fails
to demonstrate the means to an or-
dered life. It has neither {ully real-
ized the potential of the systems it
has employed nor used sYstems
which would eventuallY do more
than merely satisfy the demands of
the exposition. For ExPo stands on
one of the finest urban sites in
North America, a site that must
eventually become a permanent part
of Montreal, its Ile de la Cit6.

The transportalion sYstenr and
the permanent structures could,
and should have become, the frame-
work for future develoPment, once
the impermanent Pavilions are
cleared arvay. So the siting and
relationship of these elements be-
come crucial.

The great obstacle to assuming a

position of advocacv in planning is
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the lack of finance and power to
invest in public works ahead of de-
velopment in the private sector. In
Expo there was an opportunity to
do this, thereby deriving double use
from the $330 million expenditure.

The exposition covers a site of
some 1,000 acres, larger than any
previous world's fair. Moreover, it
is fragmented into four distinct
areas by two channels of the St.
Lawrence River and an existing
140-acre park As a result, great at-
tention has been paid to the trans-
portation system, not only to pro-
vide easy access to these four areas
but to use the transportation sys-
tem as a means of achieving co-
hesiveness and continuity. The lat-
ter objectives have been met by
providing views of the whole site
from tracks which are often ele-
vated and, in turn, views of the
tracks from points on the site.

The main system, the Expo Ex-
press which connects the extremi-
ties of the site, is free to riders.
There are three intermediate sta-
tions between the main gateway,
Place d'Accueil, and the most dis-
tant point, the amusement area
called La Ronde. The intermediate
stations have adjacent to them the
theme pavilions built by the Cana-
dian Corporation for the World's
Fair (CCWEI. These major struc-
tures, together with the ExPo Ex-
press stations, provide the focus
of the different'areas in which they
are situated.

Near each of these focal points
is access to the secondary trans-
portation systems, and between
them are "activity" areas-service
areas provided by the CCWE and
leased to private concessionnaires.
They consist of restaurants, snack
bars, boutiques and washrooms.

The theme pavilions are tempo-
rary structures built by CCWE and
thus were within its control in use,
form and location. Since their pur-
oose is also to act as functional and
iisual foci, their designs should
have made them distinctive and
closely tied to movement channels.
In fact, it is only their position that
distinguishes them from the di-
verse collection of other pavilions.
And even then it is only a matter
of their proximity to, and not in-
tegration with, the train stations.

To have used these as Permanent
points for the future, utilizing them
as potent linkages to other struc-
tures and activities, would have
been a lesson in both short- and
long-range strategy and in civic ar-
chitecture of a new order.

The secondary systems are geared
down in speed from the PrimarY
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express Iine and provide varying
modes of movement for further ex-
ploration of the site. There is a

minirail system on Ile Notre Dame
and on Ile Verte, a trackless trailer
in Cit6 du Havre, a skyride in La
Ronde and a canal boat system.

Clearly the last speed is that of
the pedestrian, who. after seeing
the whole site from the free ride on
the "A" system, lhe Expo Express,
and moving around an area at low
cost and speed on the "8" system,
can walk about the places that in-
terest him. The transportation net-
work, although geared down in
speed and capacity and connected
at points, is open-ended and the-
oretically could expand or contract
without affecting the operation of
other lines.

Besides the intrafair transporta-
tion system, the site is fed by inter-
city and intracity buses which have
three termini adjacent to the site
and by automobiles which have
three large parking areas also out-
side the site. The parking lots and
bus termini have direct access to
movement systems that traverse
the site-the Expo Express from
Place d'Accueil and the new Mont-
real Metro from Longueuil.

The rubber-tired Metro subway
serves Expo from Montreal with
two stations, one on IIe Ste-H6l6ne
and the other at Longueuil. A heli-
port will connect the site to Mont-
real's International Airport.

Two North American iniand wa-
terway systems origninate on the
St. Lawrence near Montreal: the St.
Lawrence Seaway and the Riche-
lieu-Hudson River Canal, both of
which extend great distances into
the United States. A permanent f ea-
ture will be a 250-boat harbor at
La Ronde to receive visits during
and after 1967.

To mitigate the desolate quality
of tract development and to Pro-
vide an amenity for increased rec-
reational activity, enterprising de-
velopers have become more and
more attracted to sites having ac-
cess to water. This, in a sense,
whiie improving the quality of the
contrived environment, begs the
question of improving the archi-
tecture. For the same reasons ExPo
has used water as an element of
the physical environment, both by
the choice of site and the intro-
duction of canals into the site.

But as with the transPortation
system, this has not served to af-
fect qualitatively the designs of ad-
jacent structures. It is still an exhi-
bition which happens to be near
water as tract housing may haPPen
to stand by a lake; it is not condi-
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tioned by that circumstance. And
as with tract housing, the juxtapo-
sition and relationship of buildings
do not demonstrate any material
advance in design. Expo is essen-
tially a low-density project with the
space and connection between
buildings left largely unstructured
and improved by only remedial
landscaping.

The quality of the street furni-
ture, on the other hand, is of ex-
ceptionally high standard. It is de-
signed in components which can be
combined in many different ways
and still provide some conformity.

The bugaboo that industrialized
building must of necessity produce
a monotony by the repetition of
standard components is clearly dis-
pelled at Expo. The variety of
structure and form of buildings
made up of small repetitive ele-
ments is wide. "Man the Producer"
and "Man the Explorer" are made
up of truncated tetrahedrons,
formed by bolting standard parts-
together. While the sides are in-
clined to 70 degrees, the geometry
still provides horizontal planes.

The US Pavilion fBuckminster
Fuller and Cambridge SevenJ is en-
closed by a 195-foot-high geodesic
dome constructed from steel rods
that are crimped, weided into sec-
tions and lifted by crane into place.
The geodesic system is, hr-rwever,
employed in the upper hemisphere
only; below, the structural system
is based on a Mercator projection
to resolve joint with ground and
make efficient use of rectangular
plastic panels fastened to the
dome.

It is in this pavilion that a meas-
ure of integration between move-
ment systems and structures is
achieved with the minirail's pass-
age through the enclosure.

Among other iight buiidings are
the Netherlands Pavilion, a trio-
detic structure used for all enclos-
ing elements, and a space frame
that is used for a thrill ride in La
Ronde (Sean Kenny's Gyroton).

The most elegant of ali the light
structures is the German Pavilion
(Otto Frei and Rolf GutbrotJ, A
mesh of steel is suspended tentlike
from compression pole supports,
and a membrane of polyester plas-
tic is hung under the mesh cover-
ing 110,000 square feet of exhibit
space. The "eyes" for lacing the
membrane to'the steel cable mesh
are filled with transparent plastic.
The whole suspended membrane
covers an island and one of the
canals in the waterway system.

The manufacture and erection of
this diaphonous structure is a les-
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son in prefabrication and construc-
tion specialization. The cables rvere
manufacturecl in the Ruhr, the r.ret

fabricated in Konstanz, rolled and
shipped to N{ontreal ir.r 40x120-foot
sections and finally erected on the
Expo site. The masts. placetl b1'
ar;rlltrq rrrprn lemnrrrerilv orrrred

n hile erl"e r:alrlcs. nhich had heen
fixed to the net, were gradually
tensioned. Before the Montreal as-
sembly a test model was erecte ci in
Stuttgart,

Thc advantages of space struc-
tures har,'e been kno'lt,n for manv
vcars, Lul lheir analysis has lreen
extremely tcdious and lime-cor-r-
suming. Design in the past has lteen
based on high factors of safett'
becausc of lhn rnanv aIproxinra-
tious irrrd srmplificalions rrsr.tl irr
analysis.

-fhe introciuction ol the clectronic
computer has changed this; hence
lhe rarrid develr)nment nilhin the
lasl dccade rrI space lrame design.

The swift asscmbly and disman-
iling possible with this form of
structure introduces another di-
mcnsioll to change in the r;ontrived
e uvironment, While \\.e are cor-
rcclly conccrnerl r,r'ith idcntifvjng
arrrl lhnrehl r:;rlnrirr,, lo diffcrent
rates of change in sectors and ele-
mr-.r-rts of cities, n'e can also, at the
dclail scalr- of building. r.errder
changc more rapid and conr,'enient.

Besides the appfoximations made
in qirrrlirrrrl decion rr...4n)'approxl-
mutiorrs in spalial use irre oflerr
forced on us by the obstacle of
structures which are too perma-
nent. It is therefore conceivable
that n.ruch closer approximations of
gerreric spaliaJ calegories may be
affected by the use of potentially
changeable forns. While this might
qualitatively improvc spatial ap-
propriateness, quanti tatively it cloes
nol reduce lhe amounl of tlivcrsilr'
ol buiLdings. In iact. it might in-
crease it. Therefore, the postulates
to order diversity ale still of cru-
clal importance.

Amor.rg thc dir.ersc collection of
pirr ilions. lhere are somc. jud3ing
b5 plans. models arrd irrcomplete
structures, that promise to be of
value. The Cuban Pavilion does not
have the chauvinistic overtones or
folksiness characteristic of those
of clevcloping nations. Insteacl it is
a sophisticated manipulation of
structure and space.

The Japanese Pavilion, lntrir;ate -

ly construr:ted by native workmen
brought ovcr frtr the project, dis-
plays despite its use of concrete a
finc dclicacy.

Il is dilficull lo assess the pavil-
ions as rvolks of architecture since
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they are for the most part incom-
plete. Yet it is surprising how many
countries satisfy the typecasting of
caricature. The French Pavilion is
$azy, the British Pavilion ISir
Basil Spencel pompous, the Rus-
sian quaintly "modern," the Scan-
dinavian clich6d and smue.

What of lhe "heavies" it Expo?
Clearly one which has attraited
and warranted much attention is
Habitat 67 [safdie and Komen-
dantJ. If it invites criticism it also
merits recognition for having
achieved much of what was theo-
retically posed in the socially con-
scious architecture of the '30s. It
also utilizes a seldom exploited
contemporary industrial potential.

Habitat is housing that attempts
to retain the suburban amenities of
privacy and outdoor spaceJ pro-
vide separation between pedes-
lrian and vehicular traffic and in-
tegrate parking. This is achieved at
a density somewhat higher than
the suburb.

It is a density not significantly
higher than that of the suburb, to
which it seeks to provide an alter-
native mode of living. This is not
necessarily a fault of the concept
but of circumstance. The CCWE,
which must be applauded for spon-
soring this enterprising experiment,
originaliy intended to build a much
more extensive complex but only
158 units are being made. Along
with lowered density, the result is
a raised unit cost since these units
have to bear the high first cost of
the manufacturing plant. The crane
alone that was built for this proj-
ect cost $1 million, I have been
told.

Other features originally a part
of the scheme, such as inclined ele-
vators, have also been abandoned.
Nonetheless there remain sienifi-
cant accomplishments: the totallv
prefabricated concrete box unit as
well as a totally molded plastic
bathroom unit. Besides the face-
tious remarks that have been made
["You can't build a hill town with-
out a hill," "The first student thesis
ever built"], serious questions must
be asked.

While a cardinal cost factor in
conventional construction is the
number and size of units used, is
there a point beyond which the re-
duction of the number of seoarate
buiiding elements no longei pro-
vides time and cost benefits? Does
the increase in density [relatively
slightJ warrant such effort and
cost? Can this form of building,
even at gigantic scale, ever be
cheap? And accepting a possible
high cost factor, are there bene-
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ficial social advantages, at any
scale?

Are there not, in any event, in-
herent ineconomies in a system that
can be universally applied, i.e.,
making a unit capable of all per-
formances [insulation, structure,
finishl in any situation?

The other permanent structures
most of them on Mackay Pier [Cit6
du Havre) are of no special merit,
either individually or collectively.
The Administration Building is
quite extraordinarily difficult to
negotiate; the arbitrary planning
leaves the user disoriented. An ex-
cuse for a contorted form misht
have been thal the architect elected
to provide views of the St. Law-
rence or the city at the expense of
internal clarity, not that these are
problems necessarily in conflict.

But alas, the views too are ig-
nored. The National Film Board's
"Labyrinth," though not a perma-
nent structure, is included in this
category because it is a brilliant ex-
ercise in camoflage. The heavy con-
crete enclosure which uses escaDe
stairs as the most prominent visual
feature, clearly masks the audito-
riums and galleries that presuma-
bly suggest the main functions.

The criticisms of the architec-
tural merit of individual buildings
are of small significance in com-
parison with the larger problems
of their collective relationships
and their position and role in tire
future development of the site.
The argument that the horizons of
an exposition should not extend
beyond the limits of the period of
the exposition are refuted, besides
by the huge expenditures, by the
construction of these permanent
structures. What has the citv
planned for Cit6 du Havre after
Expo? What has determined the
posilion of the art gallery, the
stadium and Habitat? Will thev
stand as lonely wall flowers wail-
lng for companionship?

It would seem wise to have tied
Habitat at least to the Metro sys-
tem. Mass transit systems, which
we all recognize as efficient but
the use of which we cannot seem
to increase at a rate commensurate
with the growth of automobile us-
age, depend on high densities. Had
the buildings which could have be-
come a part of the transportation
modal interchanges been perma-
nent, these could have formed the
nuclei for future coordinated de-
velopment.

Medieval cities had a high degree
of integration between movement
channels and buildings. Streets
went under, over and throueh build-
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|1111ings; the Ponte Vecchio was lined
with houses and shops. In later
centuries the converse became true

-specific 
and clear separation was

maintained between streets and
squares and their adjacent build-
ings.

If we are to provide a framework
for the city lvhich is more or less
permanent and one which, by its
service and form, can provide com-
prehensibility as well as predicate
land uses of the city and intensities
of action, it is conceivable that
channels of movement and their
termini and modal chanees could
become a part of architeclirre again.

Exhibitions have exerted lasting
influences. Like wars, they can
accelerate progress. The Festival
of Britain did much to increase
modern architecture's acceptance
among a public that prior to the
event had encountered only iso-
lated examples of modern archi-
tecture.

The Festival enabled the public
to experience an environment
wholly modern in spirit. Much of
the concern in Britain on the Part
of both layman and professional
for standards of artifact and space,
especially that between buildings,
can be attributed to the impetus
the Festival provided for these con-
cerns.

In almost every world's f air,
however, the overall sense of ori-
entation has been provided bY
some easily visible and identifiable
svmbol: the Atomium at Brussels,
the Skylon in London, the Eiffel
Torver in Paris. This syndrome of
medieval planning is significantly
absent in Montreal.

Instead lhere has been a serious
attempt at the organization and
planning of a large-scale and di-
verse physical phenomenon. Per-
haps this is achievement enough,
althoueh it is hard to resist the res-
ervations expressed here and the
sense of disappointment that once
this excellent start was made it
did not in the end yield all it might
have.

These reservations tend to be
forgotten during a visit to the site'
It is an experience of great excite-
ment for any architect; it is a scene
of intense building activity in the
midst of apparent chaos' Gigantic
pieces of equipment-earthmovers.
tranes and trucks-roar about, and
workmen swarm over the site and
cling to the frames rising out of
the foot-sucking mud. It is hard to
believe so immense an tY|/,11
effort can be mounted
for an event of a sing''
summer's duralion. 

:rr ?Jlts
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CREATIVE COST CONTROL
Presented here ore the first two of o series of
articles the AIA JOURNAL will cany during
7967 on the subject of building cost control.
The series is being adapted from the book Cre-
ative Control of Building Costs, to be published
by McGraw-Hill Book Compony in the first
half of this yeor. The book was edited by Mr.
Hunt ond its chopters werc prcpared by 75 au-
thors, one of whom is Mr. Kossoboum, writer
of the second article.

BY WM. DUDLEY HUNT JR., AIA
As part of the creative process,
costs should be controlled from the
project's very beginning through to
its completion. Businesslike sys-
tems for handling costs, the prin-
ciples of which are discussed here,
can enhance the architect's build-
ings and his professional stature.

When asked what he knows about
architects and their services, the
man in the street will mention the
name of Frank Lloyd Wright and
reveal, all too often. an impression
that architects cause buildings to
cost more than they should. If this
were not bad enough, owners of
buildings, when queried about
the architectural services they re-
ceived, often agree that architects
do indeed couse buildings to cost
more-and that the only return, at
best is better looking buildings.

It should be quickly said over the
howls of indignation from archi-
tects who do keep the costs of their
buildings in line that their suc-

A Responsibility-and a Part
of the Creative Process

cesses, though very real, are cer-
tainly unsung among their publics
and clients.

Better dissemination of informa-
tion about architects' handling of
the costs of construction is needed.
At the same time, there is a need
for better cost control by architects.
And even architectural offices
whose cost performance is high are
not above benefiting from new and
improved methods.

There are offices with highly
developed systems for estimating
costs; those that use CPM schedul-
ing and cost systems; those that
have developed quantities of infor-
mation about costs; and those that
habitually employ quantity survey-
ing or similar methods for accurate
takeoffs. There are even a few of-
fices with sophisticated and com-
plete systems of cost control. But
in many offices, cost control is a
sometime thing. In some the han-
dling of costs starts too late-often
when working drawings are either
complete or nearly so, and in oth-

ers it is less a matter of control
than of estimating.

In any case, the handling of the
costs of construction in most of-
fices is rudimentary when com-
pared with methods of, say, the
manufacturing industries. It is com-
mon practice in such industries for
highly paid, imaginative and tal-
ented people to be deeply involved
in the costs structure of the nrod-
ucts produced. Exceptions iside,
this is not true in architecture.
Among successful manufacturing
companies it would be difficult to
find a case in which budgeting, esti-
mating, projections, record-keeping
and analyses of costs are not highly
developed, considered of utmost
importance and handled in a man-
ner consistent with their imoor-
tance. For the mosl part, this is not
currently true in architecture.

Stepchild Treatment
Whatever the reason, the control

of costs in architecture often gets
stepchild treatment up until the
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bidding or construction phase. This
is a state of affairs that can have
far-reaching and sometimes disas-
trous results as is well recognized.
That the costs of construction
should be shunted into a position
of less than deserved importance,
forced to fold before design and
other considerations and made to
take a back seat to the qualitative
and quantitative decisions is short-
sighted-and unnecessary.

The control of the costs of con-
struction can be made into a major,
creative factor in architectural
services that are intended to Pro-
duce good buildings.

To start with, "control" is the
key word. It should be Pointed out
that bringing in jobs within their
budgets is only one aspect of cost
control. This is to say that construc-
tion costs should not just be esti-
mated after the fact but should be
controlled in the same waY mate-
rials or structures or sites are con-
trolled. In this way, the control of
costs rises from a bookkeePing
level to become an intrinsic part of
the total architectural process. In
this way, knowledge of costs as

they develop and the actions taken
to relate the costs to other architec-
tural actions can be brought to bear
on lhe complete problem in a man-
ner that contributes meaningfully
to the whole architectural process'

The results of such a process can
be better design, better Planning,
more efficient professional services
and more satisfied clients. In a

phrase, better buildings-that come
rvithin their budgets not through
often arbitrary decisions made just
before or after bidding, but because
of the application of creative cost
control from the very beginning of
services right through to the end.

Principles of Cost Control

Maybe the best way to get at cost
control principles is to look at some
of the requirements upon which it
must be built, There are PerhaPs
others, but the major requisites
would seem to be these:
1. The talents of trained, intelligent
cost experts who understand the
whole architectural and construc-
tion process and who aPProach
their work creatively.
2. A body of data and knowledge A
of costs developed within the office even
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itself and based on its own methods
of design and practice.
3. Together with this private knowl-
edge, access to, and understanding
of, published cost data such as in-
oexes.
4. Knowledge and understanding of
the tools and processes available to
the cost controller to aid in anal-
yses, calculations and estimates.
5. Finally, cost controllers who are
full-fledged members of the archi-
tectural team, working closely and
on a par with other members, the
project architects, designers and
others.

A Cost Control System

Before pursuing the principles of
cost control, it should be cautioned
that sufficient knowledge, talent
and proper attitudes toward costs
are not enough. What is also neces-
sary if a positive contribution is to
be made to architecture is a system
of cost control. The rudimentarY
ideas behind such a system might
be enumerated in this way:
1. Cost control must start at the
beginning of architectural services,
at the time of programming or
budget estimating, even before the
architect begins his regular serv-
ices in some cases.
2. Cost control must continue
throughout the architectural proc-
ess, threading from phase to Phase.
3. In the early phases, estimates of
costs must be made without draw-
ings or other means of determining
what the building will be; these
estimates will be based on assump-
tions, upon past experience and
upon creative visualization of the
direction in which the design will
probably go.
4. In the early phases, estimates
will ordinarily be approximations;
as the work goes on techniques for
estirnating and the estimates them-
selves will be refined more and
more to reflect decisions made
along the way.
5. Before the bidding phase, the
estimates will have been refined to
a very high degree of accuracy.
6. Cost control must continue dur-
ing the construction phase in order
to ensure that changes, additions
and the like do not get out of hand
and negate the good work done in
preceding phases.
7. Cost control ends only with the
completion of the building, maybe
not even then, since much of what
has been done before that time will
determine later costs of mainte-
nance and repair.

Determinants of Building Costs

widespread notion held bY
clients with considerable ex-

perience in construction is that the
only things which increase a build-
ing's cost are enlarging its size or
upgrading the quality of its mate-
rials. If this were so, cost control
would be considerably easier. But
these in fact are only two of the
important determinants of costs.
Others include the number of peo-
ple who will use the building and
what they will do in it, the location
of the building, its site, its shape
along with its size, the time allow-
able for architectural services and
for construction, the construction
market, building financing - it
would be easy to extend this list
even further.

Suffice it to say for now that
there are numerous determinants of
costs of construction; what is im-
portant, here, is that lhety are also
just os surely determinants of de-
sign and other architectural proc-
esses that ultimately produce in-
competent, competent or great
architecture. The point is that cost
control is inextricably a part of the
process and can be made to play
a creative role throughout the
process.

Responsibility for Costs

The total responsibility for the
costs of construction is usuallY
shared by many who ParticiPate in
the design and construction Proc-
ess, the engineers, draftsmen, esti-
mators and others. Yet there is little
doubt that the prime responsibility
in most cases rests with the archi-
tect. While the architect may dele-
gate to others manY of his func-
tions, including that of controlling
costs, the fact remains he ordinar-
ily has the final word, the overall
responsibility and, in event of trou-
ble, the prime liability for costs as

well as for all other asPects of the
buildins.

The legal implications of the
architect's position are discussed
in detail and guidelines are estab-
lished for realistic appraisal of his
position and for safeguards to the
extent possible. It should be noted,
however, that the current trend
seems to be for owners of buildings

-and the courts-to hold the ar-
chitect liable for perf ormance in the
area of costs as well as in those of
safety and welfare.

One indication that architects
have faced up to this responsibility
and the trend of court decisions is
in the cunent edition of the Archi-
tect's Handbook of Professional
Practice of The American Institute
of Architects. This code since
1964 has required the architect,
as an ethical obligation, to "main-
tain an understancling with his



client regarding the project. . . and
its estimated probable costs." Fur-
ther, the standards say this about
costs:

Where a fixed limit of cost is es-
tablished in advance of design,
the architect must determine the
character of design construction
so as to meet as nearly as feasible
the cost limit established. He
shall keep his client informed
with competent estimates of
probable costs,

To some this may seem to say little
more than what should be expected
of any architect or other construc-
tion professional. Nonetheless, the
inclusion of these requirements as
an ethical obligation in the stand-
ards of the architect's own prgfes-
sional organization is a giant step
in the direction of improved archi-
tectural performance in the area of
construction-and toward renewed
confidence among the public and
clients.

In a way, the ethical obligations
discussed are thought by some to
be considerably weakened by the
remainder of the paragraph in the
standards which states:

He [the architect] shall not guar-
antee the final costs. which will
be determined not only by the
architect's solution of the own-
er's requirements, but by the fluc-
tuating conditions of the com-
petitive construction market.

It should be noted that while the
first part of the quoted standards
established an ethical obligation of
architects to their client and is new
with this version of the standards,
the latter part has been the posture
of the profession for many years,
and with good cause. The key con-
sideration in this is that while the
architect controls the work up to
a point, he has little or no control
over the construction market and
other related factors at the time of
bidding and during construction.

A Word About Ethics
Very carefully described are im-

plications of the AIA standard con-
tracts which reflect the ethics cited
above. However. it is to be remem-
bered that some people, including
architects, believe that the architect
has an ethical or professional obli-
gation that goes beyond either the
ethical code or the standard con-
tracts. They believe a competent
architect should be prepared, if the
bids come in higher than the maxi-
mum amount budgeted, to redesign
the building at no cost to the owner
if the reasons for high costs are
attributable to the architect's ac-
tions rather than those of the
owner.

In addition, there are those, espe-
cially architects, who believe that
architects will never be able to
control the costs of construction
absolutely unless they direct the
actual construction. Since it is con-
sidered unethical for an architect
to act as a building contractor,tuch
proposals usually take the form of
the architect serving as the agent
of the owner to direct the work of
the contractors, rather than in the
more limited and usual role of su-
pervisor or observer of the con-
struction.

Objections to Cost Control

Even among architects who sin-
cerely believe that design within
their owners' budgets is an integral
part of architectural services, doubt
exists over truly complete cost con-
trol systems. Most misgivings seem
to be of the "either-or" variety;
they take the form of design versus
costs-or creativity versus busi-
nesslike practices-as if these proc-
esses were self-exclusive. Without
the one, the other becomes very
difficult or even impossible. The
fears, while possibly very real, are
ill-founded when genuine cost con-
trol systems are employed, staffed
with top people and practiced in
the right way.

What could be worse than being
forced by high bids into redesign
of a project that was carefully nur-
tured to a high degree of perfec-
tion? What architect, or anyone
else involved in building design,
can forget being forced by high bids
to reduce to the minimum all of the
elements he so carefully designed
into his building? Who could enjoy
the fragmentation process that
must take place at such a time, the
process which must tend to reduce
the design effort expended to some-
thing that may little resemble what
was intended?

As a creative function of the de-
sign process, cost control reduces
such occasions to the minimum
while giving the designer and
others involved a firm grip on all
parts of the design process. With
such a method the costs are devel-
oped concurrent with other deci-
sion}. The professionals are in con-
trol rather than at the mercy of
costs, when it is too late to bend
them to the will of the design team.

Another fear or question often
voiced takes the form of a dilemma
composed of numbers on the one
hand versus judgment on the other.
This is easily disposed of: The
numbers besides being the basic in-
formational structure of cost con-
trol make it possible to use judg-
ment based on facts as well as on

creative ability or intuition. Cost
control systems make this possible;
without them the facts, or at least
some facts, are not available.

Methods of Control

It is probably safe to generalize
that of the widely used methods of
cost control the best known, among
both clients and architects, are the
least refined and the least depend-
able.

Far and away the best known
cost control method, although it
scarcely deserves the title, is the
area, or square foot, method. This
and others are discussed later but
a few warnings should be hoisted
here, and a few principles empha-
sized.

The area method, widely known
among the less initiated in architec-
tural processes and the building in-
dustry, is dangerous, unreliable and
should be shunned whenever pos-
sible. This is not always possible,
and, moreover, the method is easy,
quick and usable for very rough
approximations when few deci-
sions have been made concerning
the building. Thus the area method
probably has a,place in the early
phases of the architectural process
and a continuing life as a check on
other methods, or as a quick way of
comparing costs between locations,
building types, etc. When used in
the latter way, care must be taken
to translate each area cost into
terms equivalent to those of the
building with which comparison is
maoe,

The volume method, and there
may be some disagreement about
this, is probably considered by
most professionals as just a cut
above the area method. What has
been said about the area method
applies about equally to the volume
approach. Another device that
really should be termed "rule-of-
thumb," as should the area and vol-
ume methods, is the unit of use, or
unit use, method.

Unit of use is almost as widely
known and applied as area and vol-
ume, and just as their names define
their approaches, i.e., cost per
square foot and cost per cubic foot,
the unit of use method is based on
cost per item - cost per hospital
bed, cost per school pupil, etc. This,
too, is neither a refined nor reliable
method but it is useful for checks,
early predictions and comparisons.
Perhaps, in some cases, it does
draw a better cost picture than the
aforementioned since it is tied to
the building's functions.

The in-place unit method is wide-
ly used and is more accurate than
the other three. It is more refined
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since its basis is in the unit cost of
materials or systems, such as the
complete cost of units of a window-
wall system, of a square of roofing
or the like. The estimated unit costs
of all the elements when added up
give a cost picture far more accu-
rate than that presented by other
methods.

Another method of cost control
that is much less used is the unit
of enclosure method. This method,
far more sophisticated than any of
the others, is so important that an
entire article of the series will be
devoted to it.

Of course, the best of all avail-
able methods is that of taking off
the quantities and pricing them,
adding up the costs, assuming the
contractor's overhead and profit,
tempering all this with a knowledge
of the construction market and with
intuition, and then arriving at a fig-
ure for the work. This is not much
of a trick, at least in the beginning
phases (more of a trick in the con-
struction market and intuition de-
partments), when the building is
designed and the working drawings
and specifications prepared. But the
sad fact is that it is too late for ef-
fective cost control, and creotive
control at this juncture is out of
the question.

Can cost estimates based on
quantity take-offs be made early in
the architectural process, even be-
fore any drawings are prepared?
The authors of these articles think
they can. Furthermore, there is con-
siderable agreement among them
that this is the only way creative
cost control can be effectively ap-
plied to buildings and that a com-
plete cost control system must be
founded on such a process, together
with provision for use of the area,
volume and other methods as re-
quired for spot checks, etc.

Tools, Techniques and Aids
One of the "dilemmas" architects

and others pose when speaking of
cost control is that of estimating
versus control. But it is no dilemma
at all. Estimating is an important
technique of cost control, maybe
the most important of all. Thus
cost control embraces estimating,
in all of its ramifications including
quantity surveying. The consensus
of the authors seems to be that esti-
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mating is the one oll-importont fac-
et of a cost control system-not the
whole system but the most promi-
nent tool within the system.

Among other of the more impor-
tant and better known tools. tech-
niques and aids available are CPM
and its related systems, computer
analysis and its relationships with
CPM and the rest of the cost control
system, quantity surveying in its
pure, British form and its modified,
American form - and also in its
more widely used sense, all-Ameri-
can quantity take-off and pricing.

Also, there is that virtually un-
known-to architecture-system of
value engineering. Well established
in other fields, value engineering
appears to hold considerable prom-
ise in architecture. Two other ad-
vanced devices worth looking into
by those of such bent are the tech-
niques of nomographs, also widely
used in other fields. and the build-
ing of cost models. They, too, hold
promise and might well be worth
investigation.

A final word on the subject of
tools, techniques and aids that
might be in order is simply that the
final word has yet to be written.
New techniques emerge almost
daily. The computer becomes more
useful as time goes on. And so it
goes.

For the moment, though, a tenta-
tive final word might be that the
earnest cost controller needs to
know all he can about all tools,
techniques and aids available and
emerging so he can better define
his cost system, refine his estimates
and design his costs.

Sources of Information
Much information from numer-

ous sources is available to the con-
scientious cost controller and much
of it can be valuable to him, None
of it can replace records of the ex-
perience of his own firm; nothing
can take the place of his personal
experience; nothing can substitute
for the creative approach to this
very important facet of the whole
architectural and construction
process.

The list of data available starts
with the widely disseminated cost
indexes. The most available and
probably most important of these
include the cost index published
periodically by Engineering News-
Record, the US Department of Com-
merce indexes and similar readily
available data. Others published
regularly but not so well known in-
clude the index of the Turner Con-
struction Company which takes
into account the current productiv-
ity of labor, the efficiency of plant

and management of construction,
competitive conditions and a fore-
cast of price trends-for the most
part information other cost indexes
do not include. At least one archi-
tectural office publishes cost in-
dexes; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls
Associates, Inc., of Detroit has done
so for more than 50 years. It is dif-
ficult to see how the energy, talent
and know-how that goes into the
preparation of such an index can
do anything but give the office pre-
paring it a considerable advantage
over those doing less.

Available along with the cost in-
dexes that are published regularly
and disseminated more or less
widely are other systems of cost
control or cost estimating. Among
the more important ones are the
Dow Cost Calculator of the Dodge
Division of McGraw-Hill, Inc., the
Boeck Building Cost Data Sheets,
Means Building Construction Cost
Data. the Marshall Valuation Serv-
ice and others. Each is available for
a fee and each has positive and
negative attributes. All are worthy
of investigation.

None of the cost indexes or other
information or systems can possi-
bly take the place of scrupulously
maintained records and files on the
jobs that go through an office and
any other information of salience
to the firm. The cost indexes and
commercial cost systems are meant
to be used in partnership with pri-
vate records, not in place of them.

A Last (Introductory) Word
Most of the important facets of

creative cost control are discussed,
in some depth, without full agree-
ment among the authors. There is
no "party line." Some of the au-
thors tend to overlap one another,
but this is probably permissible
since they come from differing
backgrounds, sets of circumstances
and offices. In the main, however,
all agree on the major principles
although none had access to the
work of any other, either in prac-
tice or in the preparation of his
manuscript. These principles hold
that creative cost control:
' is a system that uses every tech-
nique, talent and tool available to it
' starts with the budgeting phase,
or before
' functions as an integral part of
the total architectural process
' keeps the architects, and other
design professionals, in control of
the total process
' makes it possible for decisions to
be made, through full disclosure of
the facts, by architect, owner, and
all others involved with the process
of creating buildings. n



Theoretical Construction for Early
and Continuing Control

BY GEORGE KASSABAUM. AIA
An example of estimating that is
anything but after the fact, esti-
mating that begins early-by means
of theoretical construction of the
building-as part of the continuing
control method of the firm of Hell-
muth, Obata & Kassabaum of
which the author, an Institute vice
president, is principal.

No criticism of the profession is
heard more often than the charge
that architects have too little re-
gard for the client's dollar. Too
many architects, say the critics,
are generally incapable or care-
less in the matter of adhering to
budgets; they are not able to pre-
dict with reasonable accuracy the
cost of a building which they de-
sign, and they have a generally
casual attitude about money. Be-
cause of this, many consider archi-
tectural services a luxury item. Use
an architect, they say, if money is
no object. But if the project must
be built on a strict budget and
handled in a businesslike way, then
others who offer speed, certainty
and convenience may be the
answer.

This criticism literally hits us
where we live, and the reasons for
it are many. The public press and
remarks made in private conversa-
tion contribute to the persistence of
thp imeop

Advertising by interests which
are trying to undermine the pro-
fession also contributes to the bad
impression.

Unfortunately, there is a more
valid reason for the frequent repe-
tition of this criticism: It contains
a considerable core of truth. The
profession as a whole is vulnerable
on this point. We often fail to con-
sider carefully enough the potential

costs of a project, or we simply
don't take seriously enough our re-
sponsibility for predicting and con-
trolling construction costs.

Cost considerations are among
the most basic the architect must
deal with. He has a profound re-
sponsibility to see that the client's
budget is adhered to and that the
project is built within the cost
forecast.

The Architect's Responsibility

Practically, this is the only way
that the architect can be sure the
building will be built. Cost has the
final control over virtually every
project. The client who gives the
architect a free hand with money
is rare, if he exists at all, I suspect
that the client who has endless
faith in the architect, and a bottom-
less purse, is more a creature of
historical imagination than experi-
ence. Certainly today's corporate
client is more sophisticated in mat-
ters of building costs than ever be-
fore. He is likely to have a staff
architect, and he certainly will
want to go over cost estimates with
a fine-tooth slide rule. If the esti-
mates are unrealistic, the project
will be in trouble before it starts.

In addition to these immediate
and practical considerations, there
is a basic professional responsi-
bility at issue. Accurate cost analy-
sis and control form a very definite
part of the professional service that
the architect must render his client;
failure to perform carefully in this
area is no more excusable than pro-
viding inadequate mechanical fa-
cilities or not putting hardware on
doors,

Each time the architect accepts a
commission, he puts the reputation
of the profession on the line along
with his own. Any embamassment

he causes himself through careless
or incapable cost control rubs off
on oll architects. Conversely, credit
reflects on all.

Architects are often inclined to
seek cost information from a gen-
eral contractor, who may be knowl-
edgeable about the cost of concrete
and carpentry but dependent on
the advice of other specialists for
the many other prices he needs.
The so-called "general" contractor
is more and more becoming a spe-
cialist, and as the construction field
becomes more and more special-
ized, the need for a generalist is
more and more apparent. This great
opportunity should be seized by
the architect.

Qualifications of the Estimator

The qualifications of the esti-
mator can be, in theory, those of a
Solomon. In practice, the basic re-
quirements for the job are fairly
straightforward.

It is essential that an estimator
know the construction process. He
should probably have worked on
construction projects, so that he
has some concept of, for example,
the amount of labor involved in
hanging a door or installing a win-
dow. This knowledge is important
because labor prices are the most
significant variables in the con-
struction business, and among the
most difficult to forecast.

The estimator must be able to
read drawings, both sketches and
details. His effectiveness will be
greatly increased by having actu-
ally spent time on the drafting
board. This gives him an insight
into the complexities of the details
and helps him give better esti-
mates on such things as flashing
and sash requirements, which may
not show on the sketches.
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All of the standard estimating
references and textbooks are at the
estimator's disposal. He undoubt-
edly finds them valuable as check-
points, references and guides, es-
pecially in the use of unfamiliar
materials. But they should be used
only as guides. While these ref-
erences are accurate within broad
ranges, they are not geographically
or chronologically specific enough
for precise estimating.

Our own firm has established an
estimating department, but any
good architect who has a respect
for his client's budget should be
able to perform, in one way or
another, the same task. It can be
done through arrangement with a
person hired on a consultant basis,
or one of the staff architects can
assume this responsibility.

Factors in Good Estimating

First. in a time when most archi-
tects have projects outside their
own communities, regional differ-
ences in availability and produc-
tivity of labor and prices of ma-
terials can be a difficult factor to
compute. If all architects were ex-
perts and were willing to share
their information and experiences,
the telephone would suffice to feed
the proper factors into the formu-
las. Meanwhile, publications such
as Engineering News-Record regu-
larly publish labor rates, costs of
materials and indexes. These, used
with judgment, can be most helpful
in overcoming a lack of familiarity
with practices in another place.

Second, there is the problem of
evaluating new techniques and ma-
terials. Too often. new ideas are
presented to persons in an archi-
tect's office who never get around
to sharing their information with
the man who eventually must pre-
dict the cost. This knowledge must
be shared.

Another problem connected with
new technioues and materials is
that of conservatism on the part of
bidders. We have found it unsafe
to assume that the low bidder will
evaluate the convenience or other
potential savings of "the latest
thing" as enthusiastically as the
salesman did. When a bidder puts
his own money on the line, he
tends to become highly conserva-
tive in his experiments with new
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practices; and since the bidder's
figure is the one that will be used
in determining the accuracy of the
architect's estimate, we must be
equally realistic in our analysis.

Newness can cause other prob-
lems. The various trades respond
to new techniques differently in
different areas. Local jurisdictional
rules may significantly alter the
economy of certain practices-for
example, setting of precast con-
crete panels. In one area, this work
may be performed by one class of
labor at a given cost; in another
area, control by a different union
or disputes between the trades may
result in participation of more than
one trade in the setting process,
and any of these conditions may
substantially alter the cost.

Differences in building codes may
also exert a great influence. It is
too much to expect the estimator
to be aware of oll code provisions
for oll areas, but he should be
aware of possible influences which
these regional differences may
have on cost. Even if it is not oos-
sible to check on all of these- de-
tails at the time of the initial esti-
mate, assumptions should be re-
viewed carefully as the job moves
through the office and more infor-
mation is obtained.

Even such things as bidding prac-
tices can affect the final cost and
should, therefore, be taken into
consideration in the preparation of
an estimate. There is dispute over
single contract versus separate
bids, and this is not the place to
debate either side. However, de-
pending upon local practices and
on the distribution of work among
the trades, as much as 3 percent
of the building cost can be in-
volved.

Now that we have the desire,
the estimator and an awareness of
the variations, how does one go
about making the estimate? As too
many have found out, the "easy"
way can prove fatal.

Rules of Thumb for Estimating
Despite the practical and pro-

fessional importance of cost esti-
mating, many architects rely on in-
adequate cost estimating and con-
trol methods. The most widely
used and frequently mentioned of
these are the so-called "rules of
thumb." They include "unit cost,"
"volume cost," "cost per square
foot" and others. Their advantage
is that they are so easy and con-
venient. Their disadvantage is that
no easy method will do the job
properly.

However. such methods can be
useful early in a project, before

there is a program or drawings, and
when there is a minimum of in-
formation. But any architect who
continues to put his faith in these
methods throughout the prepara-
tion of drawings is on shaky
ground.

Cost per square foot, often used
and widely quoted as an indica-
tion of building cost, is one of the
most vague of these rules of thumb,
and one of the riskiest to employ.
It is not usually as indicative of
building value as many believe it
to be. And even if it were, indi-
vidual architects have so manv dif-
ferent ways of computing sqo"t"
footage that the cost figures can
vary widely on a single project,
depending on the system used.

Even though The American In-
stitute of Architects has estab-
Iished a procedure for this com-
putation, the number of methods
actually used is probably nearly as
great as the number of architec-
tural practices. Of course, this
makes any cost per square foot
figure obtained from others essen-
tially unreliable, and, unfortu-
nately, most clients' figures come
from "others."

In our office, we have developed
a square foot method which we
think is fairly sophisticated, and
we adhere religiously to it. Al-
though this method may partially
reflect the sort of buildings that
we design, it is reproduced here
for whatever value it may have for
others.
A. Areas must be figured on basis
of both enclosed area and total
area.
B. All areas must be figured from
exterior face of wall to exterior
face of wall.
G. Special areas as listed below
must be figured on the basis of the
following factors as applied to the
actual area:

Attic areas, unfinished ... 0
Balconies ........7/6
Basements. finished . .. ...full
Basements. unfinished ...7/2
Carports ........-1,/3
Crawl spaces ..... .......1./B
Courts, enclosed on

3 or4 sides .....1/2
Garages, heated ...2/3
Overhangs, building above 'J./4

Overhangs, with sunscre en 7/ 4
Overhangs, roof . . ...... .7/B
Penthouses ......7/2
Porches. covered ........7/3
Porches. enclosed . . .. ....2/3
Terraces 0
Tunnels .........7/B
Walkways, covered ......7/3
Walkways, enclosed .. ...2/3



Let me make it clear at this point
that while we do not regard the
cost per square foot index as ac-
curate enough for cost estimating,
we do not reject it as a tool for
discussion purposes. We have to
be able to respond very quickly
to cost inquiries made on a cost
per square foot basis. But we use
it gingerly. As soon as possible,
we make it clear to the client that
this method should serve only as

a general guide and a check on
more precise methods of cost esti-
mating.

If a client wants a building with,
for example,100,000 square feet of
rentable office space, we must bb
able to tell him, very early, ap-
proximately how much it will cost.

Net Area-Not Total
Other things must be understood

as well. In preparing such prelimi-
nary cost approximations, remem-
ber that a client's program often
is expressed in terms of net areas;
both architect and client should be
aware that the net rentoble space
in a structure is not the same as
the lotol square feet,

The client should be weaned
away from cost per square foot es-
timates as soon as possible. The
variables should be explained to
him-the availability of utilities,
the quality and amount of mechani-
cal equipment, the quality of fin-
ishes, for example. But we are
certainly prepared in initial dis-
cussions to give the owner a price
range within which we can design
a building.

For our own purposes, we use
square foot costs as a basis for de-
termining whether the owner's pre-
liminary budget is reasonable. And
we always keep cost per square
foot figures as a check on our other
estimates.

One sure way of helping the
client understand the hazards of
reliance on cost per square foot, is
to explain how such calculations
can put a premium on inefficient
design. If the building is poorly
planned, with lots of wasted space,
the costs of its more expensive
areas-toilets, kitchens, bath-
rooms, other high-finish areas-are
spread over a larger base and the
average cost per square foot will
be lower. But the project cost, or
other unit costs, may be high and
the job will be expensive, though
the square foot cost will be low.
On the other hand, in an efficiently
planned building with a minimum
of waste space, the cost per square
foot will be higher, but the total
cost will be less.

Manv of the same hazards occur

if volume computations are used
as a rule of thumb, Volume com-
putations may be more difficult to
make and may sound more imPres-
sive, but most of the problems and
shortcomings inherent in the co3t
per square foot computation are
also present in the volume cost
system. In our office, we do com-
pute and record volume costs.
However, we do this for additional
guidance in the early planning
stages. These are the factors that
we use:
A. Areas are computed on the
same basis as is used in calcu-
lating square footage;
B. Vertical measurements are from
the bottom of the floor slab, if the
slab is on grade, or from the sur-
face of the crawl space, to the
top of the roof deck on buildings
with flat roofs and to the two-
thirds point between lowest and
highest points on buildings with
pitched roofs;
C. Other volumes are computed on
the basis of the following figures
as applied to the actual volume:

Areaways .........7/2
Balconies 1,

Another rule-of-thumb method
widely used is the unit of use
method-the cost per bed, per stu-
dent, per desk, or some way of ex-
pressing the cost not in terms of
area but in terms of use. This
method has obvious advantages.
However, if a building is ineffi-
ciently designed to house 100 stu-
dents, the cost per square foot
could be very low, while the cost
per unit of use could be extremely
high.

There are hazards involved in
using any of these rules in client
conferences. Your client will al-
ways have heard, through one
or another of those channels of
inaccurate information, about a
building very nearly like the one
he wants, that was built at a cost
of so much per square foot-al-
most certainly a low cost per
square foot-and he wants you to
assure him that you can match that
figure.

The architect's personal judg-
ment is simply not adequate to the
job of cost estimating. More scien-
tific methods must be used. Fortu-
nately, these are available. But, as
might be expected, they are not
easy.

Quantity Survey Is Best

We are convinced that the only
estimating method accurate and re-
liable enough for good architec-

tural practice is the quantity sur-
vey method. The architect must
employ the services of a skillful
estimator and have him take off
from drawings the quantities of the
various materials needed for the
project. The estimator must then
determine the in-place cost of those
materials. As the end result of this
fairly long and detailed process, he
will produce an accurate determi-
nation of the cost of the building.

Quantity survey cost estimating
need not be, nor should it be, con-
fined to large architectural prac-
tices. Every office which hopes to
fulfill its professional and client
responsibilities must do much the
same thing.

The quantity survey estimate
work begins with the designer. In
his early studies of the program,
and in preparation of his early con-
cepts, the designer does not check,
in detail, the probable cost of every
concept. But he should have a
good idea of the probable costs if
he uses, for example, steel fram-
ing structure, reinforced concrete,
brick bearing walls or wood frame.
The more mature the designer, the
better his judgment will be. Ideally,
he develops a "sixth sense" for
cost. These unmeasured judgments
represent all the cost control fea-
sible until some drawings have
been produced. Then these pre-
liminary designs may be checked
with the estimator.

The designer draws up the
building, showing the functional
layout, usually in single line dia-
gcams, showing partitions, win-
dows, sizes of rooms. An elevation
drawing is made that shows heights
of stories, configuration of win-
dows and exterior materials. The
greater the number of dimensions
that can be indicated on these
drawings, the more accurately the
estimator can work. The basic re-
quirement of these drawings is that
they define the building in terms
of area and volume, basic struc-
tural system and finishes. The
drawings need not be in finished
form at this stage. Simple prints
should suffice. The basic require-
ment is that the scope of the work
be clearly defined.

This is where the creative qual-
ity of the estimator's work first
becomes apparent. He must be
able to convert these rather simole
drawings into information that will
enable him to forecast, accurately,
what the construction costs will
be after the design has been de-
veloped in much greater detail.

Good communication between
the project architect or designer
and the estimator is extremelv im-
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portant at this time. The estimator
must clearly understand what the
building is going to be. AII of his
questions must be answered.

Many intangibles come into
play. The estimator must be aware
of cost trends, for instance. He
must be familiar with the tradition
within the office, knowing that
certain kinds and quality of hard-
ware are likely to be used on cer-
tain buildings. Anything unique or
even unusual must be discussed.

Soon after the owner approves
the preliminary package, the proj-
ect architect, the designer, the me-
chanical engineers and the speci-
fications writers meet to discuss
the building in great detail. This
meeting is intended to insure that
everyone knows what the building
is to be like, and what the estimate
should include.

"Building the Building"

On the basis of this understand-
ing and these drawings, the esti-
mator goes to work. He begins to
"build the building," in a sense,
working on the basis of his cal-
culations.

If possible, the estimator should
visit the site early in his work.
Unusual site characteristics may
have a significant influence on his
estimate. A heavily wooded site
that must be cleared, a place that
is difficult to reach or has com-
plicated terrain will have great in-
fluence on the estimate.

If the estimator cannot actually
go to the site, topographic surveys
and aerial photographs should be
provided.

Because the cost of the struc-
ture may be as much as one-third
the cost of the finished building,
most of our estimates begin by cal-
culating its cost. On simple struc-
tures, spacing and sizing of mem-
bers may be determined by the use
of handbooks. Structures of most
conventional buildings can be
computed in terms of weights and
volumes of materials needed to
support live and dead loads. On
the basis of these calculations, and
upon general assumptions about
the probable bearing capacity of
the soils, the estimator can arrive
at a reasonably accurate predic-
tion about the cost of foundation
and structure.
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Often this work is done in co-
operation with manufacturers and
fabricators, but figures obtained
in this way must be carefully
checked, for the architect is pro-
fessionally responsible for the fig-
ures he uses, regardless of their
source.

Later, a structural engineer,
armed with findings of test bor-
ings and more detailed studies of
loads, will determine structural re-
quirements in greater detail and
with more precision. The estimator
should be able, at this stage, to ar-
rive at a figure within 3 to 5 per-
cent of the final cost of the struc-
ture, Since the structure represents
roughly one-third of the building
costs, this is an important accomp-
lishment.

With foundation. site and struc-
tural cost compiled, the estimator
theoretically encloses the building.
Costs of exterior walls, including
sash and glazing, etc., are deter-
mined. Roofing and insulation
costs are estimated. Quantities of
wall materials, flooring and similar
material requirements are com-
puted.

We attempt to estimate such job
expenses as protection of the proj-
ect during construction, cost of
temporary facilities including heat,
electricity and other utilities. The
price of the necessary earth mov-
ing is calculated. Demolition costs
are estimated.

Outside the building, but still
part of the project, are such po-
tential expenses as site prepara-
tion and improvements, roads and
parking area, sidervalks, railroad
trackage, sewers, water distribu-
tion lines, hot water or steam lines,
electrical installations and fire
alarm 'system.

Mechanical, Electrical Estimates

Mechanical and electrical work
will also represent about one-third
or more of the building cost. Rules
of thumb in this area are no better
at providing an accurate estimate
for this portion of the work than
they are in arriving at the total
cost. Again, the quantity survey
method must be used to determine
the amount of electrical wiring and
plumbing, the number of outlets,
amount of duct required for air-
conditioning system and heating
plant, lighting fixtures, etc.

It is virtually impossible for me-
chanical and electrical engineers to
make a precise estimate of the
costs of the materials on the basis
of the preliminary drawings. So,
for their first estimate, they rely on
a less sophisticated way of meas-
uring-using average number of

wire per outlet, tonnage of aircon-
ditioning, for example-and em-
ploy this data to come up with an
estimate, Again, more exact esti-
mates are made as soon as pos-
sible.

The philosophy of architectural
design within a firm can cause cost
to vary by 10 percent, say the engi-
neers. If the architect for owner) is
willing to leave pipes or wiring ex-
posed, for example, the cost will
probably be less than if all utilities
were concealed. If an architect is
particularly adept at providing am-
ple spaces for ducts and piping and
conduit, the engineer can install
the equipment at a lower cost than
if these spaces are tight, or adapt-
ing the mechanical equipment to
them is difficult.

Even though estimating this
phase of the work is, in the early
stages of the project, less precise
than desirable, one thing that
keeps architects out of more seri-
ous trouble at the end is the tre-
mendous range of selectivity avail-
able in cost of equipment. Pumping
equipment, for example, can vary
in cost by as much as 100 percent.
Refrigeration equipment can be
provided for anywhere from $90 to
$200 a ton, depending on type,
quality, durability and operating
expense. The most expensive is of-
ten cheaper in the long run, due to
differences in operating and main-
tenance cost, but availabilitv of
Iower-cost equipment can help the
mechanical engineer work within
a budget.

It is, of course, the responsibility
of the mechanical engineer or the
architect to explain to the client
this variation in equipment cost. It
would be improper to install lower-
cost equipment, with its attendant
high operating and replacement
cost, without informing the client.

Many other variables exist in
mechanical equipment, Compli-
cated controls may add to the com-
fort of heating and cooling in a
building but they raise construc-
tion costs.

Quality of ductwork, wiring and
plumbing can also be varied, but
the total saving available in this
area is much less than that which
can be obtained by varying the
basic quality of equipment.

Availability of Utilities
Utility costs are often difficult to

determine in preliminary stages of
planning. A large laboratory instal-
Iation, for example, requires exten-
sive electric, gas and disposal facil-
ities. If an adequate electric sub-
station is convenient, a large gas
pipe line nearby and an adequate



sewage system available, costs will
be far lower than if these utilities
must be provided by the owner.
The resulting variable in a building
cost estimate can amount to $100,-
000 or more on a major project. For
various reasons, early estimates
may be required without full inves-
tigation of the availability of such
services. And the engineer is likely
to find himself in a position where
he simply will have to make a
guess. If he is skillful, that guess
can be reasonably accurate. But
this portion of the estimate should
be reviewed when detailed infor-
mation becomes available.

The architect must provide the
engineer with certain basic infor-
mation, including the following:
1. Volume ond oreo of the building.
This will enable him to determine
the number of BTU's of heating
and cooling required.
2. Type of occupancy. A building
with a large number of active occu-
pants will have different heating
and cooling requirements than a
less heavily occupied building.
3. Type of equipment. Some ma-
chines produce considerable ex-
cess heat; this must be compen-
sated for both in winter and in
summer. Ideally, the owner will
provide a list of equipment with its
heat-generating factor and the
power required.
4. G]qss ond insulotion. Structures
with double pane, heat-resisting
glass and heavy insulation else-
where have far different require-
ments than those with less costly
windows and walls.
5. Lighting. The choice of incan-
descent or fluorescent lighting can
have a startling effect on heat re-
quirements; the recent interest in
heating office buildings through
light fixtures is an example of the
possible variations in this area.
6. Air chonge. High-velocity sys-
tems that change air often, either
for comfort or to expel air from
laboratories, are more expensive
than the systems with lower air-
change requirements.
7. Power requirements. Simple of-
fices and classroom buildings have
much lower power requirements
than laboratory, or even residen-
tial, structures. The difference is
reflected in utility costs.

In view of all these variables,
perhaps we should be glad that an
experienced engineer can make es-
timates as accurately as he does.
But the real professional responsi-
bility is to devise a system that will
provide the engineer with the sort
of information he needs for more
accuracy, as soon as possible and
in the greatest amount possible.

There was a time when mechan-
ical and electrical requirements
were relatively simple-a heating
plant, wiring for electric lights and
telephone wiring. Now, the build-
ing is generally airconditioned'as
well as heated; electrical require-
ments include not only lighting but
power for additional office or com-
mercial equipment; and the tele-
phone system must often be sup-
plemented with additional commu-
nications systems.

We once calculated that 30 per-
cent of the building dollar was
spent for these components; now
it is often 50 percent. Thus if these
calculations are inaccurate, the ov-
erall estimate is certain to be in
erfor,

Growth and Improvement Factor

All buildings tend to grow in
complexity and size as design
moves from preliminaries to work-
ing drawings. Compliance with
codes may widen a stair, add a toi-
let or require additional fireproof-
ing. Probably the biggest factor is
the architect's own desire to have
everything exactly right. Because
of this tendency, every preliminary
estimate should include a "growth
and improvenrent" factor of about
3 percent. Unless the project archi-
tect is unusually alert, failing to
provide this factor may result in
the sort of inaccurate estimate that
has often been attributed to archi-
tects by the public.

On the other hand, obviously an
architect cannot overestimate. A
client has just as much right to feel
cheated if his bids come in too low.
He feels that he could have had
more building for his budget, and
he may well ask why he didn't get
it. This is especially true in the
case where bond issue money or
government appropriations are in-
volved, for public bodies are obli-
gated by law to make the best use
of money entrusted to their keep-
rn8.

F'inally, all of the pieces are
ready to be put together in a com-
plete estimate. The estimator must
then evaluate the conditions that
will most likely prevail at the time
bids are received and add sums to
cover the contractor's overhead
and profit. This is largely where the
low bidder and high bidder sepa-
rate; since the percentage.for these
items used in the bid will vary de-
pending on the work load in each
bidder's office and other unpre-
dictable considerations, an estima-
tor should use an average.

Even then, the figures used will
vary depending upon the size of
the job. In our office, we adiust for

this, but the base from which we
deviate is B percent for profit. A
hungry bidder will settle for less,
but sound judgment in applying
these factors should produce the
desired result-neither the lowest
nor the highest figure, but one
within the bidding range.

After the Estimate

After the project has been ap-
proved by the owner, the estimate
must be constantly reviewed to in-
sure that it remains valid.

Such responsibility cannot be
shared; therefore, in our office, it is
the responsibility of the project ar-
chitect to be as certain as possible
that the project is presented for bid
in a form that will meet the budget.
It is his judgment which deter-
mines whether any changes car-
ried out are critical enough to re-
quire additional estimates. Many
changes may be made in a plan
after the preliminary design is ap-
proved. Basements can be added,
expanded or taken away; crawl
spaces can be added or supple-
mented. The client may order
changes that could add to the ex-
pense. If so, the project architect
must prepare him for a possible
cost-increase. The. client or the
project architect tends to make
small changes as the project moves
along. These changes always seem
to add to the total cost-a few
more electric outlets or wires, a
better-labeled door, another utility
closet or even an additional couple
of feet in size.

Since a bad estimate is as seri-
ous a defect as a leaky roof, the
project architect must be alert to
the effect of today's decisions on
yesterday's estimate. Even during
the bidding, items on an addendum
can affect the price, so that no one
can relax until the bids are in. Even
then, the relaxation will be short-
Iived, for costs must be kept under
control until the constru-ction oI
the building has reached the stage
of completion.

At that point, if all of those in-
volved have done their jobs, every-
one will be happy, the profession's
prestige will have been increased,
and its reputation for overall com-
petence strengthened. I cannot
state too strongly how important
I think it is to improve our compe-
tence in the areas in which we al-
ready practice. and to expand our
abilities to meet changing condi-
tions It is not fashionable to be
vague because it is not economic,
Every time we yield an area of com-
petence to another part of the build-
ing industry, we cut a piece from
the foundation of our profession. I
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Seven Acres
of Underground

Shelter
An Italian tunneler, in Fresno

of all places, invents
an ingenious

response to climate.

BY HENRY SANOFF. AIA

In our quest for meaningful contributions to
our architectural heritage, we should not let go
unheralded iconoclastic attempts at the creation
of physical environments which challenge
natural environmental constraints.

For 38 years, starting in 1908, an Italian tun-
neler named Baldasare Fbrestiere, living in
Fresno, California, labored to create a sub-
terranean labyrinth in an almost barren desert
where temperatures were not uncommon at 120
degrees F or higher. The need to achieve protec-
tion against the severe climate pre-empted this
underground phenomenon where Forestiere
carved and shaped space, exhibiting extraor-
dinary skills as an architect, engineer and stone-
mason,

Since temperatures below ground vary mini-
mally, a constant Z0 degrees F could be main-
tained throughout the year affording greater
cooling through natural means; however, fire-
places furnished additional heat during the oc-
casional winter imbalance in temperature.

Forestiere began construction with his own
living quarters and then burrowed out tunnels,
looms and passageways until he had developed
a honeycomb of seven acres below the surface
of the earth, quite similar to the early Christian
catacombs. This subterranean labyrinth was con-
structed 10 feet below the surface and in some
areas as much as 20 feet. The structural prin-
ciples underlying this construction were un-
complicated. To support the massive earth
weight, hardpan which lies 2 feet below the
earth's surface was formed into domical roofs
with arched openings and barrel vauhs over
the passageways, involving complicated shoring.
The hardpan was hewn into manageable sizes
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to form the arches and walls, with cement fill
between the masonry joints' Due to the archaic
method of building, employing a pick and shovel,
there is a noticeable and welcome irregularity
in the shaping of spaces, yet the total structure
is homogeneous in character.

All of the spaces were illuminated with natu-
ral sunlight through circular glass skylights, with
grape vines planted around the rims to filter the
summer sunlight and permit the winter light to
enter. Open court spaces were located to receive

the morning light (sunrise patio) and afternoon
light (sunset patioJ and to transmit this light to

each of the adjoining living spaces' There are

some 65 rooms, gardens and grottos, each dif-
fering from the other, all underground with
broad verandas sheltering the interior spaces

from the sunlight.
The living quarters consisted of a living room,

kitchen. wine cellar, summer and winter bed-
rooms with a private chapel and dressing room.
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Some of the unusual characteristics were a re-
cessed dining table, sliding glass windows in
the kitchen overlooking the sunrise patio, with
a large glass wall in the summer bedroom over-
looking the sunset patio The walls in the living
quarters were cement coated, contrasted to the
exposed course rock of the other surfaces. The
planning and spatial relationships appear to
have developed from a need and a desire for
their existence rather than by chance. Rooms
flow into passageways which ease through the
subterranean strata forming a network of plastic
spaces which change their shape as the quantity
and quality of light changes both daily and
seasonally.

Forestiere also triumphed as a horticulturist,
supporting the notion that plant life would grow
better below ground than above, with controlled
sunlight at moderate temperatures. Through
grafting, he achieved various combinations of
Iemons, grapefruits and orange blossoms all
attached to a single tree. His classic specimen
grows 22 f.eet below the surface and grafted to
bear seven different citrus fruits: navel oranges,
sweet lemon, tangerines, sour lemon, Srape-
fruit and cheedro [a Sicilian lemon that weighs
as much as 7 poundsJ. All the citrus trees wete
grown in circular planters located in the center
of the spaces, laid up of hardpan and smoothed
with a mixture of clay and cement wash.

There has always been speculation as to For-
estiere's purpose in creating this labyrinth. The
most plausible answer was that he was creating
an underground retreat that the public would
someday share; however, since this vision was
terminated by his death in 1946, his intentions
will never be known.

This phenomenon displays cognitive evidence
of certain qualities achieved that transcend the
functional base of architecture. Bold concep-
tions of this type continue to be unfolded and
historically recorded as evidence of man's de-

The author: Mr. Sanoff is assistant professor of
architecture, College of Environmental Design'
University of California, Berkeley.

termination to protect himself against hostile
climates. It is important that they are recognized
for what they attempted to achieve and in the
context in which they were created, since the
lessons of the past are for all of us to use in spite
of our efforts to disregard them or avciid them
under the guise of originality. Due to cultural
and temporal differences we extract different ob-

servations from the same phenomenon' which is
evidence of the endless variety and expression
there was in man's inevitable movement toward
the creation of shelter for survival. n



BY NATHANIEL FIRESTONE

Young US architects working with the Peace Corps in Tunisia discover that volun-
teer service pays dividends in personal satisfaction and professional development.

Architects from Memphis and Wichita are
hunched over drafting-boards in Kef and Bi-
zerte, Tunis and El-Djem. The Americans are
Peace Corps volunteers, helping with the plan-
ning and construction of modern Tunisia.

As a F'rench protectorate, Tunisia had a well-
organized Public Works Ministry, staffed with
French engineers and architects, carrying out
a limited construction program dictated by post-
war economy and political uncertainty, When
independence came in 1956, the French pro-
fessionals left in great numbers, and the few
who remained were unable to cope with the
new nation's ambitious plans for modernization
and development. Tunisia first hired Italian city
planners and Bulgarian architects and engineers
to provide needed technical manpower; then,
when the Peace Corps became a reality in 1961,

Aftet a slow storf, resuits such os this low-cost housing in

requested the assistance of volunteer architects
to help in the planning and the construction
program.

Among the first group of Peace Corps men
to arrive in Tunisia were L3 young architects.
After a slow start, during which their capabili-
ties were tested by dubious officials, they were
soon working at full speed on housing, schools,
community buildings, markets and other
projects.

The volunteers felt the need for an experi-
enced American architect to help them with
technical advice and criticism, and to help them
correlate their Tunisian experience with Ameri-
can professional practice. He would also provide
supervision and evaluation of their work to be
submitted to state licensing boards as practical
experience. Peace Corps headquarters asked The

Kef by volunteer orchitects Neil Long and Wayne WedeII.
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American Institute of Architects to appoint a

supervising architect; I was picked for the job.
By L964, when the original 13 finished their

tour, the Tunisian Government had come to value
them so highly that 40 volunteer replacements
were requested. From among the thousands of
Peace Corps applicants, about 50, who had com-
pleted their architectural studies and were other-
wise acceptable for Peace Corps service, were
selected. They were invited to participate in a
three-month training program, prior to final se-

lection and departure for Tunisia.

The story of another Peace Corps architect, Carl
Awsumb of Memphis, and his work in housing in
Africa's Cameroon was reported in the Peoce Corps
Volunteer for August 1966.

Training started in ]une 1964 on the campus
of the University of Utah at Salt Lake City.
Technical training was organized by the uni-
versity's department of architecture, and con-
sisted of the study of Tunisian building practices
and materials, design for hot dry climates, archi-
tectural and planning requirements for develop-
ing countries, etc.

In addition to professional training, the pro-
gram included French, study of Tunisia's culture,
history, geography and political institutions, a

review of world affairs and American history,
physical education and preventive medicine.

The 40 architects who successfully completed
their training and passed the rigorous evaluation
and selection process arrived in Tunisia at the
end of September 1964. After a brief orientation
and sightseeing tour, the volunteers left for their
assignments all over the country. Public Works
and Peace Corps officials matched people to
jobs, taking into account Tunisia's most pressing
needs and the volunteers' special qdalifications
and interests. Having been with the trainees at
the University of Utah, I was able to help.

Eleven volunteers were assigned to the six re-
gional planning offices of the Public Works Min-
istry and, under the direction of Italian planners,
were entrusted with the planning of all urban
and rural centers, tourist areas and the develop-
ment of Tunisia's beautiful, unspoiled coastline.

Seventeen were assigned as architects to 10
regional construction and housing offices of Pub-
lic Works, under the direction of Tunisian engi-
neers. There they worked side by side with
Bulgarian architects on design and construction
of houses, schools, community centers, mosques,
markets, baths, libraries and meeting halls.

The remaining volunteers were assigned to
special offices, such as the Tourism Bureau,
where they designed hotels, motels and tourist
centers; the Ministry of Education, to stand-
ardize and supervise school design and con-
struction; and the roads and bridges section of
the Public Works Ministry, to design the build-
ings required for port and airport development.

Thanks to the good will earned by their prede-
cessors, the new group of volunteers were re-
ceived with open arms and entrusted with im-
portant projects from the start. The language
barrier and unfamiliarity with local conditions
slowed them down, but only temporarily.

They soon learned some of the peculiarities
of professional practice in a developing country.
Program requirements given to an architect in
Tunisia are often sketchy, and the preliminary
design frequently involves a lot of guessing.
Preliminary designs and cost estimates are pre-
sented to the "6lispf"-11sually a local govern-
ment official-for approval. Then, if funds are
available, working drawings are started. These
are far simpler than their American counterparts,
containing only dimensional architectural plans,
woodworking details and structural plans. The
architect also supervises the stakeout of the
building on the site and inspects construction
progress-the inspection consisting mostly of
explaining the blueprints to semitrained field
superintendents.

Building materials are largely limited to those
readily available-concrete, stone, clay tile, con-
crete block. Walls and ceilings are plastered
and whitewashed; floors are finished with ter-
razzo tiles; doors and windows are made of im-
ported wood. The designer must compose his
building from these few materials, using form
and texture to allow the sun to play its lights
and shadows. Our volunteers incorporated the
local age-old forms into their designs with great
sympathy, understanding and restraint. Ironi-
cally, this respect for local form and tradition
does not meet unanimous approval from Tu-
nisians; they would like to break completely
with tradition in the hope of thus speeding up
the nation's development. Even the more con-
servative clients request the application of su-
perficial, eclectic decoration, dignified by the



name "Tunisian Style." Good design is as hard
to sell in Tunisia as it is in the United States. My
admiration for the volunteers' imaginative de-
sign talent, and their willingness to argue for it,
is boundless.

Volunteers were frequently frustrated by the
tendency of clients to make changes without
prior consultation or architectural advice. These
changes were due mainly to the client's inability
to visualize the building from the drawings and
therefore to issue change orders during the con-
struction process rather than in the design stage.

These and other minor difficulties, ht.rwever,
are dwarfed by the positive results of the volun-
teer architects' work: During their 21 months in
Tunisia, they prepared plans for 492 projects, 4b
percent of which were finished or under con-
struction by the time they left. On these projects
they bore full responsibility from design to con-
struction supervision-far more responsibility
than they would have had in the US at a com-
parable stage of their careers.

The planners' work consisted of development
and detail plans for all communities in Tunisia.
This farsighted concern with planned growth is
to be commended. The picture is less perfect,
though, in the practical application of these
plans;many remain only a wall decoration in the
mayor's office, and never become fact.

Here, too, local officials do not fully share the
planners' concern for preserving as much as pos-
sible of the old, traditional town-the medino-
with its narl'ow streets lined with shops and
teeming with life and activity. Many Tunisians
would prefer indiscriminate demolition and re-
construction in the "modern" style, again in the
name of progress. The planners are also respon-
sible for residential neighborhood design, includ-
ing the architectural design of houses and com-
munitv centers.

Impressive and satisfying as the volunteers'
professional experience may be, it is heightened
by their opportunity to get acquainted with Tu-
nisia and its people and culture, and at the same
time to represent and explain our country to
Tunisiaris, This cultural exchange is the primary
objective of the American Peace Corps volun-
teer service abroad: to increase mutual under-
standing and appreciation, and to establish ties
of friendship and respect. Technical assistance
is only one means of furthering the fundamental
mission of the Peace Corps-peace.

For his service the volunteer does not receive
a salary but only a living allowance, enough for
a simple standard of living, similar to that of his
Tunisian counterpart. But limited means are not
an obstacle to enjoying life there. Tunisia is a

small country, and it costs little to visit its beau-
tiful beaches, well-preserved Phoenician and Ro-
man archaeological sites, Berber and Arab vil-
lages and monuments, deserts and oases, For the
price of a cup of coffee one can sit for hours in
a local coffeehouse, gossiping or playing cards
or dominoes. It costs nothing to teach English,
coach basketball or play on the local soccer
team, During his 45 days' paid vacation, the vol-
unteer can visit Egypt, Jordan, Turkey or other
nearby countries.

How much longer will Peace Corps architects
be needed in Tunisia? For a few more years, cer-
tainly. While Tunisians are currently being
trained as architects in France and Belgium, the
returning graduates will enter the private sector
of practice to replace the few and aging foreign
architects now practicing there. The need for
architects in the Public Works positions will
continue. The Peace Corps is now sending archi-
tects annually in small groups, rather than every
two years in large groups. Newly arrived volun-
teers work side by side with those who have
been there for at least a year, thus easing the
transition and adjustment.

Peace Corps architects have met on many oc-
casions with Tunisia's dynamic President Habib
Bourguiba and other high government officials,
who appreciate their competence, energy and
idealism. Other architects will be welcomed to
Tunisia with open arms. It is gratifying that our
architectural graduates are volunteering in large
numbers for this service which is so rewarding
to themselves, to developing countries and to
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The jumbo job
implicit in the coming air age-

hundreds of
new jetports alone-

is both "rich with opportunity
if we rise to meet it;

ripe for disaster
if we fail."

BY MORRIS KETCHUM IR,, FAIA

Superlatives are common parlance in describing
an industry with an annual growth rate of some
15 percent. And there are sound indications the
aviation industry will exceed even this phenome-
nal expansion in just a few years.

SSTs (supersonic transports) and jurnbo jets

are firmly implanted in our lexicon five or ten
years before their arrival. Less widely known are

the massive problems such superplanes will pre-
sent in airport design and in ground or air access

between central cities and airports. It may not
be too much to say that never have architects
and planners had such a challenge to work to-
gether in the public interest.

From the professional point of view, it is my
belief that architects must become involved now
in coordinated planning and design of facilities
required by three basic types of airports of the
future:
'"superairports" which also will accommodate
our present subsonic jets.
' "General aviation" airports to encircle major
cities for vastly increasing numbers of corporate
and other private small planes.
'Newly conceived within-city STOLports for
use by Short Take Off and Landing planes, to be
used 10 years or so by STOL and Vertical Take
Off and Landing planes IVTOLI.

Perhaps some general background would set
the stage for consideration of these concepts, for
a new era in commercial aviation is about to
burst upon the American scene. As far as air-
port planning is concerned, that era is already
here.

Before this decade's end, jumbo jets capable
of transporting up to 900 passengers or mixed
passenger,/cargo loads are scheduled to enter
commercial service. Not long after, the US super-
sonic transports will begin transporting business-
men, tourists and cargo at cruising speeds of
around 1,800 miles an hour. Distance and time
will be telescoped.
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These two new types of aircraft of radical de-
sign are creating new opportunities for architects
in the planning, modernization and expansion of
airport terminals.

At the very least, the jumbo jets will necessi-
tate redesign of terminal "fingers" or jetways in
order to be compatible with the aircraft doors
which will be situated at different points along
the fuselage and at different deck levels. The jet-
ways must also have a much greater traffic capac-
ity than existing versions to accommodate hun-
dreds of passengers traveling en masse.

Jetways of the future may be double- or triple-
decked and equipped with moving sidewalks to
expedite passenger movement, The unprecedent-
ed volumes of cargo each of these aircraft will
carry create an immediate ueed for expansion of
cargo storage facilities in the terminal area.

Although the SSTs will carry fewer passengers
than the jumbo jets-about 25O to 800 in the first
commercial entries-the dimension of these craft
will dwarf existing facilities for passenger and
cargo loading. There is an immediate need to de-
velop new design concepts for safe, expeditious
traffic movement at the interface between the
aircraft and the terminal. For instance, it is easy
to visualize jetways that pivot (or telescopeJ out
to the side of the aircraft, with passengers trans-
ported at various levels via seats mounted on
moving platforms, Terminal baggage and cargo
facilities must also be redesigned to conform
with new conveyance systems such as proposed
luggage bins that would be transported or rolled
directly into the aircraft, flown to the destina-
tion and with equal efficiency moved to a lug-
gage claim area. Certainly there is need for in-
puts and innovation, functional as well as es-
thetic, on the part of the architect, and especially
so since the historical development of these air-
craft has been toward capacities that are suc-
cessively larger.

But the potential effects of the jumbo jets and
SSTs are so far-reaching that airport planning
officials are approaching their task with a special
sense of urgency. In the first place, the onrush-
ing growth of commercial aviation has exceeded
the expectations of the industry's most optimis-
tic planners. No one could possibly have foreseen
this astonishing growth. Now, however, the of-
ficials have a new concern: What will be the ef-
fect on terminal needs when the new aircraft
make low-cost air travel a reality for the first
time-when, say, the price of a ticket to fly be-
tween New York City and Los Angeles may drop
to $50?

The aviation industry is entitled to take pride
in the fact that in 1966 for the first time the total
number of passengers flown by US airlines in
one year-and handled by the airports-is ex-
pected to top 100 million. Nevertheless, only L5 to
20 percent of the American public has ever flown
in an airplane, and with this in mind it is to be
noted that inany of the nation's airports already
suffer from aircraft congestion problems in ter-
minals, parking and road access.

When another 25 or 30 percent of the public
begins to fly, how big will air terminals have to
grow, and how many new airports will have to be
built to meet entirely new planning and design
criteria?

When the jumbos begin to carry upwards of
50 tons of cargo each at one-third or even less of
present freight rates, how many new air cargo
terminals will have to be developed to handle
the inevitable air freight boom (actually, a boom
on top of the present booml?

When the SSTs enter service, how big will be
the market they tap for passengers and cargo-
now an unknown quantity-and how many new
terminals will be needed to keep pace with this
development alone?

And what will be the terminal needs of grow-
ing numbers of subsonic jets which will con-
tinue to perform useful functions?

William F. McKee, head of the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, said recently, "We now have
107 airports offering jet services. By 1g20, we
shall need at least 300 airports for jet service.
Personally, I think the number will be nearer
400."

The numter one task at present, however, is
to convert existing airports to handle the new
planes. At stake is the tremendous financial in-
vestment which has been made in terminal facil-
ities to date, but the architectural problems are
immense. All airports are different, so that modi-
fication of each terminal would have to be on a
custom basis as matters now stand. Moreover.
there is a growing variety of design criteria. For
instance, some airlines will prefer to nose their
aircraft into the terminal building, while others
will prefer side loading. Terminals may also be
single- or double-decked, As one airline execu-
tive put it, "The architect who can come up with
a broadly effective solution to the problem of
airport conversion will be the most wanted man
in aviation."

The potential effects are not limited to the
airport environment. As a case in point, indus-
tries seeking to situate new plants near conven-
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tional transportation systems--rails, highways,
water-may find that jumbo jets can meet aII
their cargo transportation needs, permitting es-

tablishment of plants in areas not now industri-
alized. The result is sure to be new movements of
industry, of satellite businesses, supporting serv-
ices, people-and new needs for architects.

With such a prospect, it is understandable that
no responsible official claims to foresee all the
changes that lie ahead, but changes there will be

wrought largely by the jumbo jets and SSTs that
promise at the very least to revolutionize tradi-
tional modes of passenger travel and cargo distri-
bution, and may ultimately affect where and how
the American people work and live.

In coming to terms with this anticipated
growth, the basic concept to which many airport
officials appear to subscribe is development of a

nationwide system of major airports to handle
the big jets. Each city core would also be ringed
by smaller airports to serve the needs of general
aviation, now numbering close to 1.00,000 air-
craft (compared with somewhat less than 2,500

public carriers operated by all the US airlines to-
gether). The satellite airports would act as mag-

nets to draw small planes away from the con-
gested major airports, as has already been demon-
strated in the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport com-
plex, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh and elsewhere.

The author: Mr. Ketchum believes airports are

"vital elements" in urban design, a subject of top
concern to his practice as it was in his presidency of
the AIA.

In the New York City complex, which handles
fully 25 percent of all the nation's passenger traf-
fic, a similar approach is advocated by the Met-
ropolitan Airlines Committee, representing nine
major domestic carriers. MAC points ouf that a

fourth jetport, while needed for public air traf-
fic, is not a solution for general aviation. The air-
lines feel that with small plane traffic accounting
for 27 percent of the capacity of Kennedy, La-
Guardia and Newark in 1965, the addition of
small, well-equipped general aviation airports
near the Manhattan core area soon will become
mandatory.

In addition, it is expected that helicopter and
other air taxi services will continue to grow and
that more terminals will be needed for this pur-
pose in downtown areas.

There is little need to elaborate on the vital
interest of architects in contributing to these de-
velopments during the early planning stage, but
it may be well to consider some of the factors
involved.

in the nation's aviation industry, routes antl
rates for public air carriers are regulated by the
Civil Aeronautics Board while the airways are
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operated and regulated by the Federal Aviation
Agency. But airport planning is largely in the
hands of local government officials except for
the small private air fields.

It is obvious that development of major airport
terminals requires a high order of coordination
among the different agencies concerned, a situ-
ation in which the architect, by training and ex-
perience, is equipped to perform a key role to help
influence the total planning effort for optimum
results.

Since air travel between cities begins with
ground transportation between nearby urban
centers and the airport, it is essential that over-
all planning encompass ground access to airports.
In fact, planners are beginning to study how air
access may be provided in 10 years or more by
an entirely new family of aircraft. As matters
now stand in many urban centers, getting to the
airport on traffic-clogged highways can be a har-
rowing experience-and often the longest lap of
the journey. It will simply make no sense to have
to catch an SST when ground access still is in the
DC3 age,

There is an urgent need to bring fresh thinking
to the problems of ground transportation to air-
ports to keep pace with growing passenger vol-
ume. Along with exclusive arterial rights-of-way,
mass transit extensions to airports, the introduc-
tion of combination bus-rail cars and the possible
use of monorail systems are examples of future
opportunities for innovation.

Certainly if airports are to be "good neighbors"
to adjacent communities, land use around them
must be compatible with the factor of aircraft
noise. Instead of housing, planners should con-
sider the use of such land for industrial parks and
community service structures. It is interesting to
note in this respect that the SSTs are being de-
signed to meet specific reduced noise criteria and
the expectation is that the new aircraft will be
less noisy than present-day jets when operating
at the subsonic speeds used for takeoffs and
landings.

But if there is much work for architects in the
foreseeable future in expanding the number, size
and scope of jetport and general aviation termi-
nals, there is also a high creative standard to live
up to, thanks to previous contributions by mem-
bers of the profession. Some of the nation's larger
air terminals already offer all the amenities of a

small city, with luxurious surroundings designed
to enhance the appeal of aviation as a glamorous
mode of travel. Passengers have come to expect
attractive terminal buildings where they can
check in for flights with a minimum of red tape,
drop off their luggage, relax or stroll in a land-
scaped garden, visit a chapel, find food and re-
freshment, cash a check, shop for necessities or
gifts, get a good night's sleep.

The long-term prospects are more hazy-and
here we are in the realm of spe.culation-but a

variety of imaginative concepts have been ad-
vanced and more can be expected toward an
eventual solution of one of the air transportation
industry's big headaches: ground transportation.

Oscar Bakke, eastern regional director for the
FAA, has come forward with a revolutionary pro-
posal: Develop over the obsolete and unused
New York City piers special small STOLports
from which travelers would be whisked by STOL
or VTOL planes to out-of-town jetports for inter-
city travel in a matter of minutes, Larger V/STOL
planes would also be used for local commutation
traffic within an area of several hundred miles
from city cores, thereby helping to ease the crush
on mass transit facilities. While VTOLcraft will
not reach optimum design configurations until
the mid-'70s, the feasibility of using such craft in
densely populated areas was demonstrated in
New York City just this past November in an ex-
ercise called Metro Air Support'66, when STOL-
craft and VTOL planes landed and took off in the
heart of Manhattan.

But what most concerns planners now is the
scarcity of land available near major cities for
development of such superconvenient STOL-
ports, and much of what remains has already
been committed to other uses. As'this concern
becomes better known, it can be expected that
land will be set aside for use of STOLcraft and
that architects will be needed to design the ter-
minals, whether on cleared lots, abandoned piers,
atop railroad stations or over railroad tracks
fthere is a trend among railroads to sell their air
rights in city areas for other commercial usesJ.

Another use of STOLcraft is projected by Los
Angeles in its Skylounge project, backed by fed-
eral funds. The Skylounge, mounted on a prime
mover fin effect, a busJ picks up passengers at
hotels or other central locations and proceeds to
a downtown STOLport. There the prime mover
is detached, and the lounge is picked up by
a STOL "flying crane" and airlifted to the jet-
port, where it is attached to another prime mover
which delivers passengers directly to their
planes. Passengers disembarking from the air-
craft enter the Skylounge and are bussed and
flown to downtown Los Angeles.

Other concepts are also being advanced which
suggest that commercial aviation will have a ma-
jor role in integrated transportation systems of
the future. For instance, cargoes of the future may
be sealed in giant containers which could be
transferred as necessary from one mode of trans-
port to another-road, rail, water, air. This is a
logical outgrowth of present advances being
made in containerization.

Evident in all of these concepts, however, is a
need for architectural services to create new ter-
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BAGGAGE
PASSENGERS

BUS DRIVE→
AU丁OMOBILE
AND ttAXI DRIVE

Author's concept ol splitting troffic to cvert snnrls yet
using single level for possengers and luggage whether or-
riving by cor, bus or plone. Below, an extefior view.

minal and transit facilities keyed not only to mod-
ern passenger and cargo-handling techniques but
to basic urban and regional design.

Given sound-deadening for future airplanes,
the satellite airports which will ring our major
metropolises can also be the focal areas of new
satellite cities,

Around these airports can be grouped every fa-
cility for business, industry and shopping. Both
airport and community can be served by the same
intercity air transportation terminals for both

76 AIA TOURNAL/FEBRUARY 1967

short-range air taxis and ground transportation
by private auto and truck. Residential and recre-
ational areas will encircle these air-age urban
cores and will themselves be framed by interur-
ban green belts. Thus a whole new pattern of ur-
ban and suburban living will emerge.

If we are to avoid duplicating all the horrors
of unplanned, haphazard development gener-
ated over the last 50 years by the misuse of the
automobile. then we must act now to control the
impact of the new air age on our cities and our
countryside.

The Departments of Transportation and of
Housing and Urban Development should work
together on this problem. They can and should
call to their aid business and industry including
the airline companies, Iocal government, the busi-
ness and industry including the airline compan-
ies, local government, the architectural profes-
sion and its allies. Only a grand alliance of this
type can cope with the tremendous problems and
opportunities which will soon confront us.

The physical shape, form and character of our
country and the lives we lead are at stake. The
challenge is rich with opportunity if we rise to
meet it; ripe with disaster if we fail. n
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BY ARTHUR C. RISSER, AIA

Sunday afternoon is cold but sunny. Since about
noon, popcorn, fruit and candy vendors have
been stationing their little carts along the street in
front of the museum. A stranger in iown might
wonder why they picked this particular location.
If he will wait until around two, he will have his
answer. People begin arriving by automobile, on
foot and by bus. There are single men and wom-
en, young and older couples, and, most astonish-
ing, a great number of entire families-fathers

The author: Mr. Risser is a member of the AIA Com-
mittee on Auditorium and Theater Architecture.

and mothers escorting their children, Their des-
tination is the museum and art gallery, which will
be crowded all afternoon by people who appear
interested in the works of art on display. The
refreshment vendors do a thriving business as
people return to the street from the galleries.

During the next decade, the concern for the
quality of life in the community will deepen. The
social transformation facing our generation is
even greater than that created by the industrial
revolution. This transformation is being brought
about by automation as well as other powerful
forces. We are living in an age of affluence: Pov-
erty is still present, and probably always will be,
but the great masses of people no longer are
deeply concerned with food, shelter and lodging.
They have money and leisure, which can lead
to boredom, with its inherent dangers, or into
forms of creative self-expression. Many in this
"comfort" stratum of society are to be found in
the museums and art galleries: They are purchas-
ing books, records and paintings; enrolling in
extension and adult education classes; participat-
ing in amateur arts and crafts; queuing up in
front of theaters and concert halls; and working
actively in community theater programs.

Status-seeking is not the motivating force be-
hind this surge of interest in the arts. It is the need

rf....orIaKern

an Arthur Miller

play at the

pumping station.

More and

more American

communities,

ln need of

an arts center,

are remodeling

abandoned

buildings, with

amazing results.



it into an art center. When completed it will in-
clude a flexible 2SO-seat lecture hall, a library,
two galleries, student lounge, cafeteria, studios,
offices, photographic lab, a bookstore and an
80 x BO-foot glass-front studio for the Rinehart
School of Sculpture. Similar projects in other
communities, small as well as large, have been
completed.

In Rocky Mount, North Carolina, a town of
32,000, an abandoned railroad pumping station
and water reservoir was turned into an art cen-
ter by means of donations from municipal and
private funds. The Rocky Mount Arts and Crafts
Center is the result of community endeavor and
the ingenuity in design of architect Ryland Ed-
wards of the firm of Edwards, Parker, Dove &

Associates. When the project is complete, there
will be three floors, The first, already completed,
houses a circular gallery, two offices and public
restrooms. The second floor will consist of a

large "multi-purpose" auditorium suitable for
theater-in-the-round productions, film lectures,
and other activities. The third-floor plan calls for
several painting studios, classrooms and a dark-
room for photography. Entrance to the building

Another North Coroiino pumping stotion becomes on
Arts cnd Science Museum, with o storeroom theatet.

Roilrood pumping station ond watet reservoir hos been
transformed into the Rocky Mount Arts ond Crofts Center.

of a person to individualize himself in a mass
society. Art offers a means by which the desire
for psychic gratification brought about by stand-
ardization, mobility and increased income, Iei-
sure and education may be satisfied. People will
ask and are expecting the city to bring the arts
within their grasp. This interest in the arts is
certain to increase the sensitivity of people to
the environment in which they live, and they
will hopefully then become concerned for the
character of the cities in which they dwell.

The growing interest in the arts is evidenced
by such organizations as the Arts Councils of
America, Community Arts Councils and by the
construction of civic cultural centers falthough
often, the real but unvoiced purpose is the
achievement of political status, not cultural bet-
terment). Even the federal government has added

its support to the upsurge of participation in the
arts. One of the most interesting evidences is the

appearance, in many communities, of art centers

and theaters which have been created by the re-
modeling of old buildings. This has not been

confined to large communities-although in Bal-

timore, the Maryland Institute, College of Art,
recently bought a 69-year-old landmark, the BaI-

timore and Ohio Railroad Station, and converted
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will be through a lobby of brick and plate glass
extending to the top floor. The riverside location
provides an ideal setting for a surrounding park.

The remarkable aspect of this project is the
city's willing financial participation. The city has
assumed the full support of the arts center. The
pumping station was first renovated at a cost of
approximately $S,OOO. The water tank transfor-
mation, when completed, will cost approximately
$0a,ooo, with the city footing the bills. To date,
only the first floor and stairway have been com-
pleted at a cost of $zf ,zA+.

In Statesville, North Carolina, a community
east of Rocky Mount, a group of citizens assumed
the initiative in securing a building for an Arts
and Science Museum. The airns for such a center
were set forth in the following statement which
expresses the motives behind the establishment
of all the art centers described in this article:
"Statesville needs some kind of umbrella. such
as the Arts and Science Museum, under which
the various cultural aspects of life can be brought
together for the benefit of all. The need is as old
as the recognition that man cannot live by bread
alone. It is as new as the latest iuvenile court

case, autocide or social breakdown. It is as real
as the loss of an industry to a neighboring com-
munity-and as expensive."

The purposes'and objectives of the organiza-
tion responsible for initiating the project are
quoted because they express the concbrns of all
such groups:
1. To establish a permanent Arts and Science
Museum
2. To promote an interest in and enthusiasm for
all phases of art and science
3. To secure speakers, lecturers of recognized
ability in subjects pertaining to science, art,
drama, literature, music, the dance, etc.
4. To bring to the community loan exhibits
shown in the most reputable galleries in the
country
5. To secure by gift, loan or purchase, objects of
art and science to form a permanent collection.

The Arts and Science Museum is housed in an
old pumping station, abandoned by the City of
Statesville, and leased by the organizing group
for 20 years at a dollar a year. Museum'members
donated their Saturday afternoons, tearing out
plurnbing, bricking up windows, scrubbing- old

The gate-at the right indicotes the entronce to the Yellowstone County Arts Cenfer in Billings, Montana, ofter its con-
version from the old county jail. The gallery which is shown originaily was a ceII btock. "
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The Altied Arts Council of Yakima Volley in Woshing-
ton Stote hos put on obandoned fruit-hondling worehouse
to good use. Jt now houses a theater ond ort golleries
which surround the auditorium ond function os o lobby.

paint from brick walls and painting, until one
room of the picturesque old building was in usa-
ble condition.

Through a gift from C. V, Henkel and his
family, it became possible to convert the largest
room in the pumping station into the Henkel Lit-
tle Theater.

The museum operates without tax funds and is
a nonprofit corporation. It is dependent on dona-
tions and membership for its operating and capi-
tal funds.

Renovation of old buildings for use as arts
centers has not been confined to eastern US. In
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, an old tractor factory
was remodeled. OId jails at Billings, Montana,
and Tacoma, Washington, have become arts
centers.

At Tacoma the plans are to build a theater on

the third floor where the cell blocks were. In
Yakima, Washington, an old fruit-handling ware-
house has been converted into an art center and
theater. Plans for this project were prepared by
the architectural firm of Cowan-Paddock-Holling-
berg.

The Yellowstone County Fine Arts Center is
the result of a dream by architect Robert E' Fehl-
berg and the contributions from local citizens of
both time and money. Individuals' organizations
and business firms contributed $zs,soo for mate-
rials needed to convert the former county jail
into a fine arts center. Three hundred eighty peo-
ple scrubbed, built, painted and repaired their
way through 5,900 volunteer hours. Although the
county retains ownership of the building, no tax
money has been available either for renovation or
maintenance. The center will function under the
Yellowstone County Fine Arts Commission, but
money for its operation will have to come from
individual patrons. The illustrations show an in-
terior view of one of the galleries and an exterior
view before and after remodeling. Landscape

architect Ted Worth laid out the plans for the
grounds and courtyard.

It is encouraging to observe that many com-
munities are taking it upon themselves to pro-
vide art centers and theaters without asking help
from the federal government. One cannot help
having reservations about governments as pa-

trons of the arts. Usually the most successful
works of art are created by individuals working
outside the confines of organizations and institu-
tions. Similarly, the art centers which will pro-
vide the inspiration and facilities most useful to
their immediate patrons will be those which are

created by these same patrons and designed to
meet their particular needs. The fact that many
old, sometimes picturesque, and even historically
significant buildings have been converted to art
centers indicates a cultural growth in the atti-
tudes of the citizenry toward its community. I
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This is the movable wall system for the client who
changes his mind. The one who cuts your budget by
20% after you've submitted your drawings.

Ordinarily this would mean that you'd have to
spend additional time drawing up new plans, revising
details, checking new specs. But not if your original
drawings called for Designer Wall/6'".

This low cost movable wall system is unique. lts
few and simple components accept any 13/+" panel
readily available from stock. You can change budgets

without changing a line of your drawings.
use wood paneling, for instance. Switch to ordi-

nary doors as a panel if economizing is necessary. Or
plastic laminates, vinyls, or paint surfaces. Designer
Wall/6 takes them all. A special reducer insert even lets
you mix in thinner materials such as Glasweld@, glass,
and fiberglass.

Regular building maintenance crews can move
Designer Wall/6 overnight. And that client can change
his walls as easily as he changes his mind.

DesignerWal{o
is for your

worst client.

U. S. Plywood Corporatio
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Designer Wall/6: just 6 simple
components give you

unlimited design freedom.

Fits within stud or half
stud to accommodate

glass.

]     i~~~~~1   1      1
Panel support.

Fits within floor chan-
nel to level and support

paneling.

Base cover.
Provides smooth continuous

base line.

Half stud.
Wall and ceiling channel;
handrail for bank screen;
finished opening or at two-

and three-way conditions.

Floor channel.
creates wiring raceway
and aligns panel sup-

oorts.

Stud.
A cover ortrim mem‐
ber for panel edges

End f‖ ler detan
(13/4″  pa nel)

Ceiling detall
(13/4″  pa nel)

|

一| Chair ra‖  deta‖

電8為島』1ド
蔵

瀧雪鴇喘里lt

component).

one‐way post
deta‖

(13/4″  pa neり .

＝
＝

＝

＝

＝

日

冊

T鮮
説ポ

‖ Base deta‖
(13/4″  panel)

l. Product description. Weldwood@ Designer Wall/6rv is a
unique movable wall system that materially reduces the cost
of customizing interior space division. The system comprises
just 6 basic extruded aluminum components based on a ls/c"
wall thickness. The components can accommodate virtually
any panel material right out of warehouse stock. No custom-
izing or machining is required. Panels are easily interchange-
able, and they and all components can be moved, stored, and
re-used again and again.
2. Uses. Designer Wall/6 allows architects and designers un-
limited freedom in creating attractive environments and offers
easier solutions to the problems of space division. lt is de-
signed for installations requiring handsome space dividers
that will accommodate a great variety of materials at a price
lower than any comparable system presently on the market.
It is particularly suitable for remodeling office interiors and
for new construction of schools and other public buildings
where wall materials or their actual location are frequently
cnanged,
3. Panel availability. The wide choice of materials that can be
used as insert oanels includes: Weldwood architectural oanel-
ing, I3A" doors of any construction used as a panel insert,
Glasweldo, plastic laminates, vinyls, glass, paintable surfaces
such as Duraply@, translucent reinforced fiberglass, and !q"
Weldwood prefinished paneling used in conjunction with
Novoply@, plasterboard, or other material to build up to the
17+" thickness.
4. Installation, Installation is extremely simple. Regular main-
tenance crews with no special training can erect, dismantle,
and re-locate Designer Wall/6 walls quickly as a normal oper-
ating procedure.
5. Availability and technical services. Weldwood Designer Wall/6
is sold and installed through reputable distributors throughout
the country. ln addition our Architects' Services Represent-
atives will be happy to assist you with design and engineering
problems and suggesting specifications.

lF-- U. S. Plywood Corporation
\YZ

Architects Ellis Naeyaert Associates, Inc., combined weldwood@
walnut panels, glass, and painted Duraply in Designer Wall/6 to
remodei the Campbell Ewald off ices in the Boulevard Center Build-
ing, Detroit. Inst: Tieco Products, Inc., Royal Oak, Mich.
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Gleanings from the Top

The following are excerpts from
speeches by Charles M. Nes fr.,
FAIA, president of The American
Institute of Architects.

> Let architecture and community
become mutually exclusive as we
have done for decades, and design
becomes recognizable chiefly by an
isolated gem in an amorphous mass
of mediocrity.
> We began as a hardworking pio-
neer people, and many will say that
we have lost much of our former
heritage of industry and individual-
ism. Perhaps, but the popular por-
trait of the rugged individualist of
early America has been used to
damage another and equally im-
portant portion of our heritage.

Our forefathers were indeed
tough-minded and individualistic,
but they were also quite willing,
particularly in the planning of the
New England towns, to subordinate
personal desires in the use of land
to the best interests of the com-
munity.
> It is irony that, with our vaunted
technology, higher mathematics,
building machinery and vast re-
sources, we cannot quite Yet match
the livability and human appeal of
the towns our forefathers created
more than 200 years ago. This, in-
deed, is a heritage lost and gone
astray.
> That there is a malady in the
American society is perfectly obvi-
ous. The question of defining it is
complex. It involves racial compli-
cations, poverty, municipal admin-
istration, physical relationships at
the different levels of government,
and the residential and transPort
anangements of the auto age.

This list of problems is made
more complex by the growing real-
ization that the traditional form of
our cities, as we think of them, may
be no longer relevant for todaY's
age and that a new form of urban
living will have to be invented that
takes into account the changed role
of communications, the changing
patterns of industry, the increased
mobility of the American peoPle
due in large measure to automo-
biles and road systems, and the tra-
ditional longing of the American
people for space and the countrY.
) Many talents are required to
handle today's complex tasks. Yet
the fact remains that the architect,
despite all his shortcomings, flaws
and imperfections, is still the only
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professional who is trained (often
poorly and inadequately, it is true)
in the three-dimensional planning
of the environment for human use,

Because he has this special train-
ing, he also has a special responsi-
bility to play a leading role in the
remaking of the environment.
> It is quite true that the profes-
sion, particularly in the past cen-
tury, turned in other directions, be-
came preoccupied with styles and
the fight for the acceptance of mod-
ernity. This is behind us now. We
face, and are in, a new era and
what, in a sense, is a very old task

-the application of competent de-
sign to the social, economic and
political demands of urban society.
> I think we must investigate
thoroughly the new requirements
of projects so large as to be beyond
the scope of our small profession
as we work today. We must first
determine what knowledge archi-
tects need to have to do this job
and then develop the programs
from which architects can acquire
and use this knowledge.

We must commit ourselves to
the changes needed to participate
in the revolution underway.
> I submit that we must change in
order to retain, much less increase,
our influence in design decisions.
Our profession is not growing
nearly so fast as the need for our
services; the proportion of build-
ings and urban complexes in which
design decisions are on at least an
equal priority with economic ones
is bound to drop sharply if we fail
to increase our understanding of
future needs and our capability to
meet them.
> It may be that we will, in the
near future, have to assume much
of the role and responsibility of the
entrepreneur in order to assure the
needed voice of the architect in
decision making. We will need to
be involved in the origin of devel-
opment, in the feasibility studies,
in design and in the securing of
financing.

We will need to understand land
and building values, income poten-
tial, tax implications and the basics
of mortgage financing. It also maY
well be that we should restudY the
entire role of professionalism as it
relates to architects and, more par-
ticularly, our standards which tend
to discourage the involvement of
the architect as the owner and
promoter.

I suggest the design of buildings
of which he is owner offers the ar-
chitect an activity of great potential
usefulness.
> I believe we will need bold
measures to restore the vital parts
of our old cities and that this will
be the hardest job of all. It is not
easy to make a bed when someone
is sleeping in it or to straighten out
the circulation in a house that has
already been built. I maintain that
new cities created by industrial re-
location, a variety of incentives
and the promise of a better life may
ultimately be easier to achieve. I
also believe that the very large cen-
ters which are so created will
spawn, in turn, a host of small sat-
ellite communities which may yet
give us a delightful revival of small-
town America.
> The right course (to meet future
demands on architects], as most of
us realize, lies in the very important
changes now beginning in architec-
tural education. These changes will
give the student as broad and flex-
ible a training as possible with a
wide awareness of the changes in
American society and of all that
should go into the design of the
towns and cities for this societY.

We might hope that he will then
achieve the vision and means of
turning it into reality. If this sort of
education leads to the breakdown
of professional labels, so much the
better. Names matter little com-
pared with the importance of train-
ing experts who are capable of con-
trolling the relationship of men and
their physical man-built environ-
ment.

If we cannot do this, it will not
just be the experts who will have
failed-it will be our community
and our country.
> We must persuade every articu-
late member of our profession to
immerse himself in the political
and social life of his communitY.

If we are serious about being of
genuine value to society, everyone
of us must place himself in the most
advantageous position possible to
influence community sentiment, es-
tablish genuine planning goals,
demand a transportation sYstem
which is compatible with commu-
nity design, reform zoning and
building laws, find solutions to the
gnawing problem of the ghetto, and
to do the many, many things that
will make his community more liv-
able, beautiful and prosperous. n



Planned to resist high-traffic abuse. Planned to
provide reliability where the action is heaviest. . .

in schools, offices, hospitals, and stores. The
Russwin Uniloc* Locksetl Here is stylish security
in a choice of dramatic doorware designs. Func-
tional beauty with built-in stamina. Factory

assembled units go in fast. Can't be installed
wrong. Outlast the building. Precision parts work
smoothly millions and millions of times. For action
on your specifications, call Russwin, Division of
Emhart Corporation, New Britaln, Conn. 06050,
ln Canada - Russwin Lock Division, Belleville, Ont,
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More and more, creative architects
are calling upon Paragon for equip-
ment, details and specifications to
aid in the design of commercial, in-
stitutional and residential swimming
pools. That's because Paragon
spares no effort in producing the
ultimate in durability and perform-
ance for every one of its more than
500 quality pool products. In addi-
tion, our staff of skilled engineers
and product designers stand ready
to answer any questions that may
arise regarding custom design fab-
rications. The interested architect
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individual scale drawings, specifica-
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When Chapter Serves
The author, Robert f. Piper, AIA,
wa$ an Institute administrator be-
fore joining the Perkins & Will
Partnership last month.

When the public stirs over the
state of its physical environment,
architects react approvingly and
frequently join in campaigns to
upgrade the community.

The architects' cooperation is
generally channeled through their
AIA chapter which, in fact, may be
called upon to serve the commu-
nity in a consulting capacity. Such
requests have been made of many
chapters, and they have responded
with enthusiastic acceptances.

This public-spirited willingness
to contribute professional services
is admirable. At the same time.
it is a willingness that contains
the seeds of practical and ethical
difficulties.

The first question a chapter
should weigh is whether the pro-
posed project is truly in the pub-
lic interest. Whether the agencY
submitting the proposal is public
or private makes no difference;
the test is whether the proposal
is aimed at serving the best in-
terests of the community.

A second question should be
addressed to the ethical param-
eters of such chapter activity. To
stay in bounds ethically, the chap-
ter should not go beyond that
which is necessary to stimulate
the agency toward concrete action.

Conceivably the agency's pur-
pose might be the retention of the
entire chapter, thus evading the
"political" difficulties that some-
times ensue from naming an in-
dividual firm or person as con-
sultant. On the other hand, the
solicitation could represent a genu-
ine attempt to tap the full design
talent of the community.

Whatever the motives, the chap-
ter is out of bounds when it
agrees to perform services which
the local agency is able and will-
ing to obtain from a private prac-
titioner.

The route, then, is to stimulate
the agency to action, action which
leads to the retention of a private
practitioner.

How does a chapter encourage
retention of a private practitioner?
The effort can take one of several
forms:

1. The chapter might offer to
appoint two or three of its mem-

bers to serve as a consulting com-
mittee without remuneration. It
should be clearly understood, how-
ever. that the committee is tem-
porary-that it has been set up
"to see how the process works,"
The intent here is to develop cri-
teria for future consulting services
for which a fee would be paid.

2. The chapter could promote
the appointment of one or more of
its members to the local planning
commission, Urban Renewal Au-
thority or other agency having
jurisdiction over the project in
question.

As public servants with official
status, these architects would re-
view projects in terms of esthetic
qualities, site planning and har-
mony with surrounding areas, just
as they normally review projects
for their effect on plans for land
use, transportation, community fa-
cilities, zoning, urban renewal, etc.

3. After thorough discussion
and decision, the chapter might in
propriety suggest to the agency
that it is willing to offer consulta-
tion on a project's overall esthetic
qualities, site planning and har-
mony with surrounding areas,

Any compensation for such serv-
ice should be as reimbursement
for expenses; it should not take
the form of a fee for professional
services.

It must be borne in mind, how-
ever, that this kind of arrange-
ment threatens to establish a prec-
edent under which the local body
may tend to expect professional
services for something less than
professional fees.

In summary, it is for the chapter
to decide whether to insist on the
retention of an individual profes-
sional consultant, appoint a tem-
porary committee to establish
consulting criteria, promote the
appointment of one or more mem-
bers to an official body or offer
its services on a reimbursable
basis, □
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LORD 8 BURNHAM
is an architect's
best fniend!
As the glasshouse design and manu-
facturing center of America, Lord &
Burnham has been specializing for over
a century in helping architects involved
in planning glass or plastic structures of
any kind. Lord & Burnham facilities are
available to architects without cost or
obligation with the sole object of helping
them provide the best structure possible
to meet the special needs of their clients.
If you are starting plans for any of the
following types of glass or plastic struc-
tures, you can help your client and your
project immeasurably by consulting
Lord & Burnham first.

f, School & industrial glazed laboratories

*Botanical gardens *Conservatories
* Domed display areas * Greenhouses

* Sludge bed enclosures * Skylights

* Pool enclosures * Atria * Solaria

* Glazed canopies and pavilions

See Sweet's Architectural Catalog File or
write for more details.
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Books
The Puzzle of Architecture.
Robin Boyd. Melbourne University
Press; New York: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1966. 1BB pp. $fZ.SO

Przzling at all levels, architec-
ture is perhaps the greatest enigma
cf all to the millions who want no
more from architecture than shel-
ter, writes Boyd, an Australian
architect who is also well known
as a writer and lecturer. At this
Ievel people ask why. Why all the
bother? Why all the thousands and
thousands of attempts to make a
structure beautiful? Didn't the
Greeks achieve this aim over 2,000
years ago? Are architects even
necessary today?

At the next level the fanciers of
architecture and people of taste
don't ask why. They ask whot.
What is architecture seeking? The
2Oth century educated architectual
enthusiast has seen much he re-
garded as important in architecture
discarded. During the first half of
the century he became accustomed
to the glass box and learned to de-
rive some enjoyment from it. But
then the unemotional glass box
passed from the control of archi-
tects to "the boys of technology,"
as Boyd terms them, and the glass
box is no longer the whole of mod-
ern architecture.

The second half of the century
has witnessed the development of
as many styles in architecture as in
painting and music, and there
aren't many rules left for the man
of taste to mull over. In all this
rabble what is considered valid?
What is architecture?

Boyd says any reasonably sensi-
tive and experienced architect
knows what architecture is. He
knows the eternal principle of good
design is integrity-wholeness,
unity. And so at the highest level
the question is not why nor whot.
It is how. Writes Boyd: "Puzzle-
Use the sternly practical business
of providing bodily shelter as a
medium of artistic expression."
How can the architect build with
the conviction of the Greeks and
be honest in this modern, practical
world? The major portion of the
book goes on from here to an ex-
ploration of how.

The author writes both optimis-
tically and humorously. He be-
lieves that in the midst of all the
chaos in the evolution of modern
architecture an essentially "good"
form is emerging. After what he
calls "a silly season," he detects a

returning discipline and a regrowth
of conviction, artistically and in-
tellectually.

This is a stimulating book, and a
provocative one. It is pleasing to
read, not only for the ideas and the
pungent prose but also for the
boldly generous margins, the ex-
ceedingly legible type and the
author's really delightful line draw-
ings. All add to the pleasure and
the profit. MARY E. OSMAN

Intentions in Architecture.
Christian Norberg-Schulz, Cam-
bridge, Mass.; MIT Press, 1965.242
pp' $8.50

This book, first published in
1963 by Allen and Unwin in Lon-
don and Universitetsforlaget in
Oslo, is now made available in an
American edition. It well deserves
to be brought to the attention of
the American architect because it
is a singularly provocative book.

Briefly, Norberg-Schulz sets
forth a theoretical framework for
architecture. Other professions, he
reminds the reader, have had to de-
velop comprehensive theoretical
"tools," but the architect has been
reluctant to do so because he
thinks theory stifles the creative
facility. The intention of Norberg-
Schulz is to prove that this preju-
dice is erroneous.

After an examination of the pres-
ent situation in architecture and a
discussion of perception and sym-
bolization, the author outlines a
conceptual scheme whereby sub-
ject matter is organized in such a
way that it aims to be useful both
in the analysis of building tasks
and of finished works. This effort
represents the main body of the
book.

The author concludes with an
application of the theory to expe-
rience, production, analysis and
education. It is in the final chapter
on education that Norberg-Schulz
makes some of his more provoca-
tive remarks. Building, he states,
means "the solution of social and
cultural problems rather than the
erection of houses of a certain
number of square metres," and he
would educate the architect so that
he developes the faculties of inte-
gration, analysis, and experience
and also acquires a general cul-
tural background "to give the in-
tentions an adequate depth."

In conclusion he writes: "It
seems natural to take orchitecture

Continrred on page 90
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Books from page 8B

as the point of departure for archi-
tectural education. But as far as we
know, this has never really been
done. Instead, one has taught ab-
stract formal ideals or fragmentary
aspects of planning and technics.
The reason, without doubt, has
been the lack of an integrated
theory of architecture which de-
fines and coordinates problems."

This is a scholarly and signifi-
cant document in which Norberg-
Schulz makes a genuine contribu-
tion toward the development of an
integrated theory of architecture.

Twentieth-Century Architec-
ture: The Middle Years 1940-65.
fohn |acobus. New York: Praeger,
1966.215 pp. $18.50

facobus states that there are
several ways one could write a
history of the 25 years he has under
scrutiny. He has chosen a history
of style, beginning with an explo-
ration of the genealogy of modern
architecture and concluding with
what he terms as "the dawn of
what may prove to be a new age of
fulfillment and creative expan-
sion,"

The author writes in detail of
Wright, Gropius, Mies van der

Rohe and Le Corbusier, and then
turns to survey the work of such
men as Saarinen, Nervi, fohnson,
Breuer, Rudolph, Kahn and others.
Perhaps he has omitted some con-
tributors to the architecture of the
'60s. as at least one reviewer has
complained, but he certainly seems
to have considered the major in-
fluences and to have made a dis-
tinct contribution to the study of
contemporary architecture. There
are 318 plates and 84 plans and
diagrams which serve to augment
the text.

Park Guell de A. Gaudi. C.
Giedion-Welcker. New York: Wit-
tenborn, 1966. 64 pp. $15

Surely there is no park anywhere
that gives one a sense of joyous-
ness such as the Guell Park in Bar-
celona inspires. This brief critique,
in Spanish, English and French, in-
dicates the park's sculptural qual-
ities. Through color and form
Gaudi demonstrated a seemingly
unending invention of happy im-
provisations. There are nearly 70
photographs, many in color, which
are credited to Joaquin Gomis.
They are, perhaps, more important
than the text.

Architectural Photography. foa-
chim Giebelhausen. English lan-
guage edition by E. F. Linssen.
Munich: Nikolaus Karpf, Verlag
Grossbild-Technik fdistributed in
the US by Kling Photo Corp., New
Yorkl, 196s. 256 pp. $zz.so

If you don't think a camera is
important equipment for the archi-
tect, you should read this book. It
may change your mind, and it will
certainlv give you a great deal of
helpful information about how to
build a photographic library to suit
your own purposes, There is much
advice in nontechnical prose on
the photography of exteriors and
interiors of buildings, building ma-
terials and architectural models
and on architectonic aerial photog-
raphy and photographic equip-
ment.

One of the interesting chapters
is on "Photography, Architecture
and the Law," which summarizes
American and German copyright,
and includes also brief comments
on laws in other countries. In the
United States a photographer has
few problems "with legal inhibi-
tions," but in some countries the
photographing of an architectural
structure may be an infringement
of the architect's copyright. The
photographic examples throughout
the book, many in color, are strik-
lng. Continued on page 94
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H AW LEY, PENNSY LV ANI A- In recent
years, more and more school districts throughout
the country have discovered that in building new
schools, there are certain sizable advantages to be
gained by pooling their financial resources with
those of neighboring districts, and with the bigger
bank roll, building one large centralized school to
serve all districts instead of building several small
schools to serve each district separately. Broader
curriculums are made posslble this way, as well as

bigger buildings capable of accommodating greater
student growth. Such schools can also be better
equipped. Consortiums of this type are called
"iointrrres" and in this arc: thc f irsi ininirrrc s.hOOl

is the Wallenpaupack (lndian for "fast and slow
waters") Junior-Senior High School. Wallenpau-
pack was completed in 1964 and now serves some
800 seventh to twelfth grade students from nine
school districts in this northeastern section of
Pennsylvan ia.

\r/- r^'.-^,,- ^^r. L^^ a ,,Timp and Snar-e" anursgvYdllEl lpdupoun llo) o I irrrc qrru uvuuu uvl

in its curriculum which it plans one day to imple-
ment with its own planetarium. Neither the course
nor the planetarium would have been possible ex-
cept for the jointure effort. lt also has a vocational
aorinrrlf rrra nnrrrqa m:d^ -^^^iLl^ +L^ ^^-^ '.,,-Je possrore rne same way.
"And all of our courses, standard and new," says

William Blewett, President of the Jointure District,
"are better equipped. No more typing classes with
four kids to one typewriter."

Wallenpaupack was built to accommodate
normal student growth for at least five years to
come. lt is a one-story masonry building with

120,333 square feet of exposed wall area, includ-
ing 8,182 square feet of glass area.

It is electrically heated with unit ventilators. In

the design stage of construction, the architects-
Everett Associates of Allentown-conducted an ex-

tensive cost analysis to compare the buying, own-

ing and operating costs of electricity with oil and
gas heating systems. ln each regard, electricity
came to less. Less expensive to buy and install, less

expensive to maintain and less expensive to op-

erate. Because of these findings. and because of

the inherent cleanliness, safety and comfort of

electri c systems, Everett Associates recommended,
and the Jointure Board accepted, the electric unit
ventilator heating system. "And we haven't been

sorry a minute," says President Blewett. "We have

no maintenance problems, and we've got a system
that will be modern for 20 or 30 years. Electric
heating is part of the whole package of which we're
very proud."

**"e=l.i
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CATEG()RY ()F STRUCTURE:
Educational-Junior/ Senior High School

GENERAT DESCRIPTI(IN:
Area: t22,246 sq tt
Volume: t,542,239 cu tt
Number of floors: one
Number of occupantsr 847
Number of rooms: 39
Types of rooms: classrooms, offices, laborato-

ries, cafeteria, gymnasium, auditorium, sci-
ence rooms, storage areas

CONSTRUCTI()N DETAII.S:
Glass: double
Exterior walls: masonry with 2,/ glass foam

(R/5) plaster interior. U-factor: .11
Roof or ceilings: built-up roof with 3r, insulating

concrete, 1,/ urethane (R/7). U-factor: .09
Floors: concrete, 2r, perimeter insulation
Gross exposed wall area: 120,333 sq ft
Glass area: 8,182 sq ft

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN C(}NDITI()NS:
Heating:
Heat loss Btuhr 3,456,000
Normal degree days: 7,000
Ventilation requirements: 22,O0O cfm
Design conditions: 0.F outdoors; 70F indoors
Gooling:
Offices only

LIGHTING:
Levels in footcandles: 55-70
Levels in watts/ sq ft: 4.4
Type: f luorescent and incandescent

HEATING AND C(I()TING SYSTEM:
The classrooms and cafeteria are heated by elec-
tric cabinet unit ventilators located at exterior
walls. The auditorium has two large electric heat-
ing-ventilating units with an extensive supply-
duct distribution system. The gym is heated the
same way but has concealed supply ducts. The
shops have suspended unit heaters. The offices
are equipped with self-contained, through-the-
wall electric heating-cooling units.

ELECTRICAT SERVICE:
Type: underground
Voltage: 265146Ov
Metering: secondary

C(}NNECTED I()ADS:
Heating & Cooling (5 tons) l4l2kw
Lighting 450 kw
Cooking 246kw
Water Heating 368 kw
Other 48 kw
TOTAL 2524kw

Ｑ
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$1,205,940
Plumbing
E!ectrica!

Heating&Vent.
TOTAL

147,788
201,150
181,093

$1,735,971

$ 9.92′ sq ft

l.23′ sq ft

l.73′ sq ft

l.55/sq ft

$1509/sq ft
1964*Building was completed January

10
HOURS AND METHODS OF OPERAT10N:
Usual nine― month sch00: year. Estimated aver‐
age occupancy of 70 hours per week.

1l 0PERAT|NG C0ST:

I I Period:7lLzl65through 7ll3l66
Actual degree days: 6,287
Actual kwhr 1,490,000*
Actual cost: $18,786.40*
Avg. cost per kwh: 1..26 cents*
*For total electrical usage

Kwh       imount
14,600   $  177.20
28,700      855.00
79,400      954.80
118,100     1,419.20
169,700     2,038,40
204,800     2,459.60
234,600     2,817.20
212,700     2,554.40
186,200     2,236.40
142,100     1,707.20
78,600     1,077.00
20,500      490.00

1,490,000   $18,786.40

I'A UNUSUAT FEATURES:

lZ The school is divided into seven zones for op-
timum efficiency and flexibility. A time clock
automatically programs temperatures in eacn
zone during occupied and unoccupied periods.
The temperature in each classroom can also be
manually controlled.

le REASoNS F(lR |NSTATL|NG EIECTR|C HEAT:
I U Electric heat offered the lowest total owning and

operating costs. lt also provided flexibility, clean-
liness, comfort and convenience. In addition,
there was a saving on construction costs be-
cause the electric system didn't require a boiler
room, chimney, f lues, piping, etc., as would have
a central flame fuel system.

14
PERS()NNEL:
Owner: Wayne-Pike Joint School Authority
Architects & Engineers: Everett Associates
Consulting Engineers: Lehigh Associates
General Contractor: Sutler Corp.
Electrical Contractor: George F. Delallo, Inc.
Utility: Pennsylvania Power & Light Company

,I E PREPARED BY:

ll, James A. Burke, Industrial and Commercial
Space Heating Specialist, Pennsylvania Power
& Light Company.

B:i‖ ng Date    Demand

8ノ 12′ 65     76
9/13/65    805

10/12′ 65    894
11/10/65   1,105
12/10/65   1,216
1/12/66   1,216
2′ 09/66   1,116
3/11/66   1,227
4/12′ 66   1:238
5/12/66   1,016
6ノ 13/66   1,027
7/13/66    440

TOTAL

16
VER:FIED BY:

ろ〃 オ
Lee Everett, A:A

The Consulting Engineers Council USA, has confirmed the
above categories of
a compに hengve配 l認記計T瀧 割需i譜秘鷲:tt9器諧

NOTIGE: This is one of a series of case histories of build-
ings in all structural categories. lf you are an architect or
consulting engineer; an architectural or engineering stu-
dent; an educator; a government employee in the struc-

ELECTRIC HEATING ASSOCIATION,

tural field; a builder or owner, you may receive the com-
plete series free by filling out the strip coupon at the left
and mailing it to EHA. lf you are not in one of the above
categories, you may receive the series at nominal cost.

lNC. zso rHtRD AVE., NEW yoRK, N.y. 10017
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REED UNIVERSAL EXIT DEViCES

EASY, SAFE OPERATION
All Reed Exit Devices feature a Design Simplicity that assures safe,
easy operation. The crossbar operates the latch bolt directly. There's
no other mechanism to interfere; only one moving part and one
compression spring; nothing can bind. Operation force is apprecia-
bly below the UL safety limits. A force any person, even a child,
can exert. Safety in leaving the building is assured.

EASY, LOW-COST INSTALLATION
All Reed Exit Devices are easy to install. The operating mechanism
is completely self-eontained. The eover of the mechanism is not an
integral part of the assembly. No springs or levers are lost when the
cover is removed. The operating mechanism is secured to the door by
thru-bolts that screw into drilled and tapped lugs on the back of
outside trim. No other assembly or adjustments must be made. The
hinge stile erossbar installation is not critical; will operate even
if misaligned.
Above all, the Reed Exit device is universal and non-handed. It can
be installed on either right-or left-handed doors. fnstallers, even
inexperienced ones, can make installations in less time than with
other devices, and with the assurance that they are installed properly.
All Reed Devices are full,y approved by Underwriters Laboratory for
accident and hazardous loeations.

For more intormation, write lor Catalog R, or contact gour Reell Bepresentati,oe.

REED UNIVERSAL EXIT DEVICES
REED DOOR DEVICES, YALE & TOWNE, INC.

P.O. Box b8, Wood Dale. lllinois 60i9i

Yale &Towne, Inc, ls a Substdiary of Eaton Manufaqturlng Company.

Reed Exit Device 3000
くfOrmerly NL‐ 3)

Reed Exit Device 3050
(former:y NL‐ 30)

For more technical data, circle 246 on information card AIA JOURNAL/FEBRUARY 1967 93
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‖T IS USED IN
SO MANY
WAYS

lnterior plaster
Produces an easy-working
finish coat for smooth,
white durable walls.

Mortar
Creates a strong, moisture-
proof, self -heal ing mixture.

Stucco
Creates a finish which en-
dures weather and vibra-
tion stresses.

Goncrete
Forms a mixture which is
very placeable and
homogeneous.

Grading and
Landscaping

Conditions the soil for
better lawns and gardens.

Ohio@ Lime products meet all existing
Federal and A.S.T.M. Specifications.

Literature is available
to help you,

For complete specification data write to:

OH100 LIME COMPANY
Woodvi‖e,Ohio 43469

For more technicai data, circle 247 on information card
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Booke from page 90

Historic Preservation Today. Essays Presented to
the Seminar on Preservation and Restoration. Wil-
liamsburg, Va., Sept. 8-11, 1963. Charlottesville, Uni-
versity Press of Virginia, 1966. Z6b pp. g4

Sponsored by the National Trust for Historic Pres-
ervation and Colonial Williamsburg, the seminar was
designed to review the history of American preser-
vation, to analyze its philosophical basis, to examine
its present state and to consider ways to shape its
future. Nine papers are included with comments
upon them-a stimulating and provocative group,
which should be helpful to those concerned with
problems of preservation.

The Metropolitan Transportation Problem. Wilfred
Owen. Revised edition. New York: Doubleday, 1966.
266 pp. $1.45

The first edition of this work appeared in 1956
and received due praise from many scholarly jour-
nals. Vast changes in the urban scene have since
occurred, and, as Owen states, "The results have
raised the question whether it is possible to be
urbanized and motorized and at the same time
civilized."

The author, eminently qualified to write on the
subject, explores the transportation problems of
metropolitan areas and relates urban mobility to
urban finance. administration and renewal. He calls
for a new approach to the transportation crisis and
makes clear and specific recommendations for solu-
tions. He emphasizes that transportation resources
can be used in order to achieve better communities
and that community planning techniques can be
utilized to achieve better transportation, "The com-
bination could launch a revolutionary attack on
urban congestion that is Iong overdue." This is a
well-written, important and timely study, and now
inexpensive enough for anyone concerned with
urban America to have for bus or subwav reading.

The Theory and Practice of Reinforced Concrete.
Clarertce W. Dunham. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1966. 629 pp. $14.75

This fourth edition is extensively revised to con-
form to the latest ACI Standard Building Code Re-
qrrirements for Reinforced Concrete.

Plastics in Building Structures: Proceedings of a con-
ference held in London, 14-16, June 1965. Oxford,
New York: Pergamon Press, 1966. 320 pp. $15

There is fast-growing recognition that plastics
are not simply cheap substitutes but are materials
in their own right with infinite possibilities for
architecture. In L965 the Plastics Institute, in asso-
ciation with the Institution of Structural Engineers
and the Royal Institute of British Architects, spon-
sored a conference to consider the applicability of
plastic materials in buildings.

This volume contains the text of the papers pre-
sented at the conference, as well as the edited
record of discussions which followed each paper's
presentation. The volume provides a great deal of
information on the present structural use of plastics,
and it points up the necessity for research and study
in a number of areas, particularly the performonce of
plastics in fires.



Dor-O-Matic concealed door closers give all the
functional benefits of door control and yet preserve
the integrity of clean design. Whether installed in
the floor or in the header, there is no exposed hard-
ware to mar or alter appearance of doors. Completely
controlled opening and closing provides built-in hold
open and positive stop. There's no problem with
special installations either. Chances are that one of
the 56 standard Dor-O-Matic models of concealed
closers will fit your requirements exactly.

J‖  r」J

rs

get one unit that performs

all door control functions
yet can't be seen !

56 models for any manual door operation requirement

With Dor-O-Matic concealed closers
you get these benefits:
o Completely controlled opening and

closing
o Built-in hold open and positive stop
o Dependable door proteetion
o Concealment in either floor or header
r Seasonal adjustment not required except

in areas where temperature changes are
extreme

COrVCEALED′ N/′ S′BLE DOR‐ MArVス trtOmatFc DoO′ οperarors arsO ava″ abre.

ハs々 about DOR‐ 1′rVEハ rcゎたecturar Door Trim and Hardware.

Zrite foday for catarog_sent rree.

Dttθ ttfZγ ″visi。″げ RIP“〃C rNDい

“

暦 ′Wα

Canada:Dor‐ 0‐ Matic of Canada,Ltd.,Toronto,Ontario・ England:Dor‐ 0‐ Matic G.B.Ltd.,Fleld M‖ lsi Leeds Road:Huddersfield

7352W.Wiison Ave。 ,Chicago,:‖ inois 60656
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the TRIPLE point Entrance
Door SECURITY offered
withtheW&F#6000
Series Deadlock.

This versatile mechanism

will actuate any combina-
tion of jamb bolt, header

bolt, and threshold bolt to
meet the Single, Double,
or Triple locking point
requirements of your en-
trance.

We invite inquiries regarding our
product Iine and welcome the
opportunity of working with you

on specific requirements.

AII
ualen0ar

Feb. 12-15: American Society of Concrete Construc-
tors Annual Convention, Royal Orleans Hotel, New
Orleans

March 20-22: Intercom I International Contract Expo-
sition and Congress, Merchandise Mart, Chicago

April 1-7: American Society of Planning Officials Na-
tional Planning Conference, Shamrock Hilton Hotel,
Houston

April 1-7: American Concrete Institute Annual Con-
vention, Royal York Hotel, Toronto

April 25-27, Contract '67 Contract Industry Trade
Show, the Coliseum, New York

May t2-74: Association of Collegiate Schools of Ar-
chitecture Annual Meeting, Barbizon-Plaza Hotel,
NewYork

May 14-16: Illuminating Engineering Society Annual
Theater, Television and Film Lighting Symposium,
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, Calif.

May 14-18: AIA Annual Convention, New York Hilton
Hotel. NewYork

May 29-31: Construction Specifications Institute An-
nual Convention, Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami

fune 18-23: International Design Conference, Aspen,
Colo.

AIA Regional ond Stote Conventions

April 5-7: North Central States Region, Sheraton-
Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee

Apfil 2O-22: Gulf States Regional Convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, New Orleans

Oct. 3-7: Florida Association of Architects, Diplomat
Hotel, Hollywood-by-the-Sea

AIA Committees ond Reloted Meetings
(At the Octagon unless otherwise noted)

Feb. 15-17: Honor Awards |ury
Feb. 17-18: Urban Design Committee
March 1-2: Reynolds Memorial Award Jury
March 6-10: Jury of Fellows
March 13-15: Board of Directors, Carefree Inn, Care-

free. Ariz.

Internotionol

lune 19-28: International Commission on Illumination
Session, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C. [at-
tendance by application only, to US National Com-
mittee of CIE, Secretary, L. E. Barbrow, c/o National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.)

fuly 3-8: UIA Congress, Prague
Aug. 28-Sept.21 7967 International Ecumenical Con-

gress on Religion, Architecture and the Visual Arts,
Hilton Hotel, New York

Tours
o Architects Grand Air Treks of Treasures of Egypt,
the Middle East and Baghdad, 22 days each, departing
New York and Washington, D.C., Feb. 24 and March
31. Arranged for AIA members, their families and
friends by United States Travel Agency, Inc., 807 15th
St, N.W., Washington, D.C.
r Mexican Architecture and Interior Design Seminar-
Tour, meeting Mexico City, Sept. 30, 14 days. Reser-
vations accepted in order received with deposit of
$so per person toward cost of $358, airmailed to T. H.
Hewitt, Apartado Postal 5-251, Mexico 5, D.F. n
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widest seiection for
every requirement

品 [廿 1引 魏
RAULAND Offers the lnOst com―
plete selection Of advanced sound
distributiOn systems for Schools,
Nursing IIomes,Churches,Audi‐
toriums, and lndustry― quality
systems tO meet your exact job
requirements.

so‖ d‐state leadership

じ暑ユ11モ彗七ず墨垂till著暴彗1呈業

ネ笠 黒 ぶ 槻 丁 導 ξ札∬ ::託肥 :

tions performing uninterruptedly
for more than■ ve years.

proved reliab‖ ity

RAULAND'S40_year_old reputa_
tionisupheld solidly by thousands
of Sound Systems which are in
constant daily use after ten or
more years Of continuous service.

ギ,瀞痰==・
に‐ヨ時

“
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,, as/< for our
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Letters
A Plug for Porcelain Enamel

EDITOR:
Regarding "An Oilman Talks Es-

thetics" in the August issue, we
believe beautification problems ex-
ist in service station marketing as
you do, but we look at them in a
much different way. They have al-
ways existed and will continue to
do so with the overuse of one type
of design or proliferation of just a
few materials.

I want to speak out for porcelain
enamel on steel. which some con-
sider gaudy. It must be remem-
bered that oil companies have fa-
thered its use going back 30 years,
since maintenance is their resoon-
sibility and porcelain is unmatihed
from the standpoint of its ability
to be easily cleaned.

After the birth of architectural
porcelain and its early growth,
architects, in cooperation with
manufacturers, expanded its appli-
cation and accomplished designs
that are beautiful. All in all, it is a
relatively young industry when
compared with other products.

Any material, no matter how
good or bad, can be utilized too
much. Take the curtain wall as an
example.

The best design and use for por-
celain enamel has yet to be pro-
duced; it is only restricted by the
minds of men to create and then
apply ideas. A.L.IEFFERY

Sales Engilleer

Dovidson Enomel Products
Limo. Ohio

A Plea from a Constructor
EDITOR:

Between now and the vear 2000
the United States will exoerience
an unprecedented building boom,
calling for as much additional con-
struction as has been put in place
since the Pilgrims landed.

This monumental task calls for a
drastic revision of our current Dro-
cedures. Indeoendent actions on
the parts of the architect, engineer
and constructor must be phased out
and, instead, there must be a co-
ordinated construction effort with
these three professions working as
smooth-functioning teams. Past ex-
periences in this industry have
shown, with few exceptions, an ap-
palling Iack of communications
among these groups, with resultant
expenditures of excessive time,
energy and money.

Since the architect is the first
man to come in contact with the
owner, he is the logical leader of
the team. Working as a cohesive
unit, the architect, engineer and
constructor can do much to elimi-
nate possible bottlenecks before
they are encountered.

As an important adjunct we
would recommend the adoption of
a practice that has already received
favorable comment from parties
using it: prebid conferencei. Rec-
ords bear out that such meetings,
with the suppliers included, lead to
smoother functioning at the jobsite
and more realistic bidding. Once
the bids have been awarded we
urge that frequent, personalized
meetings be held. Thus the general
and specialty contractors will have
a concise, up-to-the-minute under-
standing of the architect's desires
as well as those of the engineers.

As constructors, we feel that
most architects and engineers do
not avail themselves of the inven-
tiveness and ingenuity of the men
who do the actual construction.

None of us is foolhardy enough
to believe that the architect, the en-
gineer or the constructor alone can
erect a building. Yet the failure of
these three professions to perform
as a unit has created a poor image
for the entire construction industry

-so much so that the public tends
to view it as a bumbling, inept
giant, too involved with its personal
squabbles to compare favorably
with "better-organized" industries
in the nation, Only teamwork can
supply the right product at the right
time at the right price, Cost controls
must be planned and adhered to
and, coincident with this, there
must be adequate control of quality
in materials, equipment and work-
manship.

As a concluding thought we
would recommend the adootion of
one additional procedure which,
where tried, has proven eminently
successful: use of preliminary
plans and specifications. By spend-
ing $5,000 to $1o,oo at the outset,
before guessing at a budget or proj-
ect schedule, better planning and
programming along with a more or-
derly procedure will result. Thus
would evolve more realistic costs
and a more accurate timetable, all
of which would better serve the
owner. ROGER H. CORBETTA

President, Americon Society
of Concrcte Constructors

Des Ploines, Ill.



Designed for schoofs,,, . .

Von Duprin 77 series exit devices. Built to take a beating
. not maintenance time and money. Drop-forged
bronze. Rim, mortise lock or vertical rod type. See your

rnrithout maintenance men
Von Duprin representative or write for our fully detailed
Catafog Bulletin 631. Specify the Von Duprin 77 drop-
forged device . . . then forget it. Maintenance men do.

VON DUPRIN′ INC ・ 4001/VEST MARYLAND STREET・  INDIANAPOLIS′ INDIANA 46225
VON DUPRIN LTD ・ 903 SIMARD ST・ CHAMBLY′ QUEBEC
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is a key element in ARI's Unitary Certification
Program.* ftts strict and tough.

Certified ilail
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Letters such as this are rare, but they do have to be written
on occasion. Unitary Certification requirements are enforced at
every stage in the program.

All manufacturers who participate in the program must rate their
units in standard British thermal units per hour (Btuh). They
ruusl submit specifications and their own test data on all new
models to ARI engineers for evaluation. They rnrzsl allow ARI
engineers to select any of their models for testing. They
must abide by the test results.

They must do all of these things to earn the privilege of displaying
the ARI Seal of Certification on their equipment.

TIrcre arc teeth in the ARI
Certification Prognm.
The ARI SeaI protects you
and your customerc.
'rThe ARI Unitary Certification Program
covers more tlmn 90 percent of all air
conditioners and heat pumps with a rated
capacity of up to 135,000 Btuh.

左 rCar」JilFJi19rlilag″ σ    ■srlilo“

1815 N. Fort Myer Drive, Arlington, Ya.22209
For more technical data, circle 251 on information card
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Next Month
The Mall and the People: The first
attempt to "humanize" Wash-
ington's Mall-Andrew fackson
Downing's plan of 1851-has been
lost in the mists of history. Its
telling today could not be more
appropriate as architects and plan-
ners seek "to bring a vision of life
to this great ceremonial focus of
American democracy."

The author, who can make daily
firsthand observations from his
office in the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, brings the story of the MalI
up to date with a commentary on
Nathaniel Owings' master plan.

Practice Profile: How the firm
Pancoast/Ferendino/Grafton com-
bines general practice with an un-
usual consulting venture is the
topic of the next article in this
continuing series, Charts and
graphs are among the visual aids
which plot the development of the
63-member office.

An Act of Risk: Designing a
church, warns the dean of the
School of Architecture at Tennes-
see, is no easy task; and while he
maintains that "Gothic cathedrals,
Greek temple, Colonial meeting
houses and Mayan shrines are not
appropriate symbols" for today's
religion, he likewise acknowledgeg
that "contemporary" should not be
equated with the novel and the
bizarre.

An Architect's Sketchbook: The
profession now and then has to
be reminded that some of its young
practitioners can still draw. A case
in point: the recipient of a travel-
ing scholarship who not only
sketched during a nine-month tour
of ]apan and India among other
countries but also made notes. of
what he saw.

To Save or Not to Save: While a
good many preservation efforts
have been concentrated in the East,
even areas with relatively new
buildings are taking a look at sav-
ing the older buildings. A current
example is found in the Pacific
Northwest where a controversy is
brewing over Tacoma's old City
Hall. Among the participants are
two architects who agree on pres-
ervation but differ on the method.

PHOTO CREDITS:Henry Sanoff pp.26‐ 28:

K」lebrew p. 38 〔upper, 10Wer left〕 : Jim
Keith―p. 38(bottOm right〕 ; I・ F. Bechan―
p. 39 〔upper right〕 .
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High rotio of surfqce oreq
io foce qreq

High oir velocities without excessive
friction or turbulence

Write for Bullelin 5-55
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...\ /orks where tile wouldn't ond cqrpet couldn't.

There's nothing like Densylon::'Even we can't
improve the performance of our heavy-duty,
heavy-traffic wonder. So we gave it more flair.
Now Densylon comes in great new patterns and
textures, all at the same old price of our fa-
miliar Densylon tweeds.

Now Densylon gives your clients style as well
as the carpet image in heavy traffic areas where
you once had to settle for hard flooring. Carpet
luxury, carpet quiet, carpet comfoft, plus the
lowest rnaintenance costs of any flooring ma-
terial in the world-tile or carpet.

Out-performs tile ond corpet
Don't confuse Densylon with ordinary com-
mercial carpeting. Densylon is unique. Built for
lO-ton truck maneuvers, it won't buckle, ripple,
crush, pill, fizz, lint, stain. Nowhere. No how.

let the buyer bewqre
Densylon is difficult to make. Few even attempt
it, though they may try to imitate its look. If
you see a look-alike, look closer. And ask
questions.

Ask about the fiber. Densylon's is exclusive.
Round, dense, solid continuous filament nylon
especially engineered to be the toughest, densest,
soil- and stain-resistant fiber in the world.
Ask about the weave. Densylon's is exclusive.
Twice as dense and tight as anything in the in-
dustry. A low, tough, compact surface, im-
pervious to dirt, grime, spills, wear and tear.

Ask about the backing. Densylon's is exclusive.
Super-tough, strong as steel, And it can't mil-
dew. Or rot.
Ask about the cushioning. Densylon's is a thick,
acoustical, resilient slab of B. F. Goodrich
sponge rubber. Perma-Bonded@ to Densylon's
tough surface and guaranteed for life.
Finally, ask about the selection. Densylon is the
one, the only that comes in a full range of
superb patterns and textures as well as tweeds.
At no extra cost!
Don't get us wrong. There's nothing wrong with
commercial carpeting. We're the largest exclu-
sive mannfacturer of it ourselves. We have
created Modu/Floors@ to handle every kind of
carpet need-in every kind of fiber, every type
of construction; for every type of job. It's great
for low to medium-high traffic jobs. But not in
place of hard flooring. For that, you need
Densylon.

See Densylon in qction
Only CCC makes Densylon. And only
Densylon has replaced hard flooring in hun-
dreds of installations throughout the country. . .

in hundreds of installations near yoa. This is
not something you have to judge from a swatch.
Let our man show you Densylon, installed, at
work. . . give you the facts and figures on ex-
actly how it applies to your job, on the job.

Send coupon now, You have to see Densylon to
believe it.

This is a photo of a piece of our
Densylon installation at the G. E.
Pavilion at the World's Fair, ex-
actly as we yanked it off the floor.
G. E. clocked it out at 15,697,000.
15,697,000 pairs of everything
from high spike heels to cowboy
boots. 15,697,000 assorted strollers, baby carriages,
tramped-on hot dogs, mustard, ice cream cones,
Cokes, candy, popcorn, chewing gum. Downhill yet!

aCCC's tradenrark lor its spoilg.-bondcd, hith-deiltily nylon.aryel

ccc
10 West 33rd Slreet
New York, New York 10001 Dept. AIA-2,
Attention: Mr. Walter Brooks

! Please have a CCC Field Engineer show me
Densylon in action.

I Please send Densylon Portfolio.
! Please send information on Modu/Floors.

Name

ritle Phone 

-

Organization

Address

幽 I=IIIII==ゴ 里ヒIttFlk==」

Densu10nノ (撼麟Ё漸磁B
Commercial Carpet Corporation offices in principal
cities-(Los Angeles, San Francisco, Pacific Com-
mercial Carpet Corporation).

For more technical data. circle 214 on information card
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Creative styling in a new light:
Pebbled―Onyx in Azrock vinyl asbestos floor t‖ e

In Pebbled-Onyx vinyl asbestos tile, Azrock blends the architect's desire for elegance with down-
to-earth initial cost and economical maintenance. Pebbled-Onyx is made with fine chips of actual
marble encased in translucent vinyl, deeply inlaid on a vinyl asbestos backing. This exclusive
Azrock development creates a beauty of patterning no other floor can duplicate. In 5 colors:
12"x12" si2e,3/32" and1/8" gauges. Specify Pebbled-Onyx..a truly remarkable resilientflooring.

an original floor styling by ZROCK@

Consult Sweet's Catalog or send for samples. Azrock Floor Products,5'10 Frost Building, San Anlonio, Texas 78205

For more technical data, circle 215 on information card
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